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STELLINGE N N 

bekorendebekorende hij het proefschrift 

"AA Study of Track Reconstruction and Massive Dielectron Production in Hera-5" 

doordoor Wouter Donovan Hulsbergen 

1.. De mvera Kalman FUter stap is een belarigrrjkgerc 
detectoren,, omdat deze het mogelijk maakt óp eenvoudige wijze biasloze hhresiduen uit te tekenen. 

2.. 0e dóór het E866 experiment geobserveerde polarisatie vao de T(2S) en T{3S) toestand maakt het aan-
nemelijkk dat er een Xd(3P) toestand bestaat met een massa beneden de drempel voor open B-meson produc-
tie.. Hera-B maakt het mogelijk dit vermoeden in de nabije toekomst te verifiëren. 

C.. N. Brown er at, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86,2529 (2001). 
A.. Kharchilava et al, Phys. Rev. DS»,94023 (1999). 
M.. Beoefee and LZ. Rothstein, Phys. Lett B372,159 (1996). 

3.. Het valt te betreuren dat een deel van de fyskageni^̂  
err tegelijkertijd nieuwe experimenten (zoals r^ïALESN^ gebouwd wsrd^ó^zeK$o^pam^gen̂ grotere 
ambitiee hebben dan Hera-5. 

4.4. Experimenten dienen te worden opgezet vanuft de motivatie dat er rx4angrijke,nieo we kera 
worden,, en niet vanuit de motivatie dat er nieuwe fondsen nodig zijn. 

5.. Atte belangrijke experimentele ontdekkingen in de elerneirtaire-deeltjesfysica— van de kwantisaüe van de 
elektrónladingg tot de massa van neutrino's — zijn tot stand gekomen in experimenten dié zijn opgezet om 
éénn of meerdere relevante hypothesen te toetsen. Daarom dient het fonnnleren van duidelijke, toetsbare 
hypothesenn het uitgangspunt van de deeltjesfysica te blijven. 

T.C.^ambcdw,T.C.^ambcdw, The Method of Multiple Workmg Hypotheses, S<^ 
J.. R. Halt, Strong Inference, Science 14*, 347 (1964). 

6.. Het artikel "Evidence for Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay" door Klapdor-Kfeingrotfaaos et al laat eens te 
meerr zien dat de analyse van experimentele data niet alleen op toegepaste statistiek behoort te berusten, maar 
ookk op gezond verstand. 

H,, V. KlaïxJor-Kleingrothau s et al, Evidence for Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay, hep-phl020123\. 
E.. Fenigiio e/at, Neutrino Oscillations and Signals in 0 and Qvt& Experiments, hep-pWQ20129l. 
CM.Aaise^CM.Aaise  ̂et al, Comment on "Bvidenccfor Neutrinoless DoubteBeaDeeay",hi%h^ 

7.. Generalisereu en categoriseren staan aan de tesis van alle kennis, rnaar zijn ook de wortels van veel kwaad, 

8.. Naast de zorg om de ethiek en de gevaren van genetische rnampularie is het minstens zo belangrijk om na te 
denkenn over hoe wij willen dat dé mensheid verder evolueert 

9.. Het groen in Nederland valt ten prooi aan de massale vraag raar huizen met toin. Het feit dat veel bewoners 
hunn nieuw verworven biotoop direct met stoeptegels, grind en geasfalteerde oprijlaan begaanbaar maken — 
bijvoorbeeldd om het onderhoud te beperken —, wettigt bet vermoeden dat zij minder planten beheren dan de 
gemiddeldee flatbewoner in zjjn balkonbakkên. 

10.. Als mensen vroeger hardop tegen zichzelf aan het praten waren, kon men meestal de gehele conversatie 
volgen;; nu is dat vaak nog maar de helft 

11.. Véél verwend gedrag wordt geponeerd als grondrecht 

12.. Eco-toerisme doe je het beste thuis. 
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enn great expectations 
gestuurdd door incidenten 
somss een stap terug 
eenn herinnering 
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eenn kort moment 
dann weer weg 
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Introductio n n 

Elementary-particlee physicists believe that all phenomena in our world can ultimately be ex-
plainedd by the existence of afew elementary building blocks and their interactions. Since phe-
nomenaa in daily life are far too complicated to test this hypothesis, physicists perform collision 
experimentss in which they can actually *see' those building blocks. This has lead to a theory that 
iss usually referred to as the 'standard model of elementary particles*. 

Sincee its formulation in the seventies the standard model has been very successful in either 
correctlyy predicting, or at least allowing for a correct description of, (almost) all experimental 
resultss obtained in particle physics experiments. However, the theory contains a symmetry be-
tweenn matter and antimatter, which is at variance with thee observation that our universe is matter 
dominated.. This matter-antimatter symmetry is called CP symmetry. 

Inn 1966 thé Russian physicist Andrei Sacharov outlined three necessary conditions for the 
apparentt matter dominance to arise. One of these ingredients is CP symmetry violation, a dif-
ferencee in rate between a process and its CP conjugated process. The occurrence of CP vio-
lationn in nature was first observed in the decay of neutral kaons in 1964. The effect is small, 
approximatelyy 2 in 1000 and until a few years ago it was the only known CP violating process. 
However,, its explanation in the standard model led inevitably to the prediction of a multitude 
off  CP violation effects in the decay of B mesons. Measurements of these effects allow for a 
testt of the standard model and hopefully lead to a better understanding of the matter-antimatter 
asymmetry. . 

Inn the last years several experiments were built to investigate CP violation in the B-meson 
system,, in particular in me theoretically well understood B° —> J/if) A^ decay. One of these is 
thee Hera-B experiment at the 920 GeV/c HERA proton ring at DESY. At this beam energy the 
productionn rate of B mesons is extremely small compared to the inelastic background. Therefore, 
aa large amount of data must be processed in order to obtain a sufficient number of events for a 
meaningfull  test of the theory. In order to separate the signal from the large inelastic background 
thee experiment uses a multilevel trigger setup especially designed to select decays of J/if> into 
twoo charged leptons. 

Thee implementation of this system in an environment with hadronic interactions turned out to 
bee much more difficult than anticipated. As a result Hera-S is not able to perform CP violation 
measurementss with an accuracy competitive with experiments running at the e+e~ —» T(4S) 
resonance.. Hera-S has drastically modified its experimental menu, the main course now being the 
studyy of quarkonium production. Besides being of fundamental interest, this subject is relevant 
forr the interpretation of observations of CP violation phenomena by the other B experiments, 
sincee it will test our understanding of bound state effects in systems with heavy quarks. 

Thiss thesis reports on experimental results obtained at the Hera-S experiment in the period 
fromm 1997 to 2002. In chapter 1 an overview is given of our knowledge of quarkonium production 
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inn hadronic interactions. Chapter 2 is a reprinted conference contribution: it describes the Hera-B 
detectorr and gives a summary of the status of the experiment at the beginning of 2001, relevant for 
thee data discussed in this thesis. In chapters 3 through 5 the design, calibration and performance 
off  the honeycomb drift detector are discussed. Chapter 6 gives an overview of the status of the 
trackk reconstruction, including a description of the luminosity determination and a preliminary 
measurementt of inclusive kinematic distributions of charged particles. A measurement of the 
K®K®tt A and A production cross section in chapter 7 shows that the determination of thee luminosity 
andd the track reconstruction efficiency are reasonably well under control. Finally, in chapter 8 
aa measurement of electron pair production from the Drell-Yan process and from T decay is 
presented. . 



Chapterr  1 

Quarkoniumm Production in Hadronic 
Collisions s 

Wee present a brief overview of the theoretical and experimental knowledge of the 
productionn of quarkonia, bound systems of heavy quarks. We sketch the description 
off  the static properties of quarkonia in terms of a potential model, the different ap-
proachess towards the description of quarkonium production in hadronic interactions, 
andd signatures that could distinguish between those approaches. Finally, we discuss 
nuclearr effects and the possible contribution of the Hera-fi experiment. 

1.11 Introductio n 

Inn 1964, Gell-Mann [ 1 ] and (independently) Zweig [2] showed that the pattern of hadrons known 
att that time — pions, kaons, nucleons and hyperons — could be explained if all hadrons were 
builtt up of combinations of three hypothetical particles and their anti-particles. Gell-Mann called 
thesee particles the up quark u, the down quark d and the strange quark s. They were assigned 
quantumm numbers for charge, spin and isospin such that all baryons could be constructed of three 
quarkss and mesons of a quark and an anti-quark. Furthermore, if the weak current was defined 
ass iö7^(l 4- 75)(dcos0 + ssm$), Gabibbo's picture of the weak interaction, which successfully 
explainedd many correlation in the decay widths of hadrons [3], was recovered. 

Despitee the success of thé quark model and thé Cabibbo theory, some puzzles remained. The 
.apparentt asymmetry between thé lepton sector consisting of four leptons e, fi, v€ and vM and the 
quarkk sector with three quarks was taken as a hint that another quark (the charm) was needed to 
completee the list of elementary particles [4]. However, a more disturbing problem was that die 
theoryy allowed neutral kaons to decay into a " pair with a decay rate far greater than allowed 
byy the experimental limit. In 1970 Glashow, niopoulos and Maiani [5] showed that tiiis could be 
explainedd by a cancellation in the amplitude for this decay if indeed a fourth quark were to exist 
(diee GIM mechanism). 

Inn 1974 a narrow resonance with a mass of 3.1 GéV/c2 was discovered at BNL in die e+e~ 
invariantt mass spectrum of die reaction p + Be —  é+e~X [6J. At die same time and indepen-
dentiyy die resonance was observed by its direct production in e+e" annihilation at UK SPEAR 
storagee ring at SLAC [7J. The hew particle became to be known as die 3/$, die double name 
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beingg due to the unresolved issue of who named it first. Within a few months the group at SLAC 
alsoo measured a second resonance, with a mass of 3,7 GeV/c2 [8]. This time the competition was 
farr behind and the particle was unanimously called the tp'. 

Thee most striking property of the new particles was their narrow width of O(100)keV. This 
ledd Appelquist et al [9, 10, 11] to interpret them as bound states of a charm and an anti-charm 
quarkk in a 3Si angular momentum configuration which by Yang's theorem cannot decay to two 
gluöns.11 Bound states of a charm and an anti-charm quark are now referred to as charmonium 
states.. More in general, bound states of a heavy quark and its ann^quark are called quarkonium 
orr simply onxum states. 

InIn 1973 — even before the discovery of charm quarks — Kobayashi and Maskawa[ 12] pos-
tulatedd the existence of another two heavy quarks, the bottom and the top. Once more, their con-
jecturee aimed at explaining in a natural way a hitherto absolutely un-understood effect, namely 
thee occurrence of CP violation in the decay of neutral kaons. Like the charm, the bottom quark 
wass first discovered in a 3S.t quarkonium state, in the decay into a /U+^~ pair [13]. This state is 
noww Called the T and in general bound bottom-anti-bottom suites are referred to as bottomonia. 
Boundd toponium does not exist since thé top quark lifetime is smaller than the formation time of 
toponium. . 

Sincee the discovery of the V' and the T many more charmonium and bottomonium states have 
beenn discovered. Figure 1.1 shows the mass hierarchy of the bottomonia, including a few states 
thatt have not yet been observed. It is customary tó characterise the states by a spectroscopic 
notation, , 

n*n* s+ls+lLjLj  , (1.1) 

wheree n is the radial quantum number, S the spin, L the orbital angular momentum and J the total 
momentum.. The orbital angular momentum is denoted by a Roman character, namely S,P,D 
forr L = 0,1,2 respectively. The angular momenta determine the eigenvalues under parity and 
chargee conjugation symmetry via 

CC = {-l)L+s P = (~l)L+l  . (1.2) 

Inn order to ease communication the quarkonium states have also been given names, which are 
listedd in table 1.1. 

« % % 
n% n% 
nn11?! ?! 

nn33Vj Vj 

cc cc 

fc(nS) fc(nS) 
tf(nS) tf(nS) 
hhcc(nP) (nP) 

Xoj(nP) ) 

bb bb 

Tfc(nS) ) 

T(nS) ) 
hhbb{nP) {nP) 

Xu(nP) ) 

JPC JPC 

o-+ + 
1~ ~ 

1+_ _ 
j + + + 

Tablee 1.1. Symbolic names for the charmonium and bottomonium states. The ip(\S) is usually denoted 
byy J/$, whereas the i/»(2S) is also known as ij/. 

Thee relatively large branching fraction to dilepton final states makes the 3Si states experi-
mentallyy most easily accessible. The 3Pj states are well studied via the radiative decays to the 

'Ann analogous situation was long known in the positronium system, where the 3Si state has a narrow width 
becausee it cannot decay into two photons. 
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BBBB threshold 
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%m %m 
T(1S) ) 

Figuree 1.1. Overview of the system of bb bound states [14]. Experimentally observed states are shown 
withh solid Unes. For the X6 states, the spins of only the X62(1P) and XM(1P) have been experimentally 
established.. The spins of the other Xb are given as the preferred values, based on the quarkonium models. 
Thee arrows indicate observed hadronic and radiative transitions. 

3Sii  states, e.g. \c —> 4n and Xö —> T7. The singlet states f$Q and 1Pi) decay practically 
exclusivelyy to hadrons. Only the ?7C(1S) and hc(lP) have been experimentally confirmed. 

Inn the last decade the production of quarkonium states has received a renewed interest due 
too new theoretical and experimental developments. Many new data became available showing 
sometimess large disagreement with predictions. Since quarkonium production probes both the 
hardd scattering parton processes and the hadronisation, it allows us to test our understanding of 
bothh perturbative and non-perturbative QCD. 

1.22 The charmonium model 

Thee spectroscopy and the decay widths of the quarkonium states are described in a non-relati-
visticc potential model, the so called charmonium model [15]. It is assumed that the mass of the 
boundd quarks is large compared to their relative momentum, such that they may be treated non-
relativistically,, just like the leptons in the positronium system and the electron in the hydrogen 
atom.. If spin effects are neglected the dynamics of the systems is governed by a central potential 
whichh ultimately is derived from QCD. 

Sincee the colour charge of the quarks is independent of their flavour, the potential is indepen-
dentt of the mass rag of the heavy quarks. At small distances the heavy quarks are 'asymptotically 
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free'' and their interaction is described by a one-gluon-excharige Coulomb potential [15], 

t/// \ ^ 4as( l / r ) 
K(r)) ft; —-—^-!—  ̂ as r —> 0 (l.J) 

33 r 
wheree r is the distance between the quarks and 4/3 is a colour factor.2 At long distances the 
dynamicss of the system is described by a linear confinement potential [ 15], 

V(r)V(r) as «V as r —*• oo (1.4) 

wheree K is the 'string tension' which empirically is« « 450 MeV. Several phenomenological 
modelss for the potential have been developed which differ mainly in the way the short and long 
distancee limits are merged and in the inclusion of relativistic corrections and loop corrections to 
thee short distance limit (Let higher order in aa). See reference [18] for an overview. Nowadays, 
thee potential by Buchmiiller and Tye [19] is most widely used in calculations. 

Givenn the potential non-relativistic quantum mechanics can be applied to calculate the energy 
levelss and the wave functions of the different bound states. With a proper Choice of the potential 
andd of the heavy quark mass the experimentally observed mass spectrum is described within a 
feww percent of the typical level spacing. 

Inn combination with perturbative calculations for the annihilation amplitude of the heavy 
quarkk pair the wave functions denned by the potential can be used for the extraction of decay 
widths.. For example, in leading order the decay width of a 3Si state into leptons is proportional 
too the square of the amplitude of the radial wave function at the origin [18,20], 

rr  [rfSj  - U] = 4 4a2 | J^ 2° ) |2 . (i.5) 

Thee size of the wave function at the origin (or its derivative in case R{0) = 0, as for P-wave 
states),, plays an important role in the description of the dynamics of quarkonium since it can be 
interpretedd as the probability mat the two quarks are sufficiently close to undergo a short distance 
process,, e.g. production or decay. 

1.33 Heavy quark production 

1.3.11 Kinematic observables 

Figuree 1.2 shows a schematic picture of the production of a QQ bound state from two colliding 
nucleonss with four-momenta pi and p2. The centre-of-momentum energy of the system is given 

VsVs = V(Pi+P2)2 • 0.6) 

Sincee the nucleons are composite objects we can try to describe the interaction as a colli
sionn between two elementary constituents, dubbed partons, which carry longitudinal momentum 
fractionss xx and x2 respectively. Provided we can transform to a frame where the energyy of both 

2Ttüss is the potential in case the quark pair is in a colour neutral (singlet) state. For octet states the colour factor 
iss different from 4/3; it even has a different sign such that the interaction is in fact repulsive [16,17]. 
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™™QQQ,xQ,xvv,p,pLL) ) 

Figuree 1.2. Schematic picture of the production of a QQ bound state in the collision of two nucleons. 

nucleonss is large, we can neglect the transverse momentum and mass of the partons. The heavy 
objectt created by the two partons then has an invariant mass 

tn tn == Vs7 = \/Xi x2 (1.7) ) 

Differentiall cross sections are usually described in terms of the momentum coordinates parallel 
andd perpendicular to pi — p2. A common choice in fixed target collisions are the transverse 
momentumm  and the Feynman-x- variable xp [21], 

P-LL = \JPi + Py XXFF = 
Pz Pz 

Pz,Pz, max 
(U U 

wheree pz is calculated in the centre-of-momentum frame of the nucleon-nucleon collision and 
Pz,maxPz,max ~ y/s/2 is its maximum value in this frame.3 In the parton picture Xp is related to the 
partonn momentum fractions by 

xpxp = xi -x2 (1-9) 

AA popular alternative for the longitudinal momentum coordinate is the rapidity, 

y=y=22ll<-Ë^p-J <-Ë^p-J 
(1.10) ) 

wheree E is the energy of the heavy object. Under a Lorentz transformation along the 2-axis, 
thee rapidity transforms like y —• y — tanh-1/3, such mat the shape of the rapidity distribution 
iss independent of the frame of reference. In case m •C \Jp\ -+- p\ the rapidity is approximately 
equall to the pseudo rapidity 

(111) ) VV = - log tan ( I 

wheree 0 is the angle of the momentum vector with thee 2-axis. 

3Inn the case of pv4-collisions it is not evident what die centre-of-momentum frame is. It is customary to define it 
ass if the projectile proton is colliding wim a stationary nucleon inside the nucleus. 
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1.3.22 Factorisation 

Thee initial and final state particles of interest in figure 1.2 are hadrons, such that the calculation 
off the cross section involves non-perturbative QCD. The calculation can only be performedd if 
itt factorises, as is suggested by the dashed vertical lines in the figure. A necessary (but not 
sufficient)) condition for factorisation is that the subprocesses occur at different time scales, or 
equivalently,, at different energy scales. 

Thee central part of the production process, the creation of the heavy quark pair from the 
interactingg gluons, is a hard scattering process. The scale is set by the heavy quark mass THQ ^> 
AQCD-- The asymptotic freedom of quarks and gluons at high momentum transfers allows one to 
calculatee this process in perturbative QCD. 

Thee initial part of the process is governed by the dynamics of partons inside the nucleons and 
thee typical energy scale is AQCD- The factorisation of the hard scattering process and the initial 
statee is well established in theory and is called the QCD factorisation theorem. 

Thee final part of the process is the formation of the QQ bound state and involves two energy 
scales,, namely the momentum TUQV Of the heavy quarks inside the bound state and the typical 
distancee between the radial excitations mqv2. The description of quarkonium production is based 
onn the separation of the hard scattering scale IUQ from the scales TUQV and TTIQV2. Potential 
modell calculations yield v2 « 0.3 for charmónium and v2 *s 0.1 for bottomonium. Therefore, 
thee separation of scales is only approximate. 

Withoutt other means to calculate the production amplitude we must assume that factorisation 
cann be applied. The cross section for a quarkonium H is then schematically written as 

°*°* = Y, faxite2 h{xi)fj{*z) x a(ij^QQ[n]X) x V(QQ[n] -+ H) + o ( ^ ) , 
ij,nij,nJJ y 7v ' " % ' ' - v - ' \mQ J 

(1.12) ) 
wheree the summation is performed over all tight quarks flavours and gluons and over all inter
mediatee states n contributing to the final final state. We shall now discuss the three factors in this 
equationn in more detail. 

1,3*33 Hard scattering 

Thee cross section of thé hard scattering process a{ij —* QQ[n]X) describes the transition from 
initiall state partons i arid j with momentum fractions x\ and x2 to a final state QQ pair in quan
tumm state n and possibly other gluons or quarks labelled by X. It can be calculated in perturba
tivee QCD (pQCD), At leading order two processes are responsible for QQ production, namely 
quark-anti-quarkk annihilation and gluon-gluon fusion. The corresponding Feynman diagrams are 
shownn in figure 1.3. 

InIn the calculation of the cross section in pQCD, two kinds of divergences appear, namely in
fraredd divergences and ultraviolet divergences. The ultraviolet divergences come from diagrams 
withh internal loops, i.e. in higher order contributions. In order to remove these a renormalisation 
proceduree is applied in which the infinities are absorbed by redefining the bare strong coupling 
constantt a8 and the bare quark masses. The strong coupling as thereby assumes a dependence 
onn the renormalisation scale fiRt which in the case of heavy quark production is usually chosen 
ass the heavy quark mass. The dependence of the cross section on the renormalisation scale fiR 
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qq Q 9b Q 9b Q 

Figuree 1.3. Leading order diagrams for heavy-quark pair production. Diagram (c) also contributes with a 
permutationn of the gluon lines. 

becomess smaller if the calculation is performed to a higher order in as. Therefore, the variation 
off the cross section with variation of nR is used as an estimate of thee theoretical uncertainties. 

Thee infrared divergence appears due to the contribution of low momentum gluons and light 
quarks.. The strong coupling constant increases with decreasing momenta and the perturbation 
seriess does not converge. The infrared divergence can be absorbed by a redefinition of the bare 
partonn density functions fi(x), which are discussed in the next paragraph. To achieve this another 
renormalisationn scale is introduced, which is called the factorisation scale /.ip. The hard scattering 
crosss section thus depends on two scales, namely /.IR and (ip. 

1.3.44 Dynamics of the initia l state 

Thee partons inside the colliding hadrons are described by the parton density distributions fi(x) 
whichh can be interpreted as the probability distribution to find a parton of type i carrying a 
longitudinall momentum fraction x of the incoming nucleon. The fi(x) cannot be calculated in 
perturbationn theory, but QCD describes the dependence of the fi{x) on the factorisation scale 
fifiFF via the so called DGLAP equations [22, 23, 24]. This allows for a combination of different 
measurementss (such as deep inelastic electron-proton scattering) to extract one set of universal 
partonn density functions. 

Figuree 1.4 shows predictions and measurements for the inclusive cross section for 66 and 
cccc production as a function of y/s a t fixed target energies. Due to the scale dependence there 
iss a large uncertainty in the theoretical predictions. The predictions for charm production are 
inn reasonable agreement with the measurements. The two existing 66 cross section measure
mentss [26, 27] are incompatible and have a poor precision. For recent evaluations of the cross 
sectionn at the Hera-Z? energy see [28, 29]. 

1.3.55 Dynamics of the final state 

Thee term V{QQ[n] —* H) describes the hadronisation of the QQ pair into the quarkonium H 
andd possibly light hadrons. The hadronisation cannot be calculated in perturbative QCD, but 
iff factorisation between the hard scattering and the hadronisation is valid, the V terms can be 
treatedd as universal parameters. 

Ass we have seen the separation of scales between the hard scattering and the hadronisation is 
onlyy approximate. Therefore, the validity of the factorisation between the hard scattering and the 
hadronisationn is still subject to debate. We shall discuss three models — two competitive, one 
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Figuree 1.4. Cross sections for 66 and cc production in fixed target pN collisions versus die beam energy. 
(Takenn from [25]). The default choices for die factorisation scale and the renormalisation scale are pp/2 = 
PRPR = mc for charm production and nF = pR = m6 for bottom production. The bands have been obtained 
byy varying the factorisation scale. (For details, see [25].) 

historicall — that have been developed to describe the quarkonium formation. They are based on 
differentt assumptions about the factorisation. 

1.44 Quarkonium formation 

1.4.11 The colour evaporation model 

Thee colour evaporation model (CEM) is the quarkonium production model of thee early days [30, 
31,, 32], but it has recently been revived [33, 34]. In the CEM it is assumed that there is a strict 
factorisationn between the production of the heavy quark pair and its subsequent evolution into 
aa bound state. All information about the initial colour, spin and angular momentum state n of 
thee heavy quark pair disappears through soft interactions with the hadronic matter in which the 
heavyy quark pair is created. A recent development is the soft colour interaction model (CSI) [35] 
inn which the interactions between the quark pair and the nucleon remnants are explicitly modelled 
inn a Monte Carlo simulation. 

Inn order to calculate the production cross section a duality type argument [30] is used: This is 
thee physically plausible assumption that the sum of all the cross sections of all charm hadrons is 
equall to the total partonic cross section into free charm quarks. Therefore, the colour evaporation 
modell is sometimes called the local duality approach. 

Thee parton model cross section for an unbound ('open') QQ pair with invariant mass m can 
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bee written as [36] 

MQQ) MQQ) 
dm2 2 == 5 3 ƒ d*idr2 Ó(xix2$ — m2) fi{$i)fj(x2) cr{ij —* QQ[n] X) . (1.13) 

Thee cross section for a particular quarkonium state H is now obtained by integrating the open 
QQQQ cross section from the kinematic lower limit 2m Q up to the threshold for open Q-meson 
production, , 

GHGH = VR x / d m — ^ — - . (1.14) 
JvrnqJvrnq dm 

wheree VH is a constant that depends neither on the state n in which the heavy quark pair was 
created,, nor on its longitudinal or transverse momentum. Consequently, this relation can be 
generalisedd to differentia] cross sections and the GEM predicts the , xp and yfs dependence of 
thee cross sections. Furthermore, it predicts identical shapes for the differential cross sections for 
alll charmonium states and for open charm, such that quarkonium production ratios are constant. 
Thesee prediction are in good agreement with existing data [33]. 

Thee CEM is a phenomenological model in the sense that it does not describe how the co
efficientss V# can be obtained from QCD. Nevertheless, statistical arguments lead to rough pre
dictions.. If it is assumed that the soft interactions between die quarks and other fragmentation 
productss are independent, counting of the possible colour states yields for the probability that the 
heavyy quark pair ends up in a colour singlet state a value of 1/9 [34]. Consequently, the constants 
VHVH obey the absolute normalisation 

Thee idea of counting final states can be taken one step further in order to divide the available 
masss range over the different angular momentum states [35], 

VVHH ~ {2JH + 1 ) -A£„ - 2J* + * , (1.16) 

Inn tins equation AEH is the mass window available to H, which is in die charmonium model 
proportionall to the inverse of the radial quantum number n#. Equation (1.15) and (1.16) lead to 
absolutee predictions for Vff, which are in reasonable agreement with tile data [35]. 

Thee colour evaporation model postulates that information on the spin orientation of the quark 
pairr in the hard scattering process is lost. This is in contradiction with recent measurements of 
thee polarisation of ij> and T by E866 [37, 38], which we shall discuss in section 1.4.4. 

1.4.22 The colour  singlet model 
Inn contrast to the CEM, the colour singlet model (CSM) [39, 40] emphasises the constraints 
imposedd by the colour and spin selection rules. In terms of equation (1.12) only colourless Q Q [n] 
statess with angular quantum numbers equal to those of the quarkonium state H contribute. The 
non-perturbativee part of the production is absorbed in a single parameter, which corresponds to 
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thee overlap of the wave function R(r) of H with QQ\n). For S-wave states this can be expressed 
ass [9,18] 

V{QQ\n]->H)V{QQ\n]->H) = \RH(0)\2 . (1.17) 

Forr P-wave states R(Q) is replaced by Rf(0).4 The values of i?(0) and R'(0) can be obtained 
eitherr from potential models or — since the GSM describes also the decay of charmonium states 
—— directly from measurements of the decay widths into leptons and light hadrons as in equa
tionn (1.5). The CSM thus makes absolute predictions for the quarkonium cross sections and 
relatess them in a consistent way to the decay widths. 

Thee leading order predictions of the CSM are not in good agreement with existing data and 
largee K-factors must be introduced to correct for possible higher order contributions. However, 
precisee predictions can be obtained for production ratios. For example the leading order partonic 
crosss section for if production from gluon-gluon fusion is given by 

» t o - ' S 1 + 8 ]] = * = | M , ( J / « « ) , (1.18, 

wheree g depends only on s/M2 and contains no parameters. (See [18] for the full expression.) 
Usingg (1.5) we can replace |/ï(0)|2 with the decay width. If we neglect the difference in the 
partonn distribution functions at the scale Mj/0 and the scale M$>, the ratio of the direct J/ty and 
ip'ip' cross sections becomes [33] 

trW)trW) W - e+ë') 
<T{J/I}>)<T{J/I}>) T(J/'0 -» e+c-) 

0.244 , (1.19) 

whichh is in good agreement with the observed cross sections (provided care is taken to disentan
glee the feed down of iff and Xc to the observed J/V yield). 

Thee CSM demands that the QQ pair is colour neutral within the time scale of the hard scat
teringg process. Of the leading order processes for hadronic production in figure 1.3 only process 
(c)) can contribute to a colour singlet final state. This is the leading order (LO) diagram for the 
productionn of ^o quarkonia. 

Thee 3Si states (tj) and T) have charge conjugation C = — 1 and cannot be produced in die 
(C(C = 1) process 1.3(c) . The LO diagram for 3Si production is shown in figure 1.5(a) [18]. 
AA kinematic analysis of the momentum flow in the diagram reveals that the two internal quark 
propagatorss are off-shell by approximately p\ 4- 4mg, so that at large pj_ the square of the matrix 
elementt behaves like l/p\. This is not in agreement with existing measurements of the
distributionn of J /^ (figure 1.6). 

Thee strong p i dependence of the LO contribution implies that at sufficiently large p  frag
mentationn processes as in figure figure 1.5(b) become dominant [41]: Although they are of higher 
orderr in as, they are enhanced by a power (pi/2me)4 and can thus overtake the LO contribution 
iff  > 2TUQ. If fragmentation is included the shape of the  distribution is in agreement with 
thee data but the normalisation is underestimated by about an order of magnitude. Although again 
K-factorss can be introduced to match the normalisation, it is not possible to obtain a consistent 
picturee in which both the normalisations of 3/tp and ifi'  at large p x are correct [42], 

+Inn the CSM there are problems with uncancelled infrared divergences in die cross section for P-wave states. 
Onlyy in NRQCD these divergences cancell completely. 
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Figuree 1.5. Diagrams for colour singlet 3Si production: leading order contribution (a) and fragmentation 
contributionn (b). 

Itt is now generally believed that the requirement of the CSM that the QQ pair be produced in 
aa colour singlet state at the time scale I/TUQ of the hard scattering process is too strict. Instead, 
thee production receives contributions from colour octet states, which become colourless only at 
aa time scale I/TTIQV, the typical formation time of the quarkonium state. Such contributions can 
bee systematically described in the framework of non-relativistic QCD. 

10 0 II 1 r - ii  1 r  F — 

BR(JAj/->uy)) do(pp->J/\|H-X)/dpT (nb/GeV) 

Vs=1.8TeV;fn|<0.6 6 

v% % total l 
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Figuree 1.6. Colour singlet and colour octet contributions to direct J/ip production at large #L together 
withh experimental data from CDF [43]. 

1.4.33 Non-relativistic QCD 

Thee success of the non-relativistic potential models in describing the static properties of quarko-
niaa suggests that the relative heavy quark velocity v can be used as an expansion parameter. This 
ideaa is exploited in an effective field theory, called non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [44]. The 
kineticc term of the heavy quarks in the QCD Lagrangian is expanded in v and the interactions 
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betweenn the heavy quarks and the light quarks and gluons are introduced at higher orders in v 
suchh that they match the low velocity limit of the full QCD Lagrangian. (See the lectures of 
Grinsteinn [17] for a derivation of the NRQCD Lagrangian.) 

Effectivee field theories rely on the presence of different scales, in this case rtiQ and TUQV. If 
wee assume that perturbation theory is valid at the scale mg, NRQCD allows us to organise a 
calculationn as a double expansion in as(Mq) and v. The cross section in NRQCD is factorised 
ass in equation (1.12). In contrast to the CSM, the NRQCD formalism allows that the colour and 
angularr momentum quantum numbers of the intermediate Q Q[n] are different from those of the 
physicall quarkonium H. Soft gluons with energies of the order of TUQV or smaller can be emitted 
att later times in die production process and change the colour and spin of the heavy quark pair. 
Thee probability that such spin and colour transitions occur is expressed by the so called long 
distancee matrix elements (ME), 

V(QQ\n]-+H)V(QQ\n]-+H) = (0|O*|0) . (1.20) 

Theyy correspond to die vacuum expectation values of local four-fermion operators in the NRQCD 
Lagrangian.55 The number of colour and spin-flip transitions required to obtain die quantum 
numberss of H predicts the hierarchy of me matrix elements in terms of powers of ' i \ formally 
expressedd in the NRQCD power counting rules [46]. The summation over the states n may 
thereforee be truncated as an expansion in v. 

Thee short distance cross sections a(ij —> QQ[n]X) for terms up to order v9 have been 
calculatedd for both S and P-wave quarkonia [47,48,49,50]. The calculation of die long distance 
MEss involves non-perturbative techniques such as lattice NRQCD. Those calculations are up to 
noww restricted to only a few matrix elements, only relevant for quarkonia decay [51]. However, 
NRQCDD contains exact and approximate symmetries, which can be used to reduce the number 
off independent matrix elements. Furthermore, as in tile CSM, the leading colour singlet ME caii 
bee expressed in terms of die quarkonium wave function at the origin and related to the leptonic 
orr gluonic decay width. 

Inn the absence of calculations, the remaining long distance MEs are treated as universal 
parameters,, which are obtained from fits to die data, such as the differential cross section in 
figuree 1.6, inclusive cross sections in pA collisions and photo-production at HERA. The most 
importantt matrix elements for the production of J/tp and ijt' aree one colour-singlet parameter 
C?f(nS)(3Si)) and three colour octet parameters OpnS)(3Si), Qt(nS){%), and C#(nS>(3P0). The 
shortt distance cross sections corresponding to die last two MEs have the samepx shape at large 

 [48] and are usually combined. 
Thee p i dependence of die colour octet processes contributing to J ftp production at large

aree shown in figure 1.6. Whereas die colour singlet and fragmentation contributions underes
timatetimate the cross section by orders of magnitude, die NRQCD colour octet contribution can be 
matchedd to tile data. The obtained values of the long distance matrix elements are compatible 
withh the predictions from the velocity scaling rules [48]. A comparison of different evaluations 
off matrix elements can be found in [52,53]. 

Ass die number of independent long distance matrix elements is large, it is not surprising tiiat 
aa reasonable fit to die available cross section data can be obtained. Furthermore, dieoretical un
certaintiess related to the validity of factorisation are large, which implies that the long distance 

sItt follows from the symmetries of NRQCD that the long distance MEs are scalars [45]. 
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matrixx elements may not he as universal as they are supposed to be [54]. Therefore, a more de
cisivee test of the NRQCD factorisation approach may come from a combination of cross section 
dataa with measurements of quarkonium spin alignment 

1.4.44 Polarisation 

Sincee the short distance cross sections depend upon the helicity of the partons, the spin of the 
QQ\n\QQ\n\ state can be preferentially aligned with respect to the relative momentum of the nucleons. 
Informationn about the spin alignment — which for quarkonia is usually called polarisation — is 
revealedd by the angular distribution of the decay products, which are the two leptons in case of 
thee decay of tp and T in Hera-J3. 

Thee angular distribution is expressed in terms of the polar angle of the positive lepton in the 
restt frame of the resonance. There are two conventional choices for the coordinates in this frame, 
namelyy either with the z-axis parallel to the projectile momentum vector (the Gottfried-Jackson 
frameframe [55]) or parallel to the bisection of the projectile momentum vector and (minus) the target 
momentumm vector (the CoIlins^Soper frame [56]).6 The prediction for the polarisation depends 
onn the choice of the reference frame, but at small  (as in fixed target experiments) the difference 
iss small enough that most authors don't mention it. After integration over the dependence of the 
azirouthall angle, the differential cross section can be written as [58] 

~r-?-z~r-?-z xx 1 + 0QÖS%6 (1.21) 

wheree 0 = 1(0 = —1) corresponds to complete transverse (longitudinal) polarisation. 
NRQCDD factorisation predicts die polarisation óf the produced quarkonia, although, some

timestimes at thé expense of introducing further non-perturbative matrix elements that do not appear in 
thee cross section summed over all polarisation states [54]. For example, NRQCD predicts almost 
completelyy transversely polarised J / 0 and tp' from hadro-produetion at large transverse momen
tumm [59]. Measurements by CDF [60] indicate that such a polarisation is absent. Although the 
experimentall uncertainties are still too large to allow conclusions, new theoretical developments 
indicatee that the tp states may be unpolarised because there are more matrix elements contributing 
thann accounted for before [61].7 This shows that the theoretical situation is far from clear. 

Att fixed target energies measurements of tp polarisation have mostly been performed with 
incidentt pions, yielding a polarisation compatible with zero for both J/ty and ipf [62,63,64,65]. 
Theree are only two measurements with incident protons, namely by E771 [66] and byy E866 [37]. 
Thee E771 data show a 3/ip polarisation compatible with zero and contain insufficient statistics 
too measure the $ polarisation. The E866 measurement comprises a much larger sample but only 
forr x? € [0.2,0.8] and with insufficient momentum resolution to separate J ftp and ij>'. E866 
measuredd 0 > 0 for r F e [0.2,0.6] and 0 < 0 for xF € [0.6,0.8]. 

Recently,, E866 also published the first measurement of T polarisation [38], shown in fig
uree 1.7 as a function of  Whereas T(15) is unpolarised for low pi and slightly transversely 
polarisedd for  > 1.8GeV/c, the (unresolved) T(25) and T(3s) signal shows a complete trans
versee polarisation for all  The T(IS) result is not in satisfactory agreement with the prediction 

6Forr a definition and brief comparison, see [57]. 
Înn the paper it is argued that the power counting for channonium must be performed in A QCD/"IC rather than 

inn v. 
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Figuree 1.7. Measurement of T polarisation by E866 [38]. E866 uses the Collins-Soper frame. 

00 > 0.24 [67, 68], which, however, relies on long distance matrix elements with large uncertain
ties.. (In the absence of sufficient constraints from data, some of the matrix elements are obtained 
byy scaling those from the charmonium sector.) A correct interpretation requires measurements 
off the feed down from \b states. Nevertheless, an update of the theoretical analysis of the polar
isationn in the bottomonium sector with these new measurements as input would be desirable.8 

1.55 Nuclear effects 
Inn the discussion of quarkonium production in the previous sections the incident partons were 
treatedd as particles bound to a nucleon and the nucleon parton density functions were applied. 
However,, the target nucleon in Hera-5 is part of a nucleus, the target material being carbon, alu
minium,, copper or titanium. Consequently, one must consider modifications to the bare nucleon-
nucleonn cross section. 

Thee dependence of particle production on the atomic mass number A is conventionally pa-
rameterisedd by a power law [69] 

aapApA = apNAa , (1.22) 

wheree aPA and <TPN are the particle production cross sections in proton-nucleus and proton-
nucleonn interactions, respectively. If the production cross section for a process is of the order 
off the square of the typical distance between the nucleons, the nuclei in the nucleus are shad
owingg each other and the production cross section for incoherent scattering9 is expected to grow 
withh the surface of the nucleus, i.e. ~ A2^. This is almost the case for the inelastic cross section 
whichh goes as A071. On the other hand, for processes that are much more rare, the cross section 
growss linearly with the number of nucleons (or with the 'volume' of the nucleus). This situation 
holdss to a good approximation for Drell-Yan production. Naively, the physical range for ® for 
incoherentt scattering is thus given by 2/3 % a < 1. 

8Thee transverse polarisation of T(2S) and T(3S), suggests that these states are produced entirely by feed down 
fromfrom gg —> ^ t ó l ^ l ) —* t% Th's provides evidence for the existence of die not yet observed \(,./(3P) state 
beloww the open bottom threshold. Such a mechanism was earlier proposed to explain the observed cross section of 
T(3s),, which is an order of magnitude larger than me predictions for direct production [49]. 

9Forr coherent scattering or elastic scattering the amplitudes of die nucleon-nucleon scattering are summed and 
thee cross section grows as A2 [70]. 
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Beingg a rare process, quarkonium production is expected to follow a linear dependence with 
AA However, measurements of the total cross section of j/ip and T yield a « 0 955, le. a small 
nuclearr suppression. In addition, the data show mat the shape of the differential cross sections 
dependss on A which can be parameterised by allowing a to be a function of xF and  The 
averagee  increases with the target material, which is usually called  broadening', whereas 
thee average xp shifts backward with A, 

Thee models explaining these observations contain many ingredients, labelled under the com
monn denomination 'nuclear effects'. For the comparison between quarkonium production and 
Drell-Yan,, it makes sense to distinguish between initial state effects and final state effects. Initial 
statee effects influence the creation of the heavy quark pair in the case of quarkonium production, 
Orr the creation of the virtual photon in the case of Drell-Yan production. Keywords are nuclear 
shadowingg and initial state energy loss. Their importance is constrained by existing measure
mentss of Drell-Yan production. 

Finall state effects play a role after the hard scattering process. The virtual photon in the 
casee of Drell-Yan production is short lived and interaction of the leptons with the nuclear matter 
aree expected to be small. However, in the case of quarkonium production the evolution of the 
heavyy quark pair into a bound state can be strongly influenced by the surrounding nuclear matter. 
Importantt keywords are nuclear absorption, absorption by co-moving secondaries and final state 
energyy loss. It is interesting that there iss a connection between final state effects and the quarko
niumm production model, since coloured states are expected to have a different nuclear absorption 
crosss section than singlet states. An overview of nuclear effects in ip and Drell-Yan production 
iss given in [69,71]. 

Thee interest in nuclear effects in quarkonium production comes mainly from their impor
tancee as a probe of deconfinement in heavy ion collisions [72]. It is assumed that in thé nuclear 
environmentt the main source of QQ dissociation are soft gluons. In a deconfined medium the 
averagee momentum of such gluons is a few times higher than in normal confined matter, Con
sequently,, one expects a sharp increase of nuclear suppression of ip production if a deconfined 
mediumm is created. Such an effect has recently been reported [73]. Since extra-ordinary claims 
requiree extra-ordinary evidence10, a full understanding of the normal quarkonium production 
mechanismss in nucleus-nucleus collisions is essential, before any conclusions on the existence 
off a deconfined medium can be made. 

1.66 Enter  Hera-2? 

Thee Hera-5 experiment is a forward spectrometer, designed for efficient detection and selection 
of'3/00 —» e+e~ and 3/0 —* /J,+^T decays. Compared to the fixed target experiments that have 
studiedd quarkonium production in the past, Hera-B is especially interesting for the following 
reasons. . 

Thee Hera-5 spectrometer covers an x$ acceptance from —0.4 to 0.3, which is essentially 
constantt in p i for charged particles with momentum p > IGeV/c. Therefore, Hera-5 can explore 
quarkoniumm production in the largely uncharted region of negative XF where predictions from 
nuclearr suppression models are most distinct. Furthermore, it can study the importance of co-

l0Quotedd from Car) Sagan [74], who used it in a slightly different context, namely as to whether tFFOs have ever 
beenn observed. 
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moverr absorption via phase space (anti)-correlations of 3/4> and other particles. The possibility to 
takee data with up to eight target materials in parallel and with an acceptancee which is practically 
equall for all targets, allows for a study of nuclear effects with small systematic uncertainty. A 
firstfirst exploratory measurement of a(J/V) was obtained on the data taken in 2000 [75]. 

Photonss can be efficiently detected with the Hera-B electromagnetic calorimeter, allowing 
thee reconstruction of radiative decays of %c and Xb- Already with the existing data a competitive 
measurementt of the fraction of 3/ip produced by feed down from Xc has been performed [76]. 
InIn a few years of data taking Hera-# can decisively test the NRQCD factorisation approach* 
byy combining measurements of 3/\jj and T polarisation with the feed down from x states. In 
addition,, there is an appreciable discovery potential for the hct rfc [77] and x6{3P) states. 

1.77 Summary 
Wee have presented three different approaches towards the theoretical description öf quarkonium 
production,, based on different assumptions about the validity of the factorisation. The CEM 
providess a good description of the differential cross sections. It predicts identical shapes for the 
differentiall distributions for all charmonia, which is in good agreement with the data. However, 
thee CEM contains phenomenological parameters that have no obvious connection to QCD. The 
assumptionn that all information on the colour and spin state of the QQ state produced in the hard 
scatteringg process are lost through subsequent soft gluon interactions is not in agreement with 
thee observed polarisation of J/ty and T. 

Thee CSM assumes that the QQ pair produced in the hard scattering process has the same 
colour,, spin and angular momentum as the physical quarkonium state. It contains only one free 
parametérr per quarkonium, which is the value of the wave function in the origin. The latter can 
bee connected to non~perturbative QCD via the potential models or it can be measured from the 
leptónicc decay width. With this constraint the CSM results in absolute cross section predictions 
thatt are up to orders of magnitude below the measurements. 

Thee application of NRQCD factorisation to quarkonium production can be regarded as an 
extensionn of the CSM. Colour octet contributions to the cross section are included as relativistic 
correctionss to the singlet cross section. The bound state effects are factorised into long distance 
matrixx elements, which are well defined in terms of the NRQCD Lagrangian. However, since 
theyy cannot be calculated in perturbation theory and lattice calculations are missing, they must be 
regardedd as free parameters. Up to now, the number of constraints from the data are not sufficient 
too test the NRQCD factorisation. 

Inn order to close the net around NRQCD more measurements are required, especially on the 
polarisationn of S-wave states and on feed down to S-wave states from P-wave states. This will 
givee a conclusive test of the validity of the factorisation. Although interesting by itself, it is 
questionablee whether this can also result in a test of NRQCD (and QCD), since the theoretical 
uncertaintiess related to higher order effects (both in aa and in v)> higher twist effects (in particular 
multi-partonn interactions in the initial and final state [58]) and nuclear effects are expected to be 
largee [54, 52]. Hera-JS measurements of ipt x«, T and Xb production and the corresponding 
nuclearr dependence will help to reduce these uncertainties and may eventually lead to a sound 
descriptionn of quarkonium production in hadronic collisions. 



Chapterr  2 

Thee Hera-J? Experiment 

Hera~BB is a fixed target experiment using the 920 GeV/c proton beam of the HERA 
colliderr at DESY in Hamburg. The experiment was proposed in 1994 with as a 
primaryy goal the measurement of CP violation in the B system, especially in the 
goldd plated decay B° —* J/ViC° . Meanwhile, the Hera-JJ detector is essentially 
completed.. We report on the status of the detector, first physics results and the 
physicss program for the next years, 

REPRINTEDD (WITH PERMISSION) FROM [78]. Copyright 2001 Acta Physica Polonica B. 

2.11 Introductio n 

Thee occurrence of CP symmetry violation in nature has first been observed in the decay of 
neutrall kaons in 1964 [79]. In the standard model with 3 families CP violation arises from a 
non-triviall complex phase in the quark mixing matrix {the CKM matrix) of the weak sector of 
thee Lagrangian [12], Although the observations in the kaon system, together with other measure
ments,, put constraints on the values of the parameters of the CKM matrix, they cannot yet give a 
conclusivee test of the standard model. 

AA multitude of CP violating effects is expected in the decay of B mesons, some of which 
aree cleanly predicted by the standard model. If sufficient complementary measurements are per
formed,, it will be possible to test the standard model picture of CP violation. If the relationship 
betweenn the various measurements cannot be described by a single choice of the CKM parame
ters,, the standard model with 3 families is not a complete description of CP violation in weak 
decays. . 

AA CP observable that is of specific interest is tile asymmetry in the transition probability 
off B° and B° mesons into the CP eigenstate 3/tpK3. Uncertainties in the contribution of tile 
strongg interaction cancel in the standard model calculation of this asymmetry. Consequently, the 
measurementt allows for a clean extraction of one of the CKM parameters, usually referred to as 
sin(2/?). . 

Inn the last years several experiments were built to investigate CP violation in the decay 
off B mesons. Two new machines at KEK and SLAC produce B mesons by colliding e+ and 
e~~ at the T{4s) resonance. Their associated detectors BELLE and BABAR reported first re
sultss in summer 2000. Those results include preliminary measurements of CP violation in the 
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B°B° -* 3/$ At decay mode [80, 81]. 

Thee advantage of b physics at the T(4s) resonance is that about one out of every four interac
tionss yields a bb event. Furthermore, those events contain no particles besides the B meson decay 
products.. The main limitation of the experiments are the luminosity requirements and the fact 
thatt exclusively Bd and Bu are produced. The study of Bs meson decays, which gives access to 
otherr parameters of the CKM matrix, can only be performed by experiments at hadron colliders. 

Thosee experiments face challenges very different from the ones at the e+e~ colliders. In 
hadron-hadronn collisions the bb cross section is small with respect to the total inelastic cross 
section.. Furthermore, the B decays are superimposed on many other fragmentation products. 
Thee relative bb cross section at the Tevatron 2 TeV/c pp collider is about 10~3. At the fixed target 
setupp of the Hera-B experiment it is even 10~6. 

Byy exploiting a wire target positioned in the halo of a 920GeV/c proton beam, Hera-B is 
nott constrained by luminosity [82]. Instead, the experiment is limited by the capacity to extract 
sufficientt bb events from the large inelastic background. In order to measure sm(2j3) with an 
accuracyy of 0.16 in one year, the Hera-fl experiment has to record about 1500 B° -» 3/if> K® 
decays.. Taking into account the branching ratio of this channel of about 9.-10 ~4 and the estimated 
triggerr and reconstruction efficiency of 0.07, a total of 4 • 1014 inelastic interactions per year must 
bee delivered. Given the collision frequency of the beam of 10 MHz and a year of 107 seconds, 
thee experiment has to operate with a rate of 4 overlapping interactions per event. 

Thee harsh environment of the hadron collider poses serious challenges on the design and 
operationn of the detector. The experiment is entering a new regime of particle flux, radiation load 
andd event rate, equivalent to LHC experiments. The main components of the detector, trigger and 
readd out electronics were designed at the forefront of technology. As a consequence, the R&D 
phasee took considerably longer than expected and the detector was finally completed in spring 
2000,, a two year delay with respect to the original schedule. The data taking in 2000 was mainly 
dedicatedd to the commissioning of the experiment. In September 2000 a machine shut down of 
moree than a year was started in order to increase the luminosity for the e-p experiments. Hera-5 
willl use this period for a variety of repair and overhaul work. 

Thee present detector performance as well as the perspectives for the next data taking are ex
tensivelyy discussed by the Hera-S collaboration in [83]. In the following sections we summarize 
theirr findings. In sections 2.2 and 2.3 we review the Hera-B detector and trigger components. 
Inn section 2.4 we present die physics results obtained until now. We conclude with the physics 
prospectss for the experiment in the coming years in section 2.5. 

2.22 The Hera-fl detector 

Thee Hera-fl experiment is a forward spectrometer with a vertex detector and an extensive par
ticlee identification system. It has an opening angle of about 220 mrad in the bending plane and 
1600 mrad in the vertical plane. The length of the detector is roughly 20 m. A schematic overview 
off the detector is shown in figure 2.1. In this section we shortly discuss the different detector 
components. . 
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Figuree 2.1. Schematic overview of the Hera-fi detector in the yz projection. Protons come in from the 
left.. The electron beam pipe passes through the detector at a distance of about 1 m from the proton beam 
pipe. . 

2.2.11 Beam and target system 

Thee bunch crossing period of protons in the HERA accelerator is 96 ns. The energy of the beam 
iss 920 GeV, which corresponds to a proton-nucleon cms energy <fs = 41.5 GeV and a boost 
7/33 = 22.1. The typical decay lengtii of B mesons is about 1 cm. 

Ass explained in the introduction, the Hera-B experiment has to operate at an average of 
fourr overlapping interactions per bunch crossing. On the other hand accurate measurement of 
thee decay length of the B mesons is necessary for B meson identification and time resolved 
asymmetryy measurements. Consequently the experiment can only be performed if the primary 
verticess of overlapping interactions can be resolved. 

AA solution is found in the use of a set of 8 thin wire targets. The wire targets are moved into 
thee halo of the beam, such that protons can be extracted without interfering with die data-taking 
off other detectors in the same collider. Four wires at relative angles of 90° are combined in one 
station.. Two such stations are positioned along die beam at a relative z position of 4 cm. The 
wiress can be steered individually in order to adjust the interaction rate and distribute it equally. 
Primaryy vertices can easily be separated by die vertex detector, provided that die interactions 
occurr on different wires. The diameter of die elliptic wires is 50 ̂ m perpendicular to the beam 
andd 500 /an in z, which provides a useful constraint on the position of the primary vertices. 

Currently,, die target system includes wires of carbon, aluminium, titanium and tungsten, 
yieldingg an atomic mass range from 12 to 184. The simultaneous use of different target materials 
givess Hera-Z? the opportunity to perform measurements of die A dependence of various cross 
sectionss with small systematic uncertainties. 
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Figuree 2.2. zyz-Distribution of reconstructed primary vertices when all 8 target wires are used simulta
neously.. The proton beam runs parallel to the 2-axis. The units are cm. 

Thee target system has been operated for several years and behaves according to its design 
specifications.. Cohabitation problems at high rates with the e-p experiments at HERA have been 
successfullyy solved. 

2.2.22 Vertex detector 

Thee vertex detector system (VDS) is a silicon strip detector with a pitch of 50 fim. There are 64 
singlee and double sidedd 50 x 70 mm2 modules divided over 8 stations and arranged in 4 different 
stereoo views. The first 7 stations are mounted on a Roman pot system inside the vacuum vessel. 
Thosee can be moved away from the beam during injection and beam steering operations. 

Thee vertex detector performs close to its design specifications. The hit efficiency is above 
97%% for 97 out of 116 detector planes. The stand-alone tracking efficiency is better than 95% 
forr tracks with momentum larger than lGeV/c. The vertex resolution for two-track J / $ ver
ticess is 60 fim in the plane perpendicular to the beam and about 500 /tra in the beam direction, 
inn good agreement with Monte Carlo predictions. Figure 2.2 shows the spatial distribution of 
reconstructedd primary vertices. One can clearly see the images of the 8 target wires. 

2.2.33 Spectrometer 

Thee Hera-B spectrometer consists of a dipole magnet with an integrated field of 2 Tm and a 
trackingg system which extends over 10 m from the vertex detector up to the calorimeter. The 
trackerr is composed of 13 superlayers, 4 of which are used in the First Level Trigger (section 2.3). 
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Thee acceptance is 220 mrad in the bending plane and 160 mrad in the vertical plane. To match 
thee strong increase in particle flux with decreasing distance to the beam, the system is divided 
intoo two subsystems, called the inner and outer tracker respectively. 

Thee inner  tracker  (ITR) covers distances from 5 to 28 cm from the beam axis, corresponding 
roughlyy to the forward hemisphere in thé cms of the próton-nücleón collision. It has to deal with 
aa particle flux of up to 2.5 • 104 mm_2s~1 and a total radiation dose of 1 Mrad per year. It is built 
fromm micro strip gas counters (MSGC) with gas electron multipliers (GEM) as pre-amplification 
elements. . 

Thee detector has been completed in spring 2000 after many years of intense R&D. Commis
sioningg has not yet been finished and the overall performance needs improvement. The spatial 
resolutionn of 80 fim is in good agreement with the design value. The hit efficiency of about 90 % 
iss still on the low side. The inner tracker was not yet used in the trigger due to problems in the 
triggerr output of the front-end electronics. The electronics will be replaced in the current shut 
down. . 

Thee outer  tracker  covers the area from the inner tracker up to the outer acceptance of the 
spectrometer.. The detector is built from honeycomb drift chambers with wire pitches of 5 mm 
forr the region closer to the beam pipe and 10 mm for the outer region. The largest superlayers 
aree up to 6.5 x 4.6 m2 in size. 

Unexpectedlyy large sensitivity to radiation damage by highly ionizing particles caused pro
totypess to die within a few hours of operation. A lasting solution was only found after a long 
R&DD program and thé final production, assembly and installation of the detector was performed 
withinn one year. Since then the outer tracker has run continuously* Electronic noise related to 
thee interface to the trigger hardware requires discriminator threshold settings substantially higher 
thann foreseen. Consequently, the hit efficiency of 90 % and the hit resolution of 350 pm are still 
poorr compared to the design values of 98 % and 20Q /mi respectively. Improvements by means 
off a revised output of the front-end drivers are being investigated 

Inn addition to tracking detectors, the spectrometer contains a system dedicated exclusively 
too the triggering of hadrons with a high transverse momentum. This system is called the hi-Pt 
trackerr  and it is positioned in the magnet. It consists of gas-pixel chambers for the region close 
too the beam pipe and straw-tube chambers with cathode pad readout for the outer region. All 
innerr chambers were installed and operated during the 2000 run. However, the system was not 
yett equipped with an interface to the trigger. It will be completed in the current shut down. 

2.2.44 Particle identification 

Thee particle identification devices of the Hera-fi detector are located downstream of the magnet. 
Thee ring imaging Cerenkov detector  provides particle identification of pions, kaons, protons 
andd electrons. Cerenkov light emitted by charged particles in the 2.5 m tong C4F10 radiator 
volumee is projected by focal and planar minors in a ring image on the photo- multiplier plane. 
Thee detected rings provide information about the direction and the velocity of the particle. The 
relationn between the observed velocity and the momentum measured in the spectrometer is used 
forr particle identification. Figure 2.3 shows a distribution of the square of the Cerenkov angle 
versuss the square of the inverse momentum. One can clearly see the bands corresponding to 
electrons,, pions, kaons and protons. 

Thee RICH system is operating at its design specifications. It provides a 4<7 separation for 
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Figuree 2.3. The square of the Cerenkov angle measured in the RICH versus the square of inverse momen
tumm measured in the spectrometer. 

electron-pionn in the momentum range 3.4 — 15 GeV/c, for pion-kaon in the range 12 — 54 GeV/c 
andd for kaon-proton in the range 23 — 85 GeV/c. (The typical momentum of a pion from a B 
mesonn decay in the Hera-Z? experiment is 15GeV/c.) 

Thee electromagnetic calorimeter  (ECAL) provides electron and photon detection and elec-
tron-hadronn separation. It produces signals for electron candidates for the trigger. The ECAL is 
aa shashlik sampling calorimeter with Pb and W absorbers sandwiched between active layers of 
scintillatorr material. There are three lateral sections with different granularity and a total of 6000 
photo-multipliers. . 

Thee ECAL was basically completed in 2000. The commissioning phase was burdened by 
problemss with stability and hot channels. The read out suffers from considerable pick-up noise. 
Thee ECAL was calibrated using reconstructed n° decays. The current energy resolution is 
a{E)/Ea{E)/E = (22.5  0.5)%/\/£ + (17.5  0.3)% in the region 12 - 60GeV which is close 
too the design values. The spatial resolution is about 0.2 cm. Figure 2.4 shows the 7r0 and r/ 
signalss observed in the two photon invariant mass distribution. 

Thee transition radiation detector  provides electron identification for tracks that are close to 
thee beam pipe in the high occupancy region between RICH and ECAL. The detector consists of 
straww tubes and thin fiber detectors. During the last data taking period the TRD was not equipped 
withh read out electronics. It will be completed in the current shutdown. 

Thee muon detector  (MUON) provides tracking for muons with a momentum larger than 
4.55 GeV/c. It consists of four superlayers at different depths in iron loaded concrete absorbers. 
Thee sensitive area is covered by gas pixel chambers for the high occupancy region and tube 
chamberss for the area further away from the beam-pipe. The tube chambers are equipped with 
bothh wire and pad read out. The latter is used in the muon trigger (section 2.3). 

Alll components of the muon system were commissioned in the year 2000. Whereas the 
efficiencyy of the tube chambers turned out to be sufficiently high, the pad read out suffered from a 
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Figuree 2.4.7ro and rj signals observed in the two photon invariant mass distribution of the ECAL. 

loww hit efficiency of only 70 %, which severely reduces the muon trigger efficiency. Improvement 
byy means of a change in the read-out electronics is under study. 

2.33 Trigger and data acquisition system 

Thee trigger and data acquisition (DAQ) system of Hera-fi must cope with more than half a million 
detectorr channels, a 10 MHz event rate and a signal to background ratio of order 10"10. A 
solutionn is found in a low latency multi-level trigger with a suppression factor of about 10 ~6 and 
aa networked and high bandwidth DAQ system. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic overview of the 
DAQQ system in connection with thee different trigger levels. Input rates and latency are indicated 
att the right side of the graph. 

Thee trigger is organized in four levels. The first  level trigger  (FIT) is a hardware trigger 
builtt of 60 custom-made trigger processors, interconnected and linked to the detector hardware 
byy more than 1200 optical links. The pipe-line depth of 128 events provides a maximum latency 
off 12 /.is. The FLT is divided into two subsystems, called the pre-trigger and the track trigger 
respectively. . 

Thee pre-trigger system provides seeds or regions of interest (Rol) for the track trigger. There 
aree three types of pre-trigger signals. Coincidences in the MUON pad chambers yield muon 
pre-triggers.. Clusters with a high transverse energy (typically above 1 GeV) in the ECAL give 
electronn pre-triggers. Finally, high-pj_ hadrons are triggered by the hi-Pt tracker. In the default 
i/4'i/4' configuration the pre-trigger system gives no reduction in the event rate, since there are 
typicallyy 10 pre-triggers per event. However, certain classes of pre-trigger signals can be accepted 
byy the FLT without passing the track trigger. For example it is possible to run a high-i?! photon 
triggerr in parallel to the J/i> trigger. 

Thee track trigger propagates the pre-trigger seeds through the spectrometer by requiring a 
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Figuree 2.5. Schematic overview of the daq system of Hera-fl. The direction of the data flow is from top 
too bottom. Input rates and latency are indicated on the right. 

coincidencee in 12 layers for the electron and high-pi seeds and 17 layers for the muon seeds. 
Iff the track search is successful, the momentum is estimated from the deflection in the magnet 
andd a  cut is applied. Accepted tracks are combined into pairs after which a selection on the 
invariantt mass can be made. Accepted events are stored in the second level buffers (SLB). The 
designn efficiency of the FLT is 0.45 for J/V —* e+e~ and 0.62 for 3/ip —* n+fx~ . 

Thee second level trigger  (SLT) is a software trigger running on a farm of 240 PCs. The SLT 
refiness the FLT decision using information from those parts of the event that are in Rols indicated 
byy the FLT. Hits from all tracking and vertex detector layers are included for a re-evaluation of 
thee FLT tracks. A vertex fit is performed to check that the trigger tracks have a common origin. 

Thee key element in me DAQ is the switched network between the SLBs and die SLT pro
cessors.. Each of the SLT nodes must have access to each of the buffers holding the event data. 
Thee switch and the buffers themselves are built on DSP processors. Protocols were developed to 
regulatee the traffic in the switch. 
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Oncee an SLT node accepts an event it collects all detector information belonging to the event 
fromm the SLB and 'builds' the event. Afterwards, the same node calls the thir d level trigger 
algorithmm (TLT). The TLT looks at event properties beyond the FLT tracks. For example the 
primaryy vertex can be reconstructed which allows for a selection of detached J/V> decays. Events 
acceptedd by the SLT and TLT algorithms are sent via an ethernet switch to a second PC farm, 
currentlyy 190 CPUs large. On this so called fourth  level trigger  farm (4LT) the events are 
reconstructed,, classified and logged. The final rate at which events are stored on tape is about 
500 Hz. 

Alll the basic elements of the Hera-fi DAQ and trigger system have been implemented. Al
thoughh the DAQ system behaves as expected, the trigger efficiency for J/V events is still two 
orderss of magnitude below the design specifications. This is both due to a low pre-trigger and a 
loww track trigger efficiency. The electron pre-trigger is still hampered by noise in the calorimeter. 
Thee muon pre-trigger suffers from the low efficiency of thé MUON pad chambers. The hi-Pt 
pre-triggerr is not yet installed. 

Thee most complicated system in the Hera-S trigger chain is the first level track trigger. Due 
too technical problems such as malfunctioning optical links the FLT could only be tested in its 
fulll extend in the last weeks of data taking in 2000, which was not sufficient for commissioning. 
Analysiss of the correlations between FLT tracks and tracks reconstructed off-line shows that the 
systemm is technically working. Unfortunately, the concept of the track trigger is very sensitive to 
imperfectionss of bom the detectors and the data transmission network. The limited bit efficiency 
off the tracking detectors, unresolved problems with alignment and geometry mapping as well as 
thee technical problems mentioned above did not allow one to operate the FLT with significant 
efficiency. . 

Thee switching network and second level trigger farm were subjected to an extensive commis
sioningg and debugging phase and are now operating at design specifications. The implementation 
off the SLT algorithm still needs fine tuning and will depend on the final performance of thé FLT. 
AA third level trigger algorithm is not yet implemented, butt the possibility to select detached ver
ticess is being investigated. The fourth level trigger farm was completed. The bandwidth for 
luggingg exceeds the design specification of 5 Mbit/s, but the time consumed by the reconstruc
tionn programs is still too large to perform all reconstruction online. During shutdown periods the • 
systemm is used to reprocess the data. 

2.44 First physics results 

Thee period available for data taking in 2000 lasted from April when the detector was essentially 
completedd until the end of August when the accelerator shutdown started. This period was mainly 
usedd for detector and trigger commissioning but in parallel several physics runs took place. In 
orderr to maximize the number of events with a single interaction, the target rate was kept low, 
typicallyy 5 MHz. (This is an order of magnitude below the design interaction rate.) About 2 • 107 

eventss were recorded under various trigger conditions. 
Ass described in the previous section the first level trigger was not available for data taking 

exceptt at the very end of the run. Therefore, triggers were möstly provided using calorimeter and 
muonn pre-triggers in combination with the second level trigger. The pre-triggers delivered the 
leptonn candidates after which the SLT searched for confirmation in tracker and vertex detector 
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Figuree 2.6. Inclusive particle distributions from the analysis of minimum bias data with a carbon target: 
transversee momentum (left) and Feynmann-a: (right). The distributions have been normalized with the 
numberr of non-empty events — not with the number of interactions. No corrections for detector accep
tance,, reconstruction efficiency and ghost rate have been applied. For the calculation of 3f particles are 
assignedd the pion mass. 

andd made further cuts on the  of the leptons and the invariant mass of the lepton pair. 

Inn a dedicated minimum bias run a sample of 2 • 106 randomly triggered events was collected 
forr target materials C, Al, Ti and W. The statistics is sufficient to compete with CERN ISR results 
onn inclusive particle distributions [84]. Thanks to its particle identification capabilities Hera-5 
cann extend the ISR results with measurement of the charged particle fractions. Furthermore, 
chargedd particle correlations are being studied. 

Figuree 2.6 shows the xF and  distribution of reconstructed charged particles from the 
carbonn run. The asymmetry of the xF distribution is due to the missing inner tracker. The 
mainn interest of the minimum bias data for the Hera-J5 experiment are tuning of the luminosity 
determinationn and of the Monte Carlo event generator. 

Inn a short high-E_L photon triggered run a sample of about 5 • IO5 events with at least one 
ECALL cluster with  > 4GeV was collected. Direct photon production in hadron collisions 
iss an interesting process in perturbative QCD due to the presence and dominance of the leading 
orderr hard quark-gluon scattering process qg-* qi • Sensitivity to the initial state provides an 
opportunityy to probe the gluon structure function in the nucleon. The amount of collected events 
iss not yet sufficient to compete with existing measurements [85], but the observed event rate and 

 distribution agree well with the expectations. 

Aboutt 5 • IO6 single lepton events were collected both with a pre-trigger SLT combina
tionn and with the full FLT track trigger. The p  threshold for the lepton was 1.0GeV/c for the 
firstt half of the data and 1.5 GeV/c for the other half. Reconstructed decays D° -» TT+ K~ and 
DD++ -*. ir+n+K~ show an enriched charm content of these events (figure 2.7). 

Thee bulk of the triggered data was taken with a di-Iepton trigger in the simplified pre-trigger-
SLTT configuration described at the beginning of this section. Most of this data was obtained 
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Figuree 2.7. Signals of open charm decays from the single lepton triggered data: IP —• ir+K (top) and 
DD++ —»7T+7r+ K~ (bottom). The RICH was used for the pion and kaon identification. 

usingg the electron pre-trigger. Only in last two months of the run the muon pre-trigger became 
operationall and was used in parallel to the electron trigger. 

Figuree 2.8 shows an e+e~ invariant mass distribution from the analysis of part of the data 
sample.. The shaded histogram is obtained by mixing e+ and e~ candidates from different events. 
Inn order to enrich the fraction of real Ieptons an associated Bremsstrahlung cluster was required 
inn the off-line analysis. The efficiency of this identification 'trick' is about 30 % per lepton. 
Thee width of the J/t/' signal is aee ~ 120 MeV/c2, which is roughly a factor of 2 larger than 
forr the J/V; —• fJ-+fi~ signal. The difference can be explained by a worse lepton momentum 
determinationn due to unrecovered Bremsstrahlung loss. 

Figuree 2.9 shows the n+fi~ invariant mass distribution. Signals of both J/ii> and i/'(2s) are 
evident.. The total sample contains about 4000 J / $ events. The J/t/> mass resolution of a^ ~ 
555 MeV/c2 is about 30 % worse than in Monte Carlo. The difference can be attributed to a still 
preliminaryy alignment. 

Thee J/ip —» n+/i~ events are combined with calorimeter clusters for the reconstruction of 
XeXe —* J/V'7 decays. Figure 2.10 shows the difference between the reconstructed J/*/>7 invariant 
masss and the reconstructed .1/4' mass. The filled histogram is obtained by event mixing. A 
clearr enhancement in the expected mass region is observed. The statistics is not yet sufficient to 
distinguishh the xc,i and Xc,2 states. 

Thee di-muon data sample is also used to tune the vertexing software. The final goal is to detect 
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Figuree 2.9. Di-muon invariant mass distribution with signals of the J/<i> and the i'{2S). The background 
iss described by an exponential. 
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Figuree 2.10. Invariant mass difference of fi+n'-y and n+fi~ in the J/ti> mass window. The shaded 
histogramm is the background estimated witii mixed events. 

detachedd vertices in order to determine the 66 cross section. Figure 2.11 shows the distance along 
thee z-axis between the J/ip vertex and the primary vertex. The peak centred at zero has a width 
off approximately 630 /xm. It corresponds to muon pairs originating from the primary vertex. 
Thee J/ip mesons emerging from B decays should have a positive Az, the typical decay length 
beingg about 1 cm. Assuming a cross section of 12nb (based on existing measurements [26, 27]) 
onlyy 2 detached J/i/> events are expected. The present statistics can therefore not be conclusive. 
Optimizationn of thee software tools and alignment is in progress in order to understand and reduce 
thee tails in the vertex distribution. 

Itt is evident that a measurement of the 66 cross section can only come from an analysis of the 
fulll J/il) sample collected with the electron trigger. We estimate that this sample contains about 
33 • 104 J /0 —> e+e~ events including about 20 B B —> J/tpX decays. 

2.55 Physics prospects 

Inn 2001/2002 the Hera-2? collaboration will concentrate on making measurements which con
tributee to the understanding of QCD, such as charmonium and heavy flavour production. Pos
siblyy charm physics topics can be addressed as well, although this will require a revised trigger 
scheme.. The physics program is shaped by the status of the detector and trigger at the end of the 
20000 run and a conservative extrapolation based on repairs and upgrades that are currently being 
addressed.. The physics goals in order of the level of confidence that they can be reached are: 

•• Measurement of the 66 cross section. The two existing measurements at fixed target 
energiess are incompatible and have poor precision [26, 27]. Measurement of the cross 
sectionn is important for further constraints on NLO QCD predictions. 
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Figuree 2.11. Distance in z between the reconstructed primary vertex and the J/V> —»fĵfi vertex. The 
linee represents a fit of a Gaussian to the core of the distribution. 

•• Measurement of J/ip, ib' and \c production cross section, decay angular distribution 
andd A dependence. Quarkonium production is a rich field for the experimental study 
off QCD. The mechanisms for quarkonium production are still poorly understood. More 
measurementss are required to distinguish between different production models, such as 
thee colour singlet and colour octet model [69]. In addition some information on the high-.? 
gluonn structure function can be obtained. 

Currentlyy measurements are only available in the forward hemisphere. Hera-B can 
extendd the measured range to negative xp where predictions of charmonium suppression 
effectss from different models are more distinct. 

•• Measurement of the angular distribution of Drell-Yan pairs. Results from NA10 [86] 
andd E615 [87] in pion-nucleon scattering indicate a violation of the Lam-Tung relation 
andd consequently do not agree with perturbative QCD predictions. Hera-fl can provide a 
firstfirst measurement with incident protons. 

•• Measurement of the T production cross section, decay angular distribution and A de
pendence.. The physics issues are the same as for the charmonium measurements dis
cussedd above. 

•• Measurement of the direct photon production at high-/)j_. The hard photon spectrum 
iss sensitive to the gluon structure function. Previous experiments show significant devia
tionss from NLO QCD calculations [85]. 

•• Improvement of the upper limit on the D° -* fi+fi~ branching fraction. Any measur
ablee signal in this channel would indicate physics beyond the standard model. Hera-B 
cann substantially improve on the currently published upper limit [88]. 

•• Measurement of Drell-Yan production at high-px- Although a more difficult measure-
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ment,, high-p j_ Drell-Yan production provides a cleaner probe to the high-x gluon structure 
functionn than high-pj. photons (see above). 

•• Accumulation of an open charm sample large enough to allow meaningful measure
mentss of properties of charm decays. An example is the lifetime ratio D° - • K~TT+ 

too &° —* K~K+, where measurements by Focus indicate a 2a deviation from standard 
modell predictions. (See [89] for an overview.) An algorithm is being developed to detect 
secondaryy vertices at the third level trigger in order to extract efficiently the high rate of 
charm. . 

Inn parallel to the data talcing the Hera-5 collaboration hopes to improve detector and trig
gerr performance up to a level close to the design specifications in order to continue with a 
competitivee heavy flavour program after 2002. By that time CP violation in the golden de
cayy B° —* J / ^ K° will have been established with a precision beyond the reach of the Hera-B 
experiment.. Therefore, Hera-S will mainly focus on Bg physics , rare B decays and exclusive 
BB -> J/ipX lifetimes. 

2.66 Conclusions 
Ass indicated in this report the Hera-# detector is essentially completed. Many subsystems per
formm close to me design specifications. However, the first level trigger, the most crucial part of the 
experiment,, could not be operated with significant efficiency in the period before the shutdown 
off the accelerator. 

Thee next data taking starts early 2002. In the year 2002 the Hera-5 collaboration will mainly 
focuss on the study of QCD in proton-nucleon collisions with spécial attention to quarkonium 
production,, Drell-Yan production and high-jpi photon physics. In parallel the detector and trig
gerr will be improved in order to reach a performance close to the design specifications of the 
experiment.. When such a performance is achieved the Hera-B experiment can make valuable 
contributionss to the study of b physics and CP violation, in spite of the delay in its commission
ingg and the corresponding head-on start of competing experiments. 
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Chapterr  3 

Thee Outer  Tracker 

InIn preparation of the analysis of the track reconstruction performance, hit resolution 
andd hit efficiency of the Hera-fi outer tracker system, we present a brief overview 
off the physics processes important for particle detection with drift chambers, the 
constructionn of the outer tracker and its integration into the Hera-S detector. 

3.11 Introductio n 

Thee main tracker is dedicated to the detection of charged particles in the region between the 
vertexx detector and the calorimeter. In the first and second level trigger the system is used to 
followw lepton candidates selected by the pre-trigger and either reject them or provide an estimate 
off their trajectory behind the magnet. In the off-line reconstruction all charged tracks in the 
acceptancee of the detector are reconstructed. 

Thee complexity of the main tracking system arises mainly from the high granularity and radi
ationn hardness required to deal with the large charged particle densities. The % ns bunch crossing 
periodd demands a fast detector response. Furthermore, a meaningful momentum determination 
requiress good spatial resolution and small material budget. A solution has been found in a design 
wheree bom granularity and technology vary with the distance to the beam in order to limit the 
occupancyy and yet minimise the number of channels. 

Thee irmer tracker (TTR) covers the solid angle from the inner spectrometer acceptance of 
lOmradd up to radial distances of approximately 28 cm. It is built of micro strip gas counters 
(MSGC)) with a strip pitch of 300 /an. The outer tracker (OTR) covers the solid angle from 
thee inner tracker border up to 200mrad in the yz plane and ^ 220mrad in the xz plane. It 
iss made of honeycomb drift chambers (HDC). The largest superlayers have a sensitive surface 
off 6.5 x 4.6 m2. This chapter is meant as an introduction to the outer tracker system, which will 
playy an important role in the analysis of chapters 4, 5 and 6,. 

Thee two most important parameters of a tracking detector are its spatial resolution and its 
efficiency.. The efficiency of the detector is the probability that a traversing particle is observed. 
Thee resolution determines how accurately the trajectory of the particle can be reconstructed and, 
therefore,, the momentum resolution of the spectrometer. The design criteria for the OTR are a 
spatiall resolution of 200 /«n and a hit efficiency exceeding 98 %. 

Inn chapters 4 and 5 we present measurements of the position resolution and efficiency of the 
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Figuree 3.1. Cross section of a cylindrical drift tube. 

outerr tracker. Although we do not try to interpret those results in terms of the physics processes 
thatt take place within the detector — a dedicated experiment would be more suited for that than 
aa detector with 120,000 channels integrated in a complicated environment —, some knowledge 
off those processes will help to understand the dependence of the efficiency and resolution on the 
workingg parameters of the detector. Therefore, we briefly discuss the physics of drift chambers 
inn thee next section. Afterwards, we turn to the construction of honeycomb drift chambers for the 
OTR.. Finally, we discuss the integration of the OTR in the Hera-fi detector. More details can be 
foundd in thee design report [90] and in the PhD theses by Zimmermann [91] and Deckers [92]. 

3.22 Drift chambers in a nutshell 

Thee Hera-fi outer tracker consists of honeycomb drift chambers. A drift chamber is an appara
tuss that detects the passage of a fast particle by the ionisation it induces in a gaseous medium. 
Excellentt overviews of drift chambers can be found in the CERN academic training lectures by 
Saulii [93] and in the book by Blum and Rolandi [94]. An enlightening overview of recent de
velopmentt in tracking detectors are the summer school lectures by Schwarz [95]. A particularly 
usefull PhD thesis on gas detectors is the one by Van den Berg [96]. 

Thee drif t tube 

Figuree 3.1 shows a cross section of a so-called drift tube. A cylindrical tube with a diameter of 
typicallyy 1 cm encloses a gas volume. The tube consists of a conducting material and is grounded. 
Onn the cylinder axis a metal wire with a diameter of typically 25 //m is positioned. It is fixed at 
bothh ends by a construction not shown in the figure and kept on a positive electrical potential of 
typicallyy 2 kV. 

primaryy ionization 
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Ionisation n 

AA fast charged particle traversing the lube looses energy via inelastic collisions with atoms (or 
molecules)) in the gas. Practically all of the interactions are electromagnetic and result in ioni
sationn of the atoms. The average energy loss per unit path length is given by the Bethe-Bloch 
equationn ([97], cited from [94]), 

dEdE _ AnNe* ff_ {2me<?02yi\ ' [m^f^-p [m^f^-p da;; m^/32 ' ~ l f ' " ( 3 4 ) 

wheree N is the number density of electrons in the medium, m-eC2 is the electron rest energy, e the 
elementaryy charge, 0c is the velocity and 7 = y/l - 02. The symbol I denotes the excitation 
energyy of the atoms. Other authors have introduced small modifications such as the 'density' 
effect,, which accounts for the shielding of the field of the fast particle by polarisation in the 
mediumm [98]. For particles with mass m > me the energy loss is practically independent of the 
velocityy for momenta between 1 and 100 GeV/c. Such particles are called minimum ionising. 

Thee energy loss of the particle in thé gas is not a continuous process, but the sum of a finite 
numberr óf primary ionisation steps. The average distance between two such interactions is called 
thee mean free path length. Instead of the mean free path length one often uses its inverse which is 
calledd the primary ionisation density Opnm. In the drift gas used in the 0fR Opnm is approximately 
300 car 1 . 

Thee kinetic energy lost by the fast particle in the collision with the atoms is not only trans
formedd into ionisation energy but also into kinetic energy of the electrons taking part in the colli
sion.. The kinetic energy is transformed into more electron-ion pairs until Use energy is below thé 
thresholdd for ionisation. This process is called secondary ionisation. Since the kinetic energies 
involvedd are negligible compared to that of the fast particle, the mean free path of the primary 
electronss is much smaller than the typical distance between two primary interactions. Conse
quently,, the final set of electron-ion pairs belonging to one primary collision can be seen as a 
clustercluster with a relatively small spatial size. Such a cluster consists typically Of 1 to 4 electron-ion 
pairs. . 

Thee total density of electron-ion pairs a^, produced by primary and secondary ionisation is 
relatedd to the energy loss of the fast particle, 

11 dE 
aa™™ = Wte ' (3*2) 

wheree W is the effective energy required to free one electron. Although the specific energy loss 
dE/dxdE/dx depends on the fast particle energy E, it is a remarkable experimental fact that W is 
independentt of the energy above a few keV for electrons and a few MeV for ions. Consequently, 
thee total ionisation charge released in the medium is a measure for the energy loss of the fast 
particle.. A typical value for the energy loss of a minimum ionising particle in a gas is a few 
keV/cm,, while W is typically 30 eV. 

Detectionn of ionisation 

Iff there were no electric field in the drift tube, the electron-ión pairs created in the gas would 
eventuallyy recombine. Depending on the internal degrees of freedom of the medium, the ioni
sationn energy can be released in the form of photons. This property is for example exploited in 
scintillatorr detectors, where the medium is not a gas but a special kind of plastic. 
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Inn drift chamber detectors the strong electric field prevents recombination of the electron-ion 
pairs.. Due to the electric force electrons move towards the anode wire and ions towards the 
cathodee tube wall. An electric circuit between the wire and the tube wall makes it possible to 
measuree the arrival of the electrons at the wire. In wire drift chambers this signal is exploited in 
twoo ways. First, the total current induced on the wire is a measure for the total energy loss of the 
particlee in the drift tube. By virtue of the Bethe-Bloch equation the energy loss is a measure for 
velocityy of the fast particle. In combination with a measurement of the momentum this can be 
usedd for particle identification. However, in the Hera-J? experiment most particles are minimum 
ionisingg and the velocity cannot be estimated with an accuracy sufficient for identification. 

Second,, the time difference between the moment at which the ionising particle traverses the 
tubee and the observation of the electron signal on the wire is a measure for the distance between 
thee charged particle trajectory and the wire. Using this drift time one can thus achieve a large 
spatiall resolution. In the Hera-fi outer tracker only the drift time information is measured. The 
energyy loss information is not used. 

Drif tt  of electrons 

Thee drift of electrons in a static electro-magnetic field in a gas is described by the Maxwell-
Bolzmannn equations.1 The net velocity of the electrons in the direction of the electric field is 
calledd the drift velocity Vp. The drift velocity is a complicated function of the electric field and 
severall properties of thé gas, such as its excitation levels. Consequently, the drift velocity can 
onlyy be calculated for a few simple gases and is usually obtained from dedicated measurements. 
InIn the OTR gas the drift velocity is about 100 fim/m. 

Thee drifting electrons have many collisions with gas molecules. The electron can be caught 
byy a molecule or even break a molecule. This process is called (dissociative) attachment. If 
thee lifetime of the formed complex is large with respect to the drift time, the electron is lost 
forr detection. Examples of molecules with a large electron affinity are oxygen and water. A 
contaminationn witfi such molecules merefore reduces the efficiency of a wire chamber. 

Duee to the interactions with the gas the electrons are scattered in random directions. This 
effectt is called diffusion. If the diffusion is isotropic (Le. not dependent on the direction of the 
field),field), the uncertainty in the position of the cluster after a time t is given by 

ffdiffffdiff = V2Dt , (3.3) 

wheree D is the diffusion constant. D depends specifically on the drift gas. A significant diffu
sionn deteriorates the spatial resolution of the drift tube. Obviously, the effect increases wim the 
distancee between the primary ionisation cluster and the wire. In the OTR drift gas, diffusion is 
expectedd to be small [92]. 

Gass amplification 

Iff the electric field is large enough, the drifting electrons reach energies that are sufficient to 
furtherr ionise atoms in the gas. This leads to an avalanche of electrons, or gas amplification. It 
typicallyy occurs at field strengths above 2 kV/cm. In most drift chambers the gas amplification is 
aa necessary ingredient: without it the signals would be too small to be observed. 

lAA standard work on the subject is that by Huxley and Crorapton [99}. 
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Thee gain reached in the avalanche is a function of the length of the avalanche. In a wire 
chamberr the gas amplification is limited to a region of a few tens of microns around the wire, 
suchh that the gas gain is practically independent of the position of the original primary ionisation.2 

Typicall gain values are between 104 and 106. 
Thee avalanche gain depends critically on the field strength near the wire. This field is deter

minedd by the radius of the tube r*, the radius of the wire ra and the anode potential V, 

*>> - Safe ' 
Att the onset of gas amplification the gain typically doubles every 50 V. 

Duee to its statistical nature the gain obtained in an avalanche is not constant. An overview 
off different models for the description of gain variations can be found in [100]. For cylindrical 
proportionall chambers the width of the gain distribution is typically between 1 and 1.5 times the 
meann value, showing that gain variations are large. 

Signall  processing 

Sincee the avalanche takes place in the vicinity of the sense wire and the drift velocity of ions is 
smallerr than that of electrons, the electrons reach the anode wire much earlier than the ions reach 
thee cathode wall. Usually the slow ion signal is filtered out by an RC circuit and only the electron 
currentt is used for energy loss and drift time measurement 

InIn (he Héra-B OTR the electron current is amplified and shaped by a special chip. A discrim
inatorr translates the analog signal into a signal with a fixed amplitude. The gain of the amplifier 
iss fixed, but the threshold of the discriminator can be tuned and determines which signals are 
accepted.. The efficiency of me drift tube is thus a complicated function of the total ionisation, 
thee gas amplification and gain fluctuations which depend on gas, anode voltage and tube geom
etry,, and finally of the discriminator threshold. The spatial resolution depends, in addition, on 
thee diffusion, on the accuracy with which the wire position is known and on the accuracy of the 
time-to-digitall converter. 

H-Relation,, resolution and efficiency 

Ultimately,, the position resolution of a drift chamber is determined by the accuracy with which 
théé distance between the fast particle and the wire can be estimated from the measured drift time.3 

Thee relation between the distance and the drift time is called the rt-relatiön. The ri-relation is 
predominantlyy determined by the mixture of the drift gas, the pressure and temperature of the 
gass and the electro-magnetic field in the drift tube. Using the Maxwell-Bolzmann equations the 
ri-relationn can be obtained by integration over die drift velocity. 

Whenn designing a drift detector, knowledge of the r^-relation is important, since the maxi
mumm drift time that can be observed is usually constrained by the data-acquisition system. The 
ri-relationn can be calculated in a drift tube simulation or measured in a dedicated R&D setup. 
Oncee the drift chamber has been built the ri-relation is needed to translate a measured drift time 

2Gass chambers that have this property are called proportional chambers. 
33 An additional uncertainty is the alignment of the detector. We shall assume that it is possible to achieve an 

alignmentt that is much better than the drift time resolution. 
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inn a distance which then is used to reconstruct the fast particle trajectory. Since the ri-relation 
iss sensitive to the chamber environment, it is usually measured in situ using reconstructed track 
segments.. This procedure is called rt-calibration and is discussed in chapter 4. 

Thee resolution of the measured drift times depends both on internal properties of the tube 
andd on properties of the readout electronics. The finite ionisation density, corresponding to an 
averagee distance of about 300 ftm between the primary clusters, determines the ultimate distance 
resolutionn for tracks close to the wire. Diffusion in the OTR gas is small [92] and the contribution 
too the resolution can be neglected. Variations in the signal amplitude become important for large 
discriminatorr threshold or low anode voltage. The working point of thee OTR in the 2000 run was 
suchh that this was in fact the dominant contribution to the resolution and inefficiency. 

3.33 The honeycomb drift chamber 

Thee construction scheme of an OTR honeycomb module is shown in figure 3.2. A soot-loaded 
polycarbonatee foil of 75 //m thickness (trademark Pokalon-C) is folded such that if staggered, it 
enclosess hexagonal tubes. The foil has the required bulk conductivity to transport the ion current 
andd is covered with a thin layer of copper and gold to provide sufficient surface conductivity. 
Eitherr two or four layers of tubes are combined into single and double layer modules respectively. 
Thee modules have a width of ~ 30 cm and a length up to 4.5 m. 

Figuree 3.2. Construction of a honeycomb module. 

Beforee the tubes are closed a gold-plated tungsten sense wire with a diameter of 25 fim is 
positionedd in the centre of the tube and soldered onto non-conducting FR4 strips which are 
locatedd at regular distances of about 40 cm. In this way the position of the wire can be fixed with 
aa precision better than 50 fim. 

Inn order to obtain the desired span in granularity modules are built with different wire lengths 
andd with two different tube sizes, the diameter of the tube being either 5 mm or 10 mm. A tube 
sizee exceeding ~10 mm is not applicable, because the maximum drift time must be smaller than 
thee bunch crossing period of 96 ns. A pitch smaller than ~5 mm is simply too expensive to cover 
thee large area of the tracker. The chosen tube size also provides sufficient spatial resolution for 
thee First Level Trigger which uses only the hit and not the drift time information. 
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Figuree 3.3. Schematic layout of modules in an OTR superlayer. Adapted from [92]. 

Moduless are mounted inside a gas tight frame with thee wires in the vertical direction. In order 
too allow for track reconstruction in three dimensions modules in different layers make different 
angless with the vertical axis, the stereo angles, 0° and . The proton and electron beam pipes 
traversee the detector at a distance of about 50 cm from each other. In order to allow for lateral 
movementt of the superlayers without interfering with the beam pipes, each superlayer is divided 
inn two stations, the plus-X and minus-X halfs (figure 3.3). 

Figuree 3.4 shows an overview of the OTR power supply and readout. On each module one 
orr two high voltage boards are mounted. Coaxial cables guide the signal out of the gas volume 
towardss the amplifier boards. Each board hosts two ASD chips [101] which serve 8 channels 
each.. The ASD chip contains an amplifier, shaper and discriminator. Its digital differential 
outputt is connected to a TDC board via approximately 5 m long flat-cables. The TDC board 
hostss a 128 channel time-to-digit-converter (TDC) and a pipeline memory for 128 consecutive 
events,, or approximately 12 fis [91]. The hit information on the TDC is input to the First Level 
Triggerr (FLT). After a positive FLT decision the data is transfered from the TDC pipeline to the 
higherr level triggers. 

Inn order to ensure that the signals can be collected within one bunch crossing period, the max
imumm drift times should not exceed 96 ns. Consequently, in addition to having a large primary 
ionisationn density the OTR drift gas must be fast. The selected drift gas is a mixture of Argon, 
CF44 and C02 in a volume ratio Ar:CF4:C02 = 60 : 35 : 5. The primary ionisation density in 
thiss mixture is approximately 30 cm - 1 and diffusion is small [92]. The average drift velocity is 
aboutt 100 /im/ns. A detailed discussion of drift chamber gases can be found in [102]. 
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Figuree 3.4. Schematic overview of the readout electronics of the outer tracker. 

Modernn drift chamber gases are often based on a mixture containing CF4, since this gas has a 
largee drift velocity in combination with a large ionisation density. A disadvantage of CF4 is that 
dissociationn of the CF4 molecules in the electron avalanche can lead to chemically aggressive 
radicals.. In turn this can cause for example wire etching, a destruction of the wire by chemical 
reactionss with the gas [103]. 

Thee aging effects of CF4 depend critically on the other gases in the mixture. An early mix
turee of the OTR gas composed of CF4 and CH4 was discarded for this reason. The current 
Ar:CF4:C022 mixture has proven to be relatively safe, although contamination with a certain 
fractionn of water may lead to fast wire aging. A detailed discussion of aging studies of OTR 
moduless can be found in [104]. 

Thee resolution and efficiency of the OTR chambers have been measured in several R&D se
tupss [105, 106, 107]. With the final gas a resolution of 200 ^m and an efficiency exceeding 98 % 
couldd be obtained [108]. The tests setups were ideal in the sense that the tested chambers were 
smalll and the electronical environment clean. In chapters 4 and 5 measurements of the resolution 
andd efficiency of thee OTR obtained with data taken in the 2000 run are presented. 

3.44 The main tracker 

Thee outer tracker consists of 13 different superlayers which are divided in three groups (fig
uree 3.5), logically distinguished by their function in either trigger or off-line reconstruction. 
Thee four pattern chambers (PC) are located in the field free region between the magnet and 
thee Cerenkov detector (RICH). These chambers are dedicated to straight line track finding. The 
abundantt generation of secondaries by the RICH is a nuisance for track pattern recognition, such 
thatt track finding behind the magnet is restricted to these chambers. 

Thee two trigger chambers (TC) are positioned between the RICH and the calorimeter (ECAL). 
Inn the off-line reconstruction they are used for track following of PC track segments towards the 
ECAL.. In the first level trigger they are used in combination with the first and last PC stations 
forr track following towards the magnet. 

Thee seven magnet stations (MC) are located inside the magnetic field and between the magnet 
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TCC PC MC vds 

Figuree 3.5. Schematic overview of the Hera-fl spectrometer in the yz projection. 

andd the vertex detector. They allow for track following of PC segments to the vertex detector and 
vicee versa. Of specific interest is their role in the reconstruction of K® —*• ir+ir~ decays. A large 
fractionn of those cannot be found inside the vertex detector since the decay vertex is too far from 
thee interaction point. The reconstruction of K° decays inside the magnet significantly enhances 
thee efficiency for the B° —» J/V> K® decay mode. 

Thee Hera-B first level trigger is very sensitive to missing hits on the trajectory of a trigger 
track.. Consequently, layers that are used in the trigger consist of dedicated double layer modules 
(seee figure 3.2) and the trigger requires only one out of the two possible hits. For completeness, 
tablee 3.1 lists the position and stereo layers for outer tracker stations that were installed in the 
20000 setup. 

3.55 The Outer Tracker in the 2000 run 

Thee 2000 run was a commissioning run for the Hera-Z? experiment. The commissioning re
vealedd many technical problems and the running conditions were unstable, especially for the 
outerr tracker. First, the detector suffered from a large contribution of electronic noise. The con
nectionn of the TDCs to the trigger link boards4 induced a feedback of the TDC to the ASD boards, 
resultingg in signal driven oscillations on the ASDs. By increasing the discriminator threshold the 
noisee could be kept at a level acceptable for data taking, yet a significant fraction of the noise 
remained.. Furthermore, the increased discriminator threshold severely affected the drift time 
resolutionn and efficiency of the chambers. 

Second,, with time an increasing number of modules began to draw a large current and had to 
bee disconnected from the high-voltage source. Initial hypotheses to explain the behaviour were 
concentratedd on chamber aging and mechanic instability, but could not be confirmed. Only at the 
endd of the run chambers could be removed from the experimental area and opened for inspection. 

4Thee trigger link board transports signals from the TDC board to the first level trigger. 
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Tablee 3.1. Superlayers in the outer tracker setup of 2000. In the last column the symbols +, o, and — 
standd for +5, 0 and -5 degrees single layers, respectively. The symbols ©, © and e stand for +5 t 0 
andd —5 degrees double layers. Only double layers are used by the FLT. Superlayers MC2-MC8 are not 
installedd for the 2002 run. 

Itt turned out that the coating used to seal the soldered circuit on one side of the high voltage board 
didd not withstand the high electric field. It had changed its chemical composition in such a way 
thatt it became conducting. 
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Calibrationn of the Outer  Tracker 

Wee have developed an algorithm for the calibration of the Hem-B honeycomb drift 
chambers.. The actual hit resolution of the honeycomb tracker in the PC and TC 
areaa is 400  50 fun. This number is obtained from bit residual distributions to 
reconstructedd tracks and includes misalignment effects. A significant high voltage 
dependencee has been observed. Calibration of the magnet chambers has not yet been 
performedd to the same level of accuracy, 

4.11 Introductio n 

Trackingg detectors measure the position of a fast charged particle at different points along its 
trajectory;; They consist of a gaseous or solid medium in which electrodes (detector channels) are 
positionedd at regular intervals. The excitation, ionisation or radiation induced by the fast particle 
inn the detector medium is registered by one or a few electrodes. The corresponding signals are 
calledd hits. The position of the electrode that was hit reveals the position of the fast particle in 
thee detector layer. 

InIn addition to the position of the track at the electrode other information can be obtained from 
thee observed signals. In drift chambers the electrodes are sense wires and the sensitive medium 
iss a drift gas. Drift chambers measure the time elapsed between the passage of the particle (as 
estimatedd from the time at which the particle was produced) and the time at which the signal 
iss observed at the wire. This time difference is called the drift time. The drift time provides 
informationn on the distance of closest approach of roe particle trajectory to the wire. With drift 
chamberss the position of a charged particle in a detector layer can be measured with a much 
higherr accuracy than dictated by the spacing between the wires. 

InIn Hera-5 the drift time is measured with a time-to-digital-convertor (a tdc) which transforms 
thee time between the HERA bunch clock and the signal at the sense wire into a digital number, 
calledd a tdc count. A calibration procedure is required to translate the tdc count into an estimate 
off the position of the particle in the detector layer. The calibration of the Hera-B honeycomb 
driftt chambers is the subject of this chapter. 

Inn the next section we present a simple model that describes the relation between the track 
parameterr of a charged particle and the tdc count of hits in the outer tracker. This relation is 
calledd the measurement model In the remaining sections we describe the calibration procedure 
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thatt determines the parameters in the measurement model. 

4.22 Measurement model for  the outer  tracker 

4.2.11 Track parameter  estimation 

Thee hit information obtained in a tracking detector is used to reconstruct the trajectory of a 
chargedd particle through the detector. This trajectory is modelled in terms of a set of parameters, 
thee track parameters or state vector, which are a function of a variable that runs along the trajec
tory.. In a forward spectrometer like Hera-B, the latter is usually chosen as the coordinate along 
thee beam axis, Le. the 5-coordinate. The state vector is then defined by 

q{z)q{z) = {x,y,tx,ty,Q/p) , (4.1) 

wheree the coordinates x and y refer to the point of intersection of the track with the rry-plane at 
^-coordinatee z, tx and ty are the tangents of the slopes with the 2-axis in the zx and sj/-plane 
respectivelyy and Q/p is the charge of the particle divided by its momentum. 

Trackk parameter estimation — or track fitting — is the procedure that determines the param
eterss q from a set of hits. We shall label these hits with an index i and denote the measurement 
correspondingg to hit i with m». For drift chambers m* is a drift time and the position of the wire 
iss contained in the index i. 

Thee track fit is based on a model h(q) that predicts the measurement in wire i from the track 
parameterss q. We define the residual corresponding tó the measurement in wire i by1 

Ai(q)Ai(q) = nu - hi{q) . (4.2) 

Fromm the residual a x2 contribution is defined by 

xx22^ ^ MQ)MQ)12 12 
(4.3) ) 

wheree a.i is the combined uncertainty in the measurement rrii and in hi(q). If the measurements 
aree described by a Gaussian distribution with the mean equal to the 'true' value, minimisation 
off the total x2 of the set of measurements {m»} with respect to the track parameter q yields the 
maximumm likelihood estimate of the 'true' track parameters. 

Thee uncertainty cr, can be seen as a normalisation factor. Its value is defined such that if the 
'true** track parameters are given by qt the expectation value for x2(?> ^h <?<) is equal to unity. 
Inn general this implies that cr* is a function of both the measurement and the estimated track 
parameters.. In the minimum \2 fit the dependence on the fit parameters is neglected and o\ is 
onlyy a function of die measurement. 

'Thee Hera-B track fit is described in a paper by Mankel [109]. We have adopted the notation from that paper. 
Ann exception is made for the residual which is denoted by A * instead of by T-J . 
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4.2.22 From track parameters to tdc counts 

Forr the outer tracker the measurement model h(q) takes the form [110] 

tdc(q)tdc(q) = t0 + a [t-mt + ttof(s) + t^q) + iPT0J>(q)} . (4,4) 

Inn this expression tQ is the tdc offset, a = -256/100 [count/ns] is a constant tdc gain factor, t-mt 

iss the time at which the interaction took place relative to the bunch clock, ttof is the time-of-flight 
off the particle, tdrift is the drift time and tptop is the propagation time of the signal through the 
wire. . 

Thee design resolution in the distance of closest approach is about 200 /ira* which corresponds 
mainlyy to the fundamental limit imposed by the statistical origin of the ionisation signal. The drift 
velocityy is close to 100 /an/ns such that the required resolution in the drift time is about 2 ns. The 
currentt estimate of the hit resolution (which will be presented later in this chapter) is of the 
orderr of 400/an, or equivalently 4 ns. We shall use this value as a reference to understand the 
importancee of the various contributions in equation (4.4). 

Thee tdc gain factor 

Thee gain factor a of the tdcs is determined by a gauge clock of 10 MHz which is located on the 
tdcc board'. Upon initialisation the board performs automatically a calibration in which a time 
periodd of100 ns is mapped into 256 tdc counts. During operation corrections for deviations (due 
too among others temperature changes) ait applied. In reference [91] it is shown that within the 
accuracyy required for the design drift chamber resolution the tdc gain factor is the same for all 
boardss and constant over time. 

Sincee the gain factor is a constant, it is convenient to calculate quantities with dimension 
'time'' in counts rather than in ns. The fact that at is negative reveals that the tdcs actually 
measuree minus t Therefore in the rest of this thesis 'more counts* means 'earlier in time'. For 
example,, in drift time distributions entries more to the right correspond to hits with a smaller 
distancee between track and wire. 

Thee tdc offset 

Thee tdc offset t0 depends on electronic delays in the readout chip, on the length of the cables 
connectingg the readout ehips to the tdcs and on the delay between the bunch clock and the tdc 
startt time. The determination of the tdc offsets is called tG calibration. Studies have shown that 
thee tdc offsets between channels differ sufficiently to justify a calibration for every channel in the 
detectorr separately. The f^-calibration is discussed in section 4.3. 

Thee interaction time shift 

Thee interaction time shift tin% is die time at which the interaction took place relative to the nominal 
bunchh Clock. The i int distribution has a finite width, related to the size of thee proton bunch. The 
RMSS of the distribution is approximately Ins which is a factor of 4 smaller than the drifttime 
resolutionn of the outer tracker. The time shift is equal for all hits that belong to the same track and 
forr all tracks that belong to the same interaction. In reference [ 111] the possibility was studied to 
measuree in the track fit the interaction time corresponding to a single track. This can be used to 
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(a) ) 
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Figuree 4.1. Time-of-flight minus time-of-flight of a 0 = 1 particle for a typical PC module (a) and the 
distributionn of the 67% confidence level (see text) for all PC modules (b). 

distinguishh multiple interactions in an event ([111], page 36). The corresponding algorithm has 
beenn implemented but not yet tested on data. Therefore, the interaction time shift is neglected 
andd the corresponding uncertainty is added to the hit resolution. 

Thee time-of-flight 

Thee time-of-flight ttof (q) depends on the position of the drift cell relative to the target and on the 
particlee direction, momentum and mass. Figure 4.1(a) shows a simulated time-of-flight distribu
tionn for a typical module in the outer tracker. The time of flight for a 0 = 1 particle travelling 
fromm the target to the z-position of the module has been subtracted. Therefore, we call the result 

A W W 
Inn order to understand the importance of a correction for the time-of-flight it is sufficient to 

calculatee the width of the Attof distribution, since any constant shift can be absorbed in the tdc 
offset.. As the distribution has a long tail, the RMS is not a suitable measure for the effect on the 
resolution.. Instead, we have used the 67% confidence interval on one side of the 0 = 1 limit. 
Thee result is shown for all PC modules in figure 4.1(b). Clearly, the time-of-flight correction is 
negligiblee with respect to the drift time resolution. 

Thee signal propagation time 

Thee propagation time tpyop. of the signal in the wire depends only on the coordinate of the track 
alongg the wire, so that we can write 

tprop(g)) = v{y-yo)/v (4-5) 
wheree y0 is a reference value for the coordinate along the wire, 77 = 1 represents at which side 
thee wire is read out and v is the signal propagation velocity in the wire, which is estimated to be 
20cm/ns[112]. . 
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(a) ) 
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Figuree 4.2. Distribution of the signal propagation time in Monte Carlo for a typical PC module (a) and 
thee RMS of this distribution for all PC modules (b). 

Figuree 4.2(a) shows the distribution of the signal propagation time in a typical module of 
aa PC superlayer, obtained in a Monte Carlo simulation. The signal velocity used to make the 
plott was fixed to 20 cm/ns. The module has a length of 120 cm, such that the upper limit of the 
propagationn time is 6 ns. The shape of the distribution is determined by the charged particle flux 
—— which roughly falls with 1/r — integrated over the sensitive surface of the module. 

Figuree 4.2(b) shows the root-mean-square of the tpiop distribution for all modules in the PC 
area.. Sense wires in the PC area come in three different sizes. This is reflected in the distribution. 
Forr the longer modules the signal propagation time contributes significantly to the measured tdc 
value. . 

Althoughh any constant shift in tprop can be absorbed in thee tdc offset, a proper choice of the 
referencee coordinate is relevant: In the track finding stage of the reconstruction the correction for 
thee propagation time cannot be applied, since tracks are first reconstructed in the zx projection. 
Therefore,, y0 is chosen such that the average fprop is zero. The tpTop correction is sufficiently 
smalll that only one y0 per module is needed. It is determined in a Monte Carlo simulation. 

Thee drif t time 

Thee drift time f drift is a measure for the distance r between the track and the wire. The relation 
betweenn distance and drift time is called the space drift time relation, or /-/-relation for short. We 
assumee that the drift time depends only on r and not on the direction of thee track (see also [107]), 
soo that we can write 

tdrift(q)tdrift(q) = tdrift(r{q)) (4.6) ) 

Thee distance r is a function of the wire position and the track parameters at the z coordinate of 
thee wire. For reasons we shall give in due course it is useful to attribute a sign to r. The signed 
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distancee d can be expressed as 

d{x^tx,ty^A)d{x^tx,ty^A) = -/rT====^= . (4.7) 

wheree & is the wire position and Ö* is the stereo angle, Le. the angle between the wire and the 
ar-axis.. The wire positions and stereo angles are calibration parameters that must be detennined 
inn an alignment procedure. 

Thee numerator in (4.7) is the4istaBcel>etween track and wire in the xy plane at the z -position 
off the wire. The denominator corrects for the fact that track and wire are not necessarily at 
straightt angles in the zy and zx projection. If we assume that tx and tv are at most 300mrad 
(whichh is slightly larger than the acceptance of the spectrometer), the denominator takes values 
betweenn 1 and 1.1, which implies that corrections for the non-cylindrical shape of the honeycomb 
celll are necessarily small. 

Thee ri-relation depends on the layout of the drift detector (cell size, high voltage, discrimi
natorr threshold) and on external factors as the magnetic field, temperature and air pressure. If we 
assumee that experimental conditions are stable, a handful Of rt-relations is sufficient to describe 
thee detector. The rt-calibration is discussed in section 4.4. 

4.2.33 Model for  the measurement error 

Thee x2 contribution defined in (4.3) is not complete without a description of the uncertainty &i 
inn the residual. For the honeycomb drift chambers this uncertainty takes schematically the form 

(J(J - Vta © ff*iM © 0trfrlft © CTVap © ff^ , (4.8) 

wheree cr^^ represents uncertainties in the alignment parameters. (The gain a has been dropped 
forr convenience.) The resolution in the drift time depends on the distance from the track to the 
wire.. If it is assumed that the other contributions are constant, they can be absorbed in the drift 
timee resolution. The resolution is defined to be a function of the measurement only — Le. not of 
thee track parameters — as was suggested in paragraph 4.2.1. 

4.2.44 Measurement transformation 

Thee value of m, in equation (4.2) does not necessarily correspond to the measured digital value 
itself.. Instead it can also be a function of thee measurement. For example, if m* would refer to an 
adcc value in a calorimeter, it would be appropriate to transform it into a deposited energy so that 
thee reconstruction algorithm can be developed independently from the calibration. 

Forr drift-chambers the tdc count is usually translated into the distance of closest approach r. 
Thee main advantage is that a projection of the track parameters into 'distance-space' is almost 
linearr — the non-linearity corresponding to the denominator in (4.7) —, while a projection into 
'tdc-space'' involves (derivatives of) the rt-relation. From the measurement model (4.4) it is not 
obviouss that a transformation 

tdctdc — r{tdc) (4.9) 

cann be performed, since the corrections for t^t, £prop and *int depend on the track parameters. In 
referencee [HO] a procedure is presented in which these corrections are applied in distance space 
byy employing the fact that they are relatively small. 
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Att the moment of writing the Hera-# track fit does not yet correct for the time-of-flight, 
interactionn time shift and propagation time in the wire. Therefore, these corrections are absorbed 
intoo the drift time resolution. The complete measurement model is then given by 

rriirrii -* r(tdc — t0) 

CiCi ~* ff{tdc-iQ) (4.10) 

ki(q)ki(q) ~* rfay^tyrfM 

Thiss is the model that has been applied for the calibration procedure presented in mis chapter. 
Thee determination of the tdc offsets t0 is described in the next section. The calibration of the 
rr-relationn r(t) and the resolution function <r(t) is described in section 4.4. The calibration of 
thee alignment constants & and 0, will not be addressed. We shall assume that the alignment has 
beenn performed with sufficient precision and reflect on die effect of remaining uncertainties in 
diee alignment in due course. 

4.33 Calibration of the tdc offsets 

Byy virtue of equation (4.10) a global shift in the tdc offset tQ can be absorbed into thé rt-rélatión 
andd vice versa. Therefore, the tdc offset calibration only determines the relative tdc offsets. The 
globall shift can be chosen to have any convenient value. 

Theree are two approaches for calibrating the relative tdc offsets. In the first approach the 
offsetss are obtained from a global fit to the residuals observed in track fitting. The minimal sta
tisticall uncertainty in the calibrated offset for a certain channel is a/VN, where a is the average 
hitt resolution and N is the number of used hits for this channel. La practice this uncertainty is 
largerr since the residuals in a reconstructed track are highly correlated. The resulting correla
tiontion in the offset corrections between channels should be taken into account. It is not yet clear 
whetiierr this can be done for a system with so many parameters. 

InIn the alternative approach the offsets are obtained from the tdc count distributions. The dis
tributionss for different channels are simply shifted such that they overlay 'as well as possible*. 
Thiss method is based on the assumption that thé tdc count distributions of channels for which 
thee same rt-relation is applied have the same shape. The minimal statistical uncertainty in the 
calibratedd offset now scales as (rfyfN, where & is the RMS of the tdc count distribution. Conse
quently,, for equal statistics, this method is clearly less precise than the previous one. However, 
thee advantage with respect to me previous method is mat the correlations between the offsets are 
absentt and that no track reconstruction is required. If statistics is not a limiting factor, a calibra
tionn based on tdc distributions is at least as good as a calibration based on residuals, but avoids 
thee problem of correlated residuals. 

Thee simplest estimate of the relative tdc offset from tdc count distributions is obtained by 
comparisonn of the mean of die distributions. In order to reduce the sensitivity to noise and off-
bunchh contributions a truncated mean can be used. A calibration based on the mean is statistically 
optimall in the sense that it has the smallest variance. 

Otherr algorithms are only needed if the shape of tdc spectra differs significantly from one 
channell too the other, The mean of the tde count distributions is very sensitive to tails, especially 
towardss large drift times. The position of the rising edge or of the maximum of the distribution is 
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lesss sensitive to these tails. If the statistical error in the offset calibration is not dominant, these 
aree useful alternatives for the mean. 

AA special class of algorithms are those based on a fit to a parameterisation of the tdc count 
distribution.. The main problem here is that several parameters are required to describe the dis
tribution,, while there is only one quantity of real interest, namely the offset. A discussion of a 
calibrationn using a fit to the tdc count distribution can be found in [113]. At this moment none 
off the more complicated methods has proven significantly more precise than the truncated mean 
off the tdc count distribution which was used for the analysis described here. 

43.11 Implementation of the algorithm 
Thee tdc count distribution is probed in terms of a histogram, the tdc spectrum. For every channel 
aa tdc spectrum is obtained by accumulating data from sufficiently many events. The truncated 
meann is defined as the mean of all tdc values within a certain range [tmu,, tmBX], which is chosen 
suchh that it contains more than 95% of the data. The offset tQ is defined as the truncated mean 
minuss a global reference value tiet • This reference value is chosen such that the average to is close 
too zero, which has the advantage that thé tdc spectra are minimally shifted by the calibration 
procedure.. The reference value and the borders for the truncation are listed in table 4.1. 

pitch h 

5mm m 

100 mm 

Cmia a 

130 0 

50 0 

^mftx . . 

230 0 

250 0 

tref f 

180 0 

150 0 

Tablee 4.1. Borders for truncation of the tdc spectra and reference values for the fc calibration. 

Onee possible way to fix the reference value is by defining it as the average observed mean 
value.. Although, this yields a well-defined recipe, it has a the disadvantage that it correlates 
thee tdc offsets. Suppose for example that the offset of one channel has changed between two 
calibrationn periods. Then automatically all channels will get a common shift in t0 since the 
referencee value has changed. Furthermore, it means that the ri-relations are shifted. As this 
iss rather inconvenient thé reference value is simply chosen and kept fixed for as long as the 
algorithmm is used. 

Thee use of a truncated mean requires an iterative approach. Only by applying iterations we 
cann assure that every tdc count distribution is truncated at the same place with respect to its 
meann value. We have found out that four iterations are sufficient to converge within statistical 
precision. . 

4.3.22 Results 
AA simple figure of merit in the comparison of different 10 calibrations is based on the sum of a set 
off tdc count distributions. If all distributions have the same shape, increasing uncertainties in the 
tdcc offsets result in an increase of the width of the summed distribution. Figure 4.3(a) shows the 
tdcc count distribution for 5 mm cells in the PC region before and after t0 calibration. The number 
off entries in both histograms is equal, so that the height is roughly inversely proportional to the 
width.. The calibration clearly improves the width of the total spectrum. Although this method 
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cannott give an absolute estimate of the precision of the calibration we have found it useful for 
comparingg different calibration algorithms. 

Figuree 4.3(b) depicts a residual distribution obtained for 5 mm cells in the PC area before 
andd after calibration. The calibration significantly improves the resolution of the detector. The 
remainingg uncertainties in the tdc offset are estimated to be of the order of 1 ns which is negligible 
withh respect to the total resolution. 
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Figuree 4.3. Summed tdc spectrum for the PC region (a) and residual distribution (b). The dotted distri
butionn is before calibration, the shaded distribution after. 

Ann important issue in the calibration is the stability of the tdc offsets. Figure 4.4 shows 
thee difference in calibrated tdc offsets for runs taken in April, July and August. The observed 
differencee between the April and July runs is compatible with the statistical precision of the 
calibration.. An exception holds for a particular set of channels corresponding to two tdc crates in 
thee PC region (the structure at 30 counts in 4.4(a)). It is known that the FCS2 delays are subject 
too sudden jumps, which can move the tdc spectra partially to the next or previous event. As such 
dataa cannot be recovered offline, it is essential to detect the jumps during data taking and recover 
thee correct delays. Such an automatic procedure was not applied in the data taking of 2000 but 
hass been foreseen for 2002. 

Ass part of a program to understand high voltage instabilities in the honeycomb drift cham
berss experimental conditions were modified significantly between July and August, mainly wim 
respectt to the gas composition and the anode high voltage. Such modifications result in a change 
off the drift time distribution and require re-calibration of the rf-relation. The change in the drift 
timee distribution is partially absorbed by the tdc offset calibration and results in a global shift of 
thee calibrated t0 values as can be seen in figure 4.4(b). The width of the At0 distribution is still 
compatiblee with the statistical accuracy of the calibration. It is therefore likely that the relative 
tdcc offsets have not significantly changed between these runs. 

2FCSS stands for *fast-control-system\ The FCS distributes the HERA bunch clock over the front-end drivers 
andd applies timing delays to synchronise all tdc boards. 
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Figuree 4.4. Difference of calibrated tdc offsets for 5 mm cells in the PC and TC chambers for run 14577 
(April)) and for run 16347 (July) (a) and the difference for run 17253 (August) and run 16347 (b). The 
structuree at 30 counts in figure (a) can be attributed to two tdc crates in the PC chambers. The global shift 
inn figure (b) is due to a change in operation parameters of the honeycomb chambers. 

4.44 Calibration of the rt-relation 

Thee rt-calibration is the procedure that determines the ri-relation and the resolution function. 
Wee distinguish between the physical ri-relation of a drift cell and the rt-relation used for the 
reconstructionn of tracks, which we shall label the internal and global rf-relation respectively. 
Thee internal rt-relation describes the drift time as a function of the distance between a cluster 
andd the wire and depends on internal properties of the drift cell. The global rt -relation depends 
additionallyy on variations between drift cells, misalignment, variations in interaction time etc. 

Propertiess of the internal rt-relation and resolution function were described in chapter 3. 
Heree we simply assume that a relation between drift time and distance exists and that it can 
bee determined from the data. The results therefore correspond to the global ri-relation and 
resolution. . 

4.4.11 Different methods for  ^-calibratio n 

Theree are two relatively independent approaches to the ^-calibration. First, the /'^-relation can 
bee obtained from the shape of a measured drift time distribution. If we assume that the track 
densityy over the drift cell is independent of the distance to the wire, the probability V(r) that a 
hitt corresponds to a track between distance r and distance r + dr from the wire is given by 

V(r)V(r) dr = C] rj(r) dr (4.11) ) 

wheree rj(r) is the hit efficiency of the cell (see chapter 5) and cx is a normalisation constant. The 
efficiencyy profile is non-zero only for r 6 [ra, rh], where ru = 0 and rb is the cell radius. The 
correspondingg drift time t,a and tb can be obtained from the range of the drift time distribution. If 
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thee drift time t is a one-to-one function of the distance r, the drift time distribution is related to 
thee distance distribution (4.11) by 

P{t)dtP{t)dt = 7>(r)dr . (4.12) 

Forr times in the interval [ta, tb]t the r(t) relation can then be obtained by integration of the tdc 
spectrumm and the efficiency profile, 

ff V(if)de = f V{r')dr' . (4.13) 
JtJtaa Jra 

InIn the simple case that the efficiency is constant on the whole interval [ra,r6], (4.13) reduces to 

r(t)r(t) = n f V(t')dt' , (4.14) 

wheree we used that ra = 0. 
Thee main disadvantage of the procedure described above is that the integration requires a 

determinationn of the efficiency profile and of the begin- and end-point of the drift time distribu
tion.. Furthermore, the resolution cannot be estimated from the drift time distribution. In [92] a 
methodd is described that overcomes these problems via a detailed simulation of the drift cell. By 
comparingg the measured and simulated drift time distributions the model could be tuned. The 
rf-relationn and the resolution function then were obtained from the model. 

Inn the second and more common approach the rt-relation is estimated from the relation be
tweenn the reconstructed distance d and thé measured drift time U An ansatz for rt-relation and 
resolutionn function is sufficient to reconstruct tracks.3 The reconstructed distance d* for a certain 
hitt i is not only determined by the drift time t i but also by the position and drift times of the 
otherr hits.4 Consequently, the observed relation between d* and U can be used to improve the 
ri-relatioiLL At the same time the resolution function can be estimated from the width of the 
residuall distribution. Since the result will depend on the ri-relation and the resolution function 
thatt were used to reconstruct the tracks, an iterative procedure is required. Typically 5 iterations 
aree sufficient to converge to the required precision. 

AA detailed description of the problems involved in this calibration procedure can be found 
inn a report on the Argus drift chamber [114] and in a report on calibration of Hera-S outer 
trackerr chambers in a test setup [107]. The rt-calibration applied for the Hera-B outer tracker 
andd described in this section is based on these papers. 

4.4.22 Residuals in the signed distance 
AA measured drift time t increases our knowledge of the track parameters in the direction per
pendicularr to both the track and the wire. If we construct an axis orthogonal to track and wire 
withh its origin at the wire, we can define a coordinate d along this axis. We label the coordi
natee of the track by dt. It is a function of thé track parameters and the wire position as given in 
equationn (4.7). The sign of dt indicates at which side of the wiree the track traverses the cell. 

?Inn fact tracks can be reconstructed without using drift time information at all. 
4Wee can even discard bit i from the frack fit and estimate dt independently of i*. 
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Thee drift time ti of hit i is a measure for the distance betweenn track and wire. The drift time 
containss only information on the absolute value of du not on its sign. This property is typical for 
driftt detectors and is called left-right ambiguity. 

Fromm the measured distance r(U) and the estimated distance dit a residual is defined 

Aff = r(U) - | 4 | . (4.15) 

(Seee also the formal definition (4.2)). The estimate di is improved by minimisation of the sum 
off the x2 contributions of all hits in the track with respect to the track parameters. This process 
dependss on continuous derivatives of the residuals to the parameters and is sensitive to local 
minima. . 

Thee residual defined by (4.15) has two minima corresponding to d = ) and its first 
derivativee is discontinuous at di = 0. Consequently, it is not suitable for a standard x2 minimisa
tionn procedure. A solution is found by the introduction of a so-called left-right sign e j , which is 
aa discrete parameter that indicates at which side the track passes wire i. The residual is replaced 
by y 

Ai;; = tir{ti) - di . (4.16) 

Thee solution of the left-right ambiguities is part of the pattern recognition process. Obviously, 
thee final solution of the set of left-right signs on a track should satisfy the relation e> = sign(dj) 
forr every hit. 

Thee problem of left-right signs is important for the calibration for two reasons. First, the 
residualss as defined by (415) are truncated, since both r(t) and \d\ only take positive values. 
Consequently,, for distances close to the wire, the residual distributions are asymmetric and not 
Gaussian.. Although the truncation is removed by the redefinition (4.16), the non-Gaussian shape 
remains. . 

Second,, if a relation r(t) is defined such that the average signed residual (4.15) is zero for 
everyy time i, the trivial rt-relation with r(t) = 0 for every time t automatically satisfies this 
condition.. This is the case when only the wire position is used in the track reconstruction. 
Clearly,, it is not the most optimal choice. 

4.4.33 Drif t time-distance distributio n 

Figuree 4.5 shows a two dimensional histogram of the reconstructed distance d versus the drift 
timee t for hits in 5 mm and 10 mm cells in PC superlayers. We shall call this distribution the drift 
time-distancetime-distance distribution. The hits filled into the histogram were not used in the calculation of 
thee track parameters q such that the calculation of d is independent of t. Note the clear correlation 
betweenn d and r and the symmetry around d = 0. 

Thee rt-calibration presented here is based on the idea that the distribution in figure 4.5 can be 
usedd to predict the drift time t(r) corresponding to a certain distance r, or to predict the distance 
r(t)r(t) corresponding to a certain time t. Since die sign of d cannot be inferred from the drift time, 
onlyy the absolute value of d is relevant for the calibration. 

Thee r(t) relation is defined as the most probable value of the predicted distance r for a certain 
timee t. (In the next paragraph we shall argue that the most probable value is an appropriate 
choice.)) Likewise the t(r) relation is defined as the most probable time t for a distance r. The 
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Figuree 4.5. Signed reconstructed distance versus measured drift time for 5 mm cells (a) and for 10 mm 
cellss (b) in the PC/TC chambers. 

twoo relations are drawn in figure 4.6(a). We see that the distinction between an r(t) relation and 
aa t(r) relation is only relevant near the cell border. 

Usingg Bayes' Theorem one can derive that r(t) = t ( r ) - 1 if the probability distribution 
"P(r)drr does not depend on r. If we assume that the illumination of tracks over the drift cell 
iss homogeneous, V{r) is described by the efficiency profile of the cell. The latter is constant un
till close to the cell boundaries, which is why the r(t) relation and t(r) relation differ significantly 
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Figuree 4.6. A comparison of the r(t) relation and the t(r) relation (a) and a comparison of the r(t) relation 
accordingg to the maximum likelihood approach and die expectation value approach (b) for 10 mm cells. 
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onlyy in that part of the parameter space. 
Forr tdc values larger than a certain time £, the most probable value for the reconstructed 

distancee is zero. The observation that r(t) = i ( r ) - 1 implies that this time is actually given by 
ttaa = t(r = 0). 

Whetherr the r(t) relation or the t(r) relation is used depends on the track reconstruction 
algorithm.. A track fit based on the measurement model in equation (4.4) requires the t(r) relation 
too project the track parameters in drift time space. An example of track fitting in drift time space 
cann be found in [107]. 

Thee Hera-5 reconstruction algorithm works with residuals in the signed distance as in defini
tionn (4.16), The r(t) relation is used to convert the measured drift time into a measured distance. 
AA price is paid for this transformation: As the physical boundaries of the cell cause the predicted 
distancee r to be constrained to the interval [0, n] , the residual distribution is truncated at the 
boundariess and becomes asymmetric. If we neglect the fact that the tdc value must be within 
thee dynamic range of the tdc, no such boundaries exist for the residual distribution in drift time 
space. . 

Maximumm likelihood versos Expectation value 

Figuree 4.6(b) shows the drift time-distance distribution with an r(t) relation defined by the most 
probablee value for r (the 'maximum likelihood') in a certain number of bins and an r(t) relation 
definedd by the expectation value for r in those bins. For values of r close to zero the truncation of 
thee distance distribution at zero results in a difference between expectation value and maximum 
likelihood.. This is illustrated by the bottom right histogram in figure 4.7, which shows the drift 
distancee distribution for four time intervals. 

Iff the distance to the wire is comparable to the hit resolution an unambiguous solution of the 
left-rightt sign in (4.16) is not possible. Therefore, it is preferable to have a smooth transition from 
positivee to negative left-right signs [114]. For die maximum likelihood this 'continuity* condition 
iss automatically fulfilled. For die expectation value a continuous transition is not possible since 
theree is no time t for which r(t) — Ö. This justifies the choice for the maximum likelihood 
definition. . 

4.4.44 Estimating the resolution 

Ass was explained in die introduction to this chapter me measurement model is not complete 
withoutt a prediction for me uncertainty in the measurement. This uncertainty is used in the track 
findingfinding stage to decide whether the hit belongs to a track or not. In the track fit it is used to weigh 
thee contributionn of the residuals to the total x2-

Thee uncertainty in the measurement r(U) can be estimated from the widrn of me distance 
distributionn for a certain time bin t The asymmetry must carefully be taken into account as the 
trackk fit is not prepared for dealing with asymmetric non-Gaussian residual distributions. We 
havee defined the resolution function such that the x2 distribution is correcüy normalised. 

AA normalised residual is the ratio of a residual A, to its estimated uncertainty. A eorrect x2 

normalisationn is equivalent to 

^^ = 1 , (4.17) 
Hi Hi 
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Figuree 4.7. Distance distribution for four different drift time bins for a 5 mm cell. The curve is a fit to the 
functionn presented in equation (4.21). 

wheree At is defined in (4.16) and Rt is the estimated variance in the residual. If a hit has not 
beenn in the track fit, the latter is given by 

RiRi = V{ti) + Di (4.18) ) 

wheree Di is the estimated variance in the reconstructed distance (which is calculated by the track 
fit)) and V(ti) is the variance in the measurement, i.e. the square of the resolution function. Note 
thatt di and Di are functions of the track parameters, while r(i;) and V(t{) are functions of the 
measurement. . 

Ass the variance of the distribution of normalised residuals has expectation value one, the 
variancee of the distribution of scaled residuals 

VV «; 
(4.19) ) 

hass expectation value V*. Therefore, for a correct calibration, the resolution is equal to the width 
off the distribution of scaled residuals. 

Iff all hits in the track contribute with the same resolution, the variance in the track parameters 
DiDi is proportional to the resolution, such that the factor 

VV 'H 
(4.20) ) 

becomess independent of the current resolution estimate V,. In this case the width of the t\ distri
butionn is a correct measure for the resolution even if the current estimate of the resolution is not 
correct. . 

Thee factor ƒ, is called the residual scaling factor [114]. If a hit has been used in the track fit, 
thee residual variance Ri is no longer given by (4.18), but must be calculated as part of the track 
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fit.fit. (Its calculation is simple within the Kalman filter approach.) Note that for used hits Ri < Vu 
whilee for not used hits Ri > Vt [107]. 

Thee resolution can thus be obtained from the distribution of scaled residuals. If the resolution 
functionn is not constant, an iterative procedure is required to calibrate the resolution function for 
alll drift times. If the variance of the distribution of normalised residuals does not significantly 
differr from unity for all drift times, the calibration has converged. 

4.4.55 Correcting residuals for  bias from reconstruction 

Thee rt-calibration algorithm is based on the output of the track reconstruction. As the calibration 
iss also input to the reconstruction a certain risk for bias and divergence exists. This bias is not 
presentt if the hits that are used for the calibration have not been used in the track reconstruction. 
Thiss observation can be exploited in two ways. 

First,, thee calibration algorithm uses not only the hits selected by the pattern recognition but 
alsoo all other hits that are close enough to the track. Consequently» hits that have been rejected 
inn the pattern recognition due to the strict x2 c u t s still contribute to the calibration. They are 
essentiall to prevent an underestimation of the resolution. 

Second,, an inverse Kalman filter step is applied to the reconstructed hits. This means that 
thee residual and the distance of the track to the wire are calculated as if the hit had not been 
usedd in the fit. This calculation is possible if the reconstructed residual and the variance in this 
uncertaintyy are known. A derivation of the inverse filter can be found in appendix A. We have 
foundd that the use of the inverse filter step significantly improves the convergence and stability 
off the calibration. 

4.4.66 Implementation of the algorithm 

Ass explained above the r£-relation is derived from the drift time-distance distribution and the 
resolutionn function is obtained from the drift time-residual distribution. These distributions are 
probedd in terms of histograms, which requires a choice of histogram borders and bin positions. 

Definitionn of histograms 

Thee upper and lower limit of the drift time axis are defined as those values where the drift-time 
distributionn is only 5% of its value in the maximum. The division in time bins is chosen such 
thatt the statistics in each bin is approximately constant. We have used typically 30 bins. 

Thee lower limit for the distance is naturally zero, while the upper limit is slightly larger than 
thee cell radius which allows us to probe also the background in every time bin. A suitable bin size 
forr the distance axis is 50 ;um for the 5 mm cells and 100 /«n for the 10 mm cells. An appropriate 
choicee for the lower and upper limit of the residual distribution is  mm which is approximately 
fivefive times the resolution. A suitable bin size is 50 /zm. 
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Fitt  to distribution s 

Forr each time bin n the maximum likelihood value for the distance rn is determined by a fit of 
thee distance distribution. To fit the distribution we used me parameterisation 

f(f( ) = + J exp [-(a:-m)2/2cr?.] for x < m (don 
yy exp [ -(x — rnf J1G\ ] for x > m 

wheree CQ describes a constant background, Ci is a normalisation for the signal, m is the position 
off the maximum of die distribution and a^ represents die width on either sides of the maximum. 
Wee did not constrain the fit parameter m to positive values although the distributions only exist 
forr positive x. Instead, if the fit result for m was negative, the maximum was naturally chosen to 
berr = 0. 

Thee parameterisation (4.21) was also used for the fit to the scaled residual distributions. In 
tiiistiiis case the maximum of the distribution m was fixed at zero. The resolution an was defined as 
thee square root of thee variance of the fit function around zero, after subtraction of the background 
Co--

Interpolatio n n 

Interpolationn between the points (£n, rn) obtained from the fit to the drift time-distance distri
butionn was performed by a spline approximation. As suggested in [107] third order B-spline 
polynomialss were used to fit the data points in a least squares fit. The number of spline bins was 
chosenn such that the reduced x2 of the spline fit (tn,rn) was optimal An equivalent procedure 
wass applied for the {tni an) points. 

Iteratio n n 

Ass the ri-calibration itself is input to the calibration an iterative procedure is required. For the 
firstt iteration the ri-relation was obtained by integration of die drift time distribution, while the 
resolutionn function was initialised with a constant value of 1 mm. For later iterations die rt-
calibrationn was updated using the procedure sketched above. In order to improve the sensitivity 
withh increasing statistics, the number of hits used per iteration Was doubled every second itera
tion. tion. 

Numberr  of rf-relation s 

Inn total six rt-relatipns have been used to calibrate the honeycomb drift chambers, bom inside 
andd outside the magnetic field. Most results discussed here were obtained in the field free region 
wheree only two rt-relations were used, for 5 mm and 10 mm cells respectively. A preliminary 
analysiss of ri-relations in the magnetic field is described in paragraph 4.4.9. No systematic study 
off differences between modules of different length was performed. 

Thickk and Hit Selection 

Trackk segments in me main tracker were required to be matched to a segment in the vertex 
detector,, witii a momentum above 3 GeV, at least 15 hits in the pattern chambers and at least 5 
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hitss in thee trigger chambers5. All drift chamber hits that were within one wire pitch to the track 
weree used for the calibration. No cut on the residual was applied. In order to reduce the sensitivity 
too large uncertainties in the track parameters (for example due to multiple scattering corrections), 
wee required that D, < 0.25 o1 (after the inverse filter step), where a is the estimated average hit 
resolution. . 

4.4.77 Performance on Monte Carlo 

Thee calibration algorithm has been tested by applying it to data generated with thee Hera-Z? Monte 
Carloo simulation. Figure 4.8(a) shows the drift time versus the true6 distance. A constant drift 
velocityy of 100 /im/ns and a smearing of 500 fim yield a drift time distribution that resembles me 
onee obtained for data, although it is slightly broader (figure 4.8(b)). 

1500 200 

simulatedd drift t ime [counts] 
1500 200 250 

driftt t ime [counts] 

(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 4.8. Drift time-distance distribution (a) and drift time distribution (b) for 5 mm cells as simulated 
inn the Hera-fi Monte Carlo. 

Inn order to separate effects from the reconstruction and the calibration procedures it is inter
estingg to perform me /-/-calibration both using the reconstructed distance (like on data) and using 
thee true distance. Figure 4.9 shows the result of the calibration of both procedures. The (linear) 
t(r)t(r) relation used to generate the data is represented by the dashed line. Towards the cell bor
derr the r(t) relation differs from the t(r) relation, which can be related to the efficiency profile 
ass was illustrated in paragraph 4.4.3. For the reconstructed hits this effect is slightly enhanced 
becausee the reconstruction uses only the closest hit in an outer tracker layer, so that hits with a 
largee distance to the track are less often reconstructed than closer hits. 

Thee calibrated resolution function is shown in figure 4.9(b), both for the Monte Carlo truth 
andd for the reconstructed hits. The (constant) resolution used for the generation of the hits is 

5Moree on track selection criteria can be found in chapter 6 
6Wee shall use the keyword true for quantities referring to the 'Monte Carlo truth', e.g. the 'true distance' is the 

distancee between the generated particle trajectory and the wire. 
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representedd by the dashed line. Note that the smearing is performed along the t(r) relation — in 
contrastt to r(t) — such that we cannot expect the resolution a(t) to be constant. This explains the 
deviationn of the calibrated resolution from the constant value for both low and high drift times. 
Wee conclude that the reconstruction does not significantly bias the calibration procedure. 
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Figuree 4.9. Calibration of the r(t) relation (a) and the a(t) relation (b) with Monte Carlo data. For the 
openn circles the reconstructed distance was used for the fit (like on data) while for the full circles the Monte 
Carloo truth was used. The dashed lines indicate the ri-relation and resolution used in the digitisation. 

Thee resolution function was defined such that it correctly normalised the \ 2 distribution of 
thee hits, i.e. the difference between the measured distance and the reconstructed distance. In 
principle,, the resolution should also correctly normalise the difference between the measured 
distancee and the true distance. Therefore, we have studied the distribution of 

AA = 
dmcdmc - r(t) 

(4.22) ) 

whichh is called a pull distribution and shown in figure 4.10(a). The width of the distribution 
iss significantly smaller than unity. The calibrated resolution apparently overestimates the true 
resolution. . 

Thiss is due to the fact that the track fit underestimates the error in the reconstructed distance, 
whichh is illustrated by the pull distribution of the reconstructed distance in figure 4.10(b). — 
Sincee the error in the hit was overestimated, the underestimation of the error in the reconstructed 
distancee cannot be due to a wrong calibration. — This might be caused by insufficient multiple 
scatteringg corrections in the fit. The underestimation in the error in the reconstructed distance 
iss compensated by an overestimation of the hit resolution, such that the x2 contribution is still 
properlyy normalised. 
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Figuree 4.10. Monte Carlo pull distributions for the calibrated distance (a) and for the reconstructed dis
tancee (b). 

4.4.88 Performance on data in the field free region 

Figuree 4.11 shows the output of the calibration for 5 mm cells in all PC and TC chambers on 
data.. The circles represent the results of the fit for a certain number of bins. The continuous line 
iss the spline approximation. The grey-scaled background represents the distribution used for the 
calibration. . 

Thee average resolution obtained for 5 mm cells is about 400 fim. This is roughly a factor 
off two better than the position resolution without drift time information, which is r t / \ / Ï2 ëa 
8400 /.im. For 10 mm cells the average resolution is also close to 400 /im such that the drift time 
informationn gives a factor of 4. 

Bothh near the wire and near the cell border the shape of the ri-relation is mostly determined 
byy the boundary condition on the reconstructed distance. Since the resolution for 5 mm cells 
iss only a factor of 6 smaller than the effective cell size, the regime in which the calibration is 
nott dominated by the boundary condition is small. This is illustrated by the shape of resolution 
functionn shown in figure 4.11(b). Close to the wire and close to the cell border the residual 
distributionn is truncated and the drift time resolution is 'artificially' improved. 

Figuree 4.12 shows a comparison of the ^-calibrations for 10 mm cells for run 14577 and 
runn 17253. These runs were taken at the beginning and at the end of the Hera-fi run of summer 
2000.. The ri-relations for the two runs are approximately equal, even though the gas composition 
andd anode high voltage between the runs was slightly different. — A global shift in the tdc 
valuess is removed by the tdc offset calibration as was discussed in section 4.3. — The shape of 
thee resolution curves is approximately equal, but there is evidence for a slightly better resolution 
inn run 17523, which can be explained by the differencee in anode voltage. 

Forr tdc counts between 180 and 200 counts the fit to the residual distribution used for the 
determinationn of the resolution is not completely stable as is reflected by the large error bars 
onn the resolution function. The instability of the fit is not the reason for the worse resolution 
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Figur ee 4.11. Calibrated r(Z)-relation (a) and a(£)-relation (b) for 5 mm cells in the PC region for 
runn 17253. The circles correspond to the central values from the fit. The continuous line is the spline 
approximation.. The grey-scaled histograms represent the drift time-distance and drift time-residual distri
bution. . 

inn this interval. Future work could improve the model used for the description of the residual 

distribution. . 
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Figur ee 4.12. A comparison of the r^-relation (a) and resolution function (b) for 10 mm cells for run 14577 
andd run 17253. 
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Resolutionn versus track momentum 

Figuree 4.13 shows the average resolution in 5 mm cells for run 17253 and for Monte Carlo as a 
functionn of the reconstructed momentum of thee track. If the track fit correctly includes multiple 
scatteringg contributions to uncertainties in the track parameters, we expect the calibrated hit 
resolutionn to be independent of the momentum. In the data a small but significant deterioration 
off the resolution for low momentum tracks is observed. 

Thiss effect is not completely understood. A possible explanation is dead material that is 
missingg in the detector description. As a consequence multiple scattering could be sufficiently 
treatedd on Monte Carlo but not on data. This hypothesis is supported by the observed track den
sitiess in thee detector: The occupancy in tracking layers behind the magnet is considerably larger 
inn data than in Monte Carlo (chapter 6). Note that the observed effect cannot be explained by 
remainingg misalignment in the detector since that would specifically result in a worse measured 
hitt resolution at large momenta. 
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Figuree 4.13. Average resolution versus momentum in 5 mm cells for run 17253 (a) and for Monte Carlo 
(b). . 

Resolutionn versus anode voltage 

Thee high voltage dependence of the calibration was studied with a set of four runs collected at 
thee end of the running period in August. Apart from the high voltage, the outer tracker running 
conditionss were relatively stable over this period. Table 4.2 lists the runs used for this analysis. 

Figuree 4.14(a) shows drift time distributions for 10 mm cells in the PC/TC chambers for two 
differentt high voltage settings. The drift time distribution is broader for lower anode voltage. 
Furthermore,, it is slightly shifted towards larger drift times (i.e. lower tdc counts). 

Notee that no separate tdc offset calibration was performed for these runs. Instead the cali
brationn of run 17253 was used. If the offset calibration were performed, the shift between the 
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runn number 

14577 7 

17260 0 

17255 5 

17253 3 

17254 4 

date e 

April l 

August t 

August t 

August t 

August t 

trigger r 

none e 

SL L 

SL L 

SL L 

SL L 

rate e 

5 5 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

size e 

500k k 

40k k 

430k k 

550k k 

430k k 

HVV (5/10 mm) 

1700/1900 0 

1700/1900 0 

1715/1915 5 

1750/1950 0 

1785/1985 5 

Ar/CE4/C02 2 

65/30/5 5 

63/30/7 7 

63/30/7 7 

63/30/7 7 

63/30/7 7 

Tablee 4.2. Runs selected for the analysis in chapters 4 and 5. 'SL' stands for 'single lepton trigger'. We 
havee only used a fraction of the total number of events shown in die fourth column. 

driftt time distributions would have largely disappeared. Figure 4.14(b) shows the ri-relation 
correspondingg to the two anode voltage settings. No significant change in the shape is observed. 
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Figuree 4.14. Drift time distribution (a) and calibrated ri-relation (b) for 10 mm cells for two different 
anodee high voltage settings. 

Figuree 4.15 shows the average resolution versus the high voltage for both 5 mm and 10 mm 
cells.. A clear dependence of the resolution on the anode voltage is visible. Even at large anode 
voltagee the resolution is significantly worse than the design resolution of 200 //m, obtained in 
dedicatedd R&D tests of the honeycomb chambers [108]. This suggests that the resolution is 
dominatedd by effects which are not related to the internal resolution of the drift cell, for example 
remainingg misalignment in the detector or contributions neglected in the measurement model. 

4.4.99 /-t-Relations in the magnetic field 

Thee results presented so far were all obtained for chambers in the field free region of the detector. 
Itt was assumed that two rt-relations — one for 5 mm and one for 10 mm cells — are sufficient 
forr calibration of all chambers. For chambers that are located inside the magnetic field, one 
expectss a change in the rt-relation as the magnetic field appears in the equation of motion of the 
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Figuree 4.15. Resolution versus anode voltage for 5 mm cells (a) and 10 mm cells (b). Error bars indicate 
thee spread of the resolution function around the mean value. The error in the mean value itself is much 
smaller. . 

driftt electrons. In this paragraph we report on first results on the dependence of the ri-relation 
onn the magnetic field. 

Figuree 4.16 depicts the mean magnetic field strength versus the 2-position of all detector 
moduless in \he magnet. The mean is calculated as the average size of the magnetic field vector 
overr the volume of the module. The magnetic field was obtained from a routine that interpolates 
betweenn measured data points of the magnetic field in the spectrometer [115]. 

CO O 

Figuree 4.16. Magnetic field strength averaged per module as a function of module 2-position. Every 
markerr indicates one module. One can clearly distinguish the different superlayers. 
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Ass expected the magnetic field strongly depends on the position of the module in the mag
net.. The variation of the field strength inside one superlayer is small compared to the variation 
betweenn superlayers. 

Thee magnetic field influences the shape of the rt-relation and of the drift time distribution. 
Figuree 4.17(a) shows a drift time distribution for a chamber in the magnetic field. Both the 
distributionn for all measured hits and for hits correlated to a reconstructed track (circles) are 
shown.. One concludes that apart from the contribution of 'normal' tracks, there are hits with 
aa much broader drift time spectrum. Candidates for the latter are low momentum particles that 
aree circling around in the magnetic field. For comparison, figure 4.17(b) shows the drift time 
distributionn for a chamber outside the magnetic field where the difference between the drift time 
distributionn of reconstructed hits and of other hits is much smaller. 
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Figuree 4.17. Drift time distribution for a chamber in the magnetic field (a) and in the field free region (b). 
Thee histogram corresponds to 'all' hits, whereas the circles correspond to hits close to a track reconstructed 
inn tracker and vertex detector. The distributions are normalised such that me maxima are equal. 

Figuree 4.18(a) shows the RMS of the drift time distribution for hits correlated to tracks versus 
thee average magnetic field for all superlayers. The effect of thee magnetic field on the width of the 
driftt time distribution is less than 20% . Apparently, the rt relations are only marginally modified 
byy the field. Nonetheless, it seems that the resolution in the magnet chambers is significantly 
worsee (figure 4.18(b)). 

Thee statistics used for the calibration are not sufficient to calibrate a different rt-relation for 
everyy superlayer in the magnet. Therefore, based on the average field strength in a super layer a 
divisionn is made in three categories, labelled (I), (II) and (TIT) for small, medium and large field 
strengthh respectively (table 4.3). Category (I) includes the rt-relations in the field free region of 
thee detector. 

Figuree 4.19 shows calibrated rf-relations and resolutions functions for 5 mm cells in the three 
categories.. There is no evidence that the r*-relations depend systematically on the magnetic 
field.field. However, as was already visible in figure 4.18(b) the resolution is clearly different for the 
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Figuree 4.18. Width of drift time distribution of 'reconstructed' hits in 5 mm cells versus the 
fieldfield (a) and width of scaled residual distribution per superlayer (b). The right vertical axis in 
referss to the shaded histogram. 

magnetic c 
figurefigure (b) 

differentt superlayers. It is unlikely that this is due to the influence of the magnetic field on the 
driftt cell properties, since the ri-relations seem to be insensitive to the field. 

Duee to the presence of the magnetic field tracking in the magnet has been proven to be 
significantlyy more difficult than in the field free region, even if the magnetic field is accurately 
known.. Consequently, the alignment of chambers inside the magnet has not yet been performed 
too the same precision as in the rest of the detector. Whereas the chambers closest to the PC 
superlayerss or to the vertex detector are reasonably well constrained, uncertainties are largest in 
thee centre of the magnet. We have observed misalignments of a few 100 /2m for superlayers in the 
magnet.. Until the alignment is better understood improvement of the resolution of the magnet 
chamberss cannot be expected. 

4.55 Summary 

Wee have developed a procedure to calibrate the drift time information of hits in the Hera-S honey 
combb drift chambers such that this information can be used in the track reconstruction. The cali
brationn procedure consists of a tdc offset calibration and an rtf-calibration. The offset calibration 

category y 

I I 

II I 

III I 

fieldfield in T 

<0.1 1 

0.1-0.5 5 

>0.5 5 

superlayers s 

PC,TC,MC1 1 

MC2,MC3,MC8 8 

MC4,MC5,MC6 6 

Tablee 4.3. Division of superlayers into categories with a specific field strength. 
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Figuree 4.19. ri-Relations (a) and resolution functions (b) in 5 mm cells for the three selected magnetic 
fieldd strength intervals. 

iss performed for every channel in the outer tracker separately. Statistical and systematical uncer
taintiess are estimated to be at the level of 100 //m. 

Thee rt-calibration has been performed for 5 mm and 10 mm cells in the field free region. 
Calibrationn of the rt-relation in the magnetic field is still in a preliminary state. For the field free 
regionn the position resolution estimated from residuals from track reconstruction is about 400
500 fim for both 5 mm and 10 mm cells. This resolution includes uncertainties in the tdc offset, the 
r£-calibrationn and the alignment, as well as several other effects neglected in the measurement 
model,, such as interaction time shift and signal propagation time. The resolution of superlayers 
inn the magnetic field is significantly worse, which is probably due to a less precise alignment. 
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Chapterr  5 

Hitt  efficiency of the Outer  Tracker 

Wee have developed a method to measure die efficiency of driftchamber cells in the PC layers 
off the outer tracker by means of reconstructed tracks. Using this method the average effi
ciencyy of each superlayer has been measured, including its dependence on die high voltage. 
Thee systematic bias in the measurements has been estimated in a Monte Carlo simulation. 

5.11 introduction 

Thee hit efficiency óf a detector is the probability that a hit is observed if a charged particle 
traversess a sensitive volume in the detector. Its precise definition depends on thé context. For 
thee performance of the trigger and off-line reconstruction algorithms the meaningful quantity is 
thee efficiency of a detector layer, i.e. the probability that a hit is observed if a charged particle 
traversess that layer within its predefined geometrical acceptance. We shall call this efficiency the 
layerlayer efficiency and its definition includes dead and uncovered regions inside the acceptance. 

Forr the understanding of the performance of the drift chambers it is more interesting to study 
thee probability that a hit is found if a charged particle traverses a particular, working, drift cell. 
Wee shall call this probability the cell efficiency. This definition excludes the aforementioned dead 
regions.' ' 

Thee outer tracker was designed to accomplish a cell efficiency exceeding 98 %, mainly be
causee of stringent requirements in the First Level Trigger. The efficiency was measured in several 
testt setups on prototypes. The goal of this analysis is to measure thé hit efficiency of the honey
combb cells in situ and under run time conditions. 

5.22 Model for  the efficiency of a drif t cell 

Thee ASD8 chip employed in the tracker readout produces an output signal if the current on 
itss input surpasses a certain threshold value. The current is mainly determined by the primary 
andd secondary ionisation in the gas, the gas amplification and the shaping characteristics of the 

'Evenn in nominally operating regions of the detector the relation between cell efficiency and layer efficiency is 
nott completely trivial, since a particle can traverse more than one cell in a layer due to the way the honeycomb cells 
aree staggered. 
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readoutt chip. For a description of the efficiency of the cell especially the origin of fluctuations in 
thee current are important. 

Thee number of ionisation clusters is described by a Poisson distribution with an average od, 
wheree I is the length pf the track segment in the cell and a the average density of clusters along 
thee segment. We shall call the dependence of the efficiency of a drift cell on / the efficiency 
profileprofile of a cell. 

Iff the current response of the chip is fast enough to separate signals of different primary 
ionisationn clusters (which are distinct in time), the efficiency profile of the cell is given by the 
probabilityy that there is at least one cluster that surpasses the threshold 

Vut(l)Vut(l) = l -e"*"* ' , (5.1) 

wheree the effective cluster density is related to the cluster density by 

aefff = aa . (5.2) 

Thee proportionality factor a is the probability that a single cluster induces enough current to pass 
thee discriminator threshold. Its value is determined by fluctuations in clusters size and in the gas 
gain,, and by the threshold of the discriminator. If we neglect the occurrence of attachment of the 
electronss by the drift gas, a is independent of I. 

Thee double pulse resolution of the ASD8 chip is of the order of 10 ns, which is not fast enough 
too separate signals from different ionisation clusters. For a correct description equation (5.1) 
shouldd be modified to a convolution of the Poisson distribution for the number of clusters with 
detailss of the drift velocity, fluctuations in cluster size, fluctuations in the gas gain and the precise 
responsee of the amplifier. As such details are only partially known and cannot be obtained from 
ourr data with meaningful accuracy, we shall use (5.1) as an ansatz for the description of the 
efficiencyy profile. 

Thee length I of the track segment through the honeycomb cell can be calculated from the 
parameterss of the track and the position and orientation of the module. Equation (5.1) can then 
bee used to model the efficiency profile of the cell in a Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 5.1 shows 
aa comparison of the efficiency obtained in data and Monte Carlo, both as a function of the length 
// and as a function of the distance to the wire. We observe that the simple model describes the 
dataa adequately. 

Forr distances outside the cell boundaries the efficiency profile measures the average occu
pancypancy around the reconstructed tracks. The level of the occupancy in data and Monte Carlo 
differss substantially. This can partially be explained by the fact that the Monte Carlo was gener
atedd with a single interaction per event, while the data were taken from a 5 MHz run which has 
ann average of about 1.3 interactions per non-empty event. This effect is enhanced by the fact that 
thee occupancy is weighted with die track density. 

533 Efficiency estimator 

Thee hit efficiency defined at the beginning of this section can be measured by counting how many 
timestimes reconstructed tracks that traverse a certain drift cell i correlate with a measured hit in that 
cell.. We shall label die number of tracks that traverse the cell by N and the number of times a hit 
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Figuree 5.1. Measured efficiency versus the estimated length of the segment (a) and thee estimated distance 
too the wire (b) in data and Monte Carlo for 5 mm cells. The effective cluster density applied in the Monte 
Carloo simulation was chosen such that the maximum of the efficiency profile matches to the data. 

iss foundd by n. If the true efficiency of the cell is q, the probability for n is given by the binomial 
distribution, , 

V(n\N,q)V(n\N,q) = ( ^V ( 1 - 9 ) " " B - <53> 

Forr a measurement of the efficiency we turn things around and estimate q from a measured 
numberr of successes n. Assuming that the prior probability distribution for q is constant between 
00 and 1, one can use Bayes' Theorem to derive the probability density for q 

V(q\.\.v)dqV(q\.\.v)dq = ( -Y+1>I^ ]< / " (1 - ' / ) N-n N-n ét ét 

Thee maximum likelihood for q is then given by 

•71 1 

QQ = TT 

(5.4) ) 

(5.5) ) 

whilee the expectation value is 

<<?>> = 
n + 1 1 

(5.6) ) 
NN + 2 

Inn the limit that both n and N are large the value of maximum likelihood and the expectation 
valuee are equal. Given the second moment 

m= m= (nn + 2)(n+l) 
(N(N + 3)(N + 2) 

(5-7) ) 

wee can calculate the variance around the mean (5.6) or around the maximum (5.5) of the distri
bution. . 
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Forr all results in this paper the term measured efficiency refers to the maximum likelihood 
qqtt unless stated otherwise.2 The estimated error in the efficiency refers to the square root of the 
variancee around the maximum likelihood. (Note that if either n or N — n is small, the probability 
densityy distribution for q is very asymmetric. In such cases it is preferable to provide a confidence 
interval,, but this is somewhat outside the scope of this analysis.) 

Sincee the hit efficiency is a function of the length I of the track segment in the cell, the 
efficiencyy is studied as a function of the distance x to the wire. The relevant range of x is divided 
intoo an appropriate number of bins and the efficiency estimate is performed for each individual 
bin.. This is how the efficiency profiles in figure 5.1 were obtained. 

5.44 Efficiency profil e 

Ass illustrated in figure 5.1 the measured efficiency profile can successfully be reproduced by 
thee simple model proposed in equation (5.1). For extracting the parameters of the model it 
iss convenient to have an analytic function that can be fit to the data. The description of the 
efficiencyy profile is completed by including the following effects: 

•• uncertainties in the track parameters leading to uncertainties in the calculated distance 
too the wire; 

•• remaining alignment errors resulting in both a smearing and an offset in the calculated 
distance; ; 

•• background due to noise hits or hits related to other tracks. This background is related 
too the occupancy, but weighted with the track density. We shall call this the weighted 
occupancy. occupancy. 

Iff we assume that a track traverses the cell parallel to the 2-axis, the length of the segment 
throughh the cell is given by 

l{x)l{x) = I 
W V 55 for | i | < e.,/6 
e«/v^55 x (2 - 6 | d | /U for e^/6 < \x\ < &,/3 , (5.8) 
00 otherwise 

wheree £a, is the wire pitch (figure 5.2). We assume that all smearing effects can be described by 
onee parameter a. The convoluted efficiency then becomes 

d£ e -<* -*>W( l - e - °«« )) - (5.9) 

Afterr insertion of equation (5.8) the integral can be expressed in terms of error functions. To 
accountt for a possible misalignment a parameter 5x is introduced and x is replaced by x — Sx. A 
parameterr %& describes the (weighted) occupancy, 

*occ(ï)) = f/bg • (5.10) 

2Thee expectation value (5.6) is not a suitable estimator since it is biased. 
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chargedcharged particle 

trajectory trajectory 

Figuree 5.2. Schematic overview of a honeycomb cell and the coordinates used in this analysis. The wire 
pitchh in .T is £w = 8.70 mm for 5 mm cells and 17.40 mm for 10 mm cells. The pitch in z is Cw = 5.00 mm 
andd 10.00 mm, respectively. 

Finallyy we include a term which accounts for cross talk between neighbouring ASD8 channels. 
Suchh channels are geometrically positioned at a relative distance £w/2. We assume that the 
efficiencyy profile for the cross talk hits is equal to that for the signal except for a scaling factor fct. 
Furthermore,, we assume that the cross talk probability is symmetric for left and right neighbours. 

Thee distributions for signal (5.9), background (5.10) and cross talk, are combined into one 
expressionn for the measured signal by a logical 'or', 

ÉÊÉÊ = 1 - (1 - Vbe) x 
(11 - f/sig(z - Sx, a, a)) x 

(11 - fct W *  -Sx + iw/2,a,a)) x 
(11 - fa m& ~5x~ W 2 , a, a)) , (5.11) 

AA fit of the function (5.11) to the efficiency profile yields the effective cluster density a. In order 
too optimally make use of the available statistics it is preferable to implement the fit as a maximum 
likelihoodd fit using for each bin the binomial probability distribution described by (5.4). 

Ass a has little meaning outside the model, we rather use the maximum of the efficiency 
profilee as a measure for the efficiency of a cell, 

WW = 1 " e"*" (5.12) ) 

Iff we talk about the efficiency obtained from the efficiency profile we always mean the efficiency 
ass defined by (5.12). 

Figuree 5.3(a) shows a measured efficiency-distance profile including the fit with the described 
model.. The x2 over the number of degrees of freedom is about 2. Since statistical uncertainties 
weree treated correctly (using the likelihood distribution (5.4)), this suggests that there are system
aticc discrepancies between data and model. Further analysis has shown that the most significant 
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Figuree 53. Measured efficiency-distance profile of 5 mm cells in PC2-. The curve corresponds to the fit. 
Thee right figures show details from the top (b) and the bottom (c). 

deviationss are in the description of the background, while the top of the efficiency profile is rea
sonablyy well modelled. Consequently, we are confident that the impact of the discrepancy on the 
efficiencyy measurement is small. 

Figuress 5.3(b) and 5.3(c) show details of the top and bottom of the efficiency profile. At the 
basee of the efficiency profile we clearly see the cross talk signal which is described reasonably 
welll by the model. 

5.55 Systematic bias in the efficiency measurement 

Wee shall call any systematic difference between a measured quantity and the real quantity a bias. 
Theree are three main sources for a bias in the efficiency measurement. 

Thee first is the occurrence of 'bad' tracks, such as ghost tracks. This will cause the effi
ciencyy to be systematically underestimated. The frequency of ghost tracks in the sample can be 
reducedd by strict requirements on track confirmation. The track selection criteria are discussed 
inn paragraph 5.7. The remaining fraction of ghosts in the sample is below 0.5 %. 

Thee second systematic bias is due to requirements made in the pattern recognition (track 
finding)) stage of the reconstruction. The hits that are used for finding the tracks are the same 
hitss that are used for the measurement of the cell efficiency. The pattern recognition requires 
aa certain minimum number of hits on the track and a certain maximum number of missed hits. 
Therefore,, if reconstructed tracks are used for the efficiency estimate, the efficiency is system
aticallyy overestimated. Estimates of the corresponding bias can be made on Monte Carlo (see 
paragraphh 5.10). 

Itt is possible to perform a measurement of the efficiency without the bias introduced by track 
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finding,finding, namely by explicitly excluding the cells under study from the pattern recognition. This 
approachh would be superior to the analysis reported here, since it would not rely on Monte Carlo 
corrections.. However, from the practical point of view such an analysis is more difficult since 
onee would have to perform the reconstruction once for every excluded layer, which is a very time 
consumingg process. It has therefore not been pursued. 

Thee third systematic bias is due to 'bad' cells in the detector. In this analysis we intend to 
measuree the efficiency of nominal honeycomb cells. A large fraction of cells has a systematically 
loww efficiency because of factors such as switched off high voltage, noise due to bad grounding of 
thee chip, dead channels on the chip and a wrong mapping in the database [116]. These channels 
aree unusable for reconstruction and are therefore excluded from this analysis. The procedure to 
accomplishh this is described in paragraph 5.8. 

5*65*6 Selection of data 

Mostt studies in tins chapter have been performed on a sample of randomly triggered events taken 
inn April 2000, Measurement of the high voltage dependence of the efficiency were performed 
withh a set of four different runs collected at the end of the running period in August. Apart from 
thee outer tracker high voltage, running conditions were approximately constant for this period. 
Tablee 4.2 in chapter 4 lists the five runs used forr this analysis. 

Thee August runs are more severely affected by 'non working' channels than the April run as 
thee outer tracker was slowly degrading during the summer. Since reliable calibration constants 
weree only available for the April run we have used those for the reconstruction of all data for 
thiss analysis, which might affect the results for the August runs more severely. Consequently, the 
resultss from the two periods should not be compared directly. 

5.77 Track selection 

Forr the studies of the efficiency the track selection criteria were equal to those used for the 
calibration,, Le. tracks with a vertex detector segment and outer tracker hits in the PC and TC 
area.. The inner tracker was not used for the track reconstruction. In order to further reduce the 
ghostt rate we apply a selection on track confirmation in the outer tracker by counting the number 
off traversed cells and the number of missing hits in those cells. 

AA traversed cells is defined as a cell which is closer than ^ /4 to the track. In order to reduce 
thee effect of inaccurately determined track parameters, traversed cells are only counted if the 
trackk parameters at the position of the cell are known within a certain maximum uncertainty. 
Thenn the track has to fulfil the following requirements: 

•• the number of traversed cells in the PC area exceeds 14; 

•• the fraction of missing hits is less than 20% . 

Iff we select tracks for determining the efficiency of cell i, this cell is not used in the counting in 
orderr not to introduce an additional bias. Note that we assume that the hit probabilities for the 
traversedd cells are uncorrelated. 
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Forr studies of cells in the magnet there is an additional requirement that the number of tra
versedd MC layers exceeds 5 and that the fraction of missing hits is less than 20% . This is 
necessaryy to reduce the ghosts from wrong vertex-tracker matches. For probing TC cells the 
numberr of traversed TC cells was required to exceed 6, with a maximum fraction of missing hits 
off 20% . This ensures a valid PC-TC continuation of the track. 

5.88 Cell selection 
Informationn about the status of all channels in the outer tracker is collected in a database, which 
allowss for a first selection of cells for this analysis. Even after rejection of cells that are flagged 
ass unusable, we found evidence for a relatively large fraction of cells with an efficiency much 
beloww the nominal efficiency, as can be seen in figure 5.4(a). In this paragraph we describe how 
suchh cells can be rejected with a minimal bias in the average measured efficiency. 

Thee measurement of the efficiency from a fit to the efficiency profile cannot be performed 
forr single cells since the statistics involved is not large enough. Therefore an alternative mea
suree for the efficiency must be defined. The integrated hit efficiency for cells is defined as the 
efficiencyy for tracks traversing the cell at a distance less than £„,/4 from the wire. The main dif
ferencee with the efficiency obtained from the profile is that the integrated efficiency is sensitive 
too misalignment and to the occupancy in the cell. 

Unusablee cells are identified by the fact that they have a low efficiency. A requirement of a 
minimumm value for the efficiency will automatically result in an overestimation of the average 
efficiencyy for nominal cells. Since for many cells in the detector the amount of traversing tracks 
iss only of order 10, the bias introduced by selecting cells with a minimum efficiency can be quite 
severe. . 

Supposee that there is a set of cells with a real efficiency rj and that every cell is traversed 
byy N tracks. We measure the cell efficiency by the average of the maximum likelihood defined 
inn (5.5). If we discard all channels with less than n0 hits, the average efficiency measured in the 
remainingg channels is 

wheree V(k\N, r\) is the binomial distribution. We define the bias in the average efficiency by 

AT]AT]mm(n(n00,N,T)),N,T)) = r}m(no>N,7i)-q . (5.14) 

Forr no = 0, i]m = n and the bias is zero. For no > 0, the efficiency is systematically overesti
mated,, A??m > 0. For cells with a real efficiency larger than 77, the bias is smaller than expressed 
byy (5.14), while for cells with a real efficiency smaller than 77 the bias is larger. 

Iff we define a nominal cell as a cell with an efficiency larger than a certain value 770 and 
wee require that the average efficiency for nominal cells is overestimated by less than a certain 
AT/O.. we can calculate for every iV the maximum cut no(A ,̂T7o,A)7o) that can be applied. For the 
selectionn of cells for this analysis we have chosen T/0 = 80 % and A770 — 0.5 %. This selection is 
illustratedd in figure 5.4(b). 

Thee presented cell selection method has the advantage that the systematic bias introduced is 
minimall for nominal cells for all statistics N, while at the same time it accomplishes a maximal 
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Figuree 5.4. (a) Distribution for the integrated cell efficiency for all cells in the PC area with at least 
100 entries. The shaded histogram is the full distribution. The hatched histogram shows the distribution 
afterr the selection described in the text, (b) Distribution of n versus N. The line represents the selection 
describedd in the text. 

rejectionn of bad cells. Note, however, that the efficiency with which bad cells can be rejected, still 
dependss on the available statistics. For example, cells with less than 4 entries cannot be rejected, 
evenn if the maximum likelihood for the efficiency is zero. Therefore, an additional requirement 
onn the minimum amount of statistics in a cell has been applied. 

Thee most significant contribution to the total number of bad cells comes from switched off 
highh voltage groups, noisy chips and errors in the cabling database. These problems will always 
affectt channels on an entire ASD8 board. The statistics involved in the cell selection can thus be 
improvedd by combining all channels on a board. In order not to be sensitive to individual bad 
channels,, those are excluded before averaging over the board.3 

Figuree 5.4(a) shows the distribution of the integrated cell efficiency for all cells with at least 
100 entries. Out of 69k probed channels, a fraction of 6% was rejected. In the Monte Carlo 
simulationn this fraction was smaller than 1 %. 

Figuree 5.5 shows the dependence of the efficiency obtained from the efficiency profile of a 
superlayerr on the minimal nominal cell efficiency 770- The average efficiency for 10 mm cells 
inn P C I - in run 17260 represents the lowest efficiency of all runs and chambers studied in this 
analysis.. Consequently, it is most sensitive to the choice of ij0. There is a large range for which 
thee measured efficiency is not sensitive to the cut. The selected value of 770 = 0.8 is on the high 
endd of this range. 

3Forr double-layers the ASD8 boards are split up in their odd and even channels since those boards have channels 
onn two high voltage groups. 
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Figuree 5.5. Maximum of efficiency plateau in PCI- for 5 mm (a) and 10 mm (b) as a function of the cut 
onn the nominal cell efficiency qo for run 14577 and run 17260. 

5.99 Measurement of the efficiency of PC superlayers 

Tablee 5.1 shows the measured efficiency of all outer tracker superlayers in run 14577. We observe 
thatt the efficiency of both 5 mm and 10 mm cells in the PC layers is well above 90%. The 
estimatedd uncertainties are statistical only. Especially the results for the TC layers contain a 
considerablee bias due to the requirements made in the track finding. An estimate of this bias is 
discussedd in section 5.10. 

Inn general, results for the minus-X side have a lower statistical uncertainty than those for the 
plus-XX side due to the fact that the minus-X superlayers contain more channels in the region 
abovee and below the beam pipe where the track density is high. 

Thee quoted results represent the efficiency of a superlayer averaged over all cells weighted 
withh the track density. This implies that cells in thee most dense regions have the largest contri
butionn to the final result. 

Thee discriminator thresholds can be tuned separately for every superlayer. For each super-
layerr the threshold was adjusted to the lowest value for which the noise in all channels was 
sufficientlyy low. This allows us to study the threshold dependence of the efficiency, as shown 
inn figure 5.6 for the PC layers. A clear dependence on the threshold is observed. It should be 
notedd that systematic biases in the efficiency due to remaining bad channels, misalignments and 
incompletenesss of the fit model cannot be expected to be the same for all points in the graph. 
Furthermore,, there are rather large differences between the ASD8 boards themselves, which will 
introducee additional systematics effects. 

Thee MC superlayers are at threshold values significantly below those for the PC layers. Con
sequently,, we would expect the efficiency for those layers to be at least as high as for the best PC 
layers.. As seen in table 5.1 this is not in agreement with the observations. We assume that this 
iss duee to a worse track resolution caused by remaining misalignments in the MC chambers. (See 
alsoo the discussion on the calibration of magnet chambers in chapter 4.) The results for the MC 
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MCI I 

MC2 2 

MC3 3 

MC4 4 

MC5 5 

MC6 6 

MC8 8 

PCI I 

PC2 2 

PC3 3 

PC4 4 

TCI I 

TC2 2 

efficiencyy minus-A" 

5mm m 

0.940(3) ) 

0.919(3) ) 

0.964(2) ) 

0.947(2) ) 

0.922(5) ) 

0.905(3) ) 

0.936(2) ) 

0.9505(6) ) 

0.9646(6) ) 

0.9567(6) ) 

0.9509(6) ) 

0.961(2) ) 

0.906(2) ) 

100 mm 

0.949(16) ) 

0.951(10) ) 

0.984(8) ) 

0.967(8) ) 

— — 

0.947(12) ) 

0.967(3) ) 

0,954(3) ) 

0.9812(13) ) 

0.9882(9) ) 

0.9582(13) ) 

0.962(2) ) 

0.919(2) ) 

efficiencyy plus-X 

5mm m 

0.917(7) ) 

0.948(4) ) 

0.926(4) ) 

0.936(3) ) 

0.906(8) ) 

0.946(3) ) 

0.910(4) ) 

0.9132(12) ) 

0.9358(12) ) 

0.9558(10) ) 

0.9377(11) ) 

0.947(2) ) 

0.942(3) ) 

100 mm 
0.93(3) ) 

0.982(9) ) 

0.95(2) ) 

0.955(15) ) 

— — 

0,951(6) ) 

0.911(17) ) 

0.925(3) ) 

0.963(2) ) 

0.9754(15) ) 

0.934(2) ) 

0.935(2) ) 

0.940(2) ) 

Tablee 5.1. Efficiencies of outer tracker saperlayers measured in run 14577. The numbers in parentheses 
denotee the statistical uncertainty in the last digit Results in this table can still be subject to a considerable 
biass (see paragraph 5.10). 

layerss should therefore be taken with care. 
Dataa from a dedicated high voltage scan can be used to study the dependence of the efficiency 

onn the anode high voltage, as is shown in figure 5.7 for the PC-minus-X layers. The large 
sensitivityy of the efficiency to anode voltage is evident. Note that the default settings are those 
forr the most left points in the graph (1.7 kV and 1.9 kV) such that the detector is clearly operated 
beloww the efficiency plateau. 

Itt should be noted that the analysis presented here was performed with the ri-calibration 
forr run 14577. Due to adjustment of fast control system delays and small changes in the gas 
mixture,, it pan be expected that tdc offsets and rt-relations must be re-calibrated in order to 
obtainn an optimal reconstruction. This could partially explain why the efficiencies obtained in 
thee analysis of run 14577 are in general larger (for equal high voltage and threshold) than the 
resultss obtained with the high voltage scan. Another contribution can cotne from a decrease in 
gass gain due to a small modification in the gas composition between April and August [83]. The 
sensitivityy to remaining bad channels can be estimated from the rightmost points in the graph 
(1.777 kV and 1.97 kV) to be less than about 0.02. 

Figuree 5.8a shows the observed track density weighted occupancy in the PC-minus-x super-
layerss as a function of the high voltage. The occupancy is not expected to be sensitive to the 
highh voltage unless there is a considerable amount of high voltage driven noise. The observed 
variationn ean easily be explained by small differences in the interaction rate between the runs. 
Notee mat the occupancy increases with the z-position of the chambers, as expected. 

Figuree 5.8b shows the measured probability for cross talk. Although our model contains only 
aa simplistic description of cross talk, the observed high voltage dependence indicates that the 
effectt is real Note that the relative increase in cross talk is much larger than the relative increase 
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Figuree 5.6. Efficiency versus threshold for 5 mm cells (a) and 10 mm cells (b) of all PC superlayers. 
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inn efficiency. 

MCI I 

MC2 2 

MC3 3 

MC4 4 

MC5 5 

MC6 6 

MC8 8 

PCI I 

PC2 2 

PC3 3 

PC4 4 

TCI I 

TC2 2 

efficiency y 

55 mm 

0.908(3) ) 

0.908(3) ) 

0.909(2) ) 

0.907(2) ) 

0.907(4) ) 

0.911(2) ) 

0.910(3) ) 

0.9106(9) ) 

0.9083(11) ) 

0.9085(11) ) 

0.9158(10) ) 

0.935(2) ) 

0.933(3) ) 

minus-X X 

100 mm 

0.91(2) ) 

0.908(14) ) 

0.901(18) ) 

0.911(14) ) 

— — 

0.922(7) ) 

0.909(4) ) 

0.921(3) ) 

0.918(3) ) 

0.910(3) ) 

0.918(2) ) 

0.930(3) ) 

0.927(4) ) 

efficiencyy plus-X 

55 mm 

0.908(4) ) 

0.905(3) ) 

0.903(3) ) 

0.915(3) ) 

0.910(5) ) 

0.913(3) ) 

0.911(3) ) 

0.9134(12) ) 

0.9082(14) ) 

0.9085(14) ) 

0.9177(13) ) 

0.937(3) ) 

0.936(4) ) 

100 mm 

0.87(3) ) 

0.904(19) ) 

0.89(2) ) 

0.907(14) ) 

— — 

0.898(6) ) 

0.920(7) ) 

0.917(3) ) 

0.914(3) ) 

0.918(3) ) 

0.919(2) ) 

0.931(4) ) 

0.930(4) ) 

Tablee 5.2. Reconstructed efficiency in Monte Carlo generated with an input efficiency of 0.9. 

5.100 Performance on Monte Carlo 

Thee bias in the efficiency measurement due to the track selection and cell selection can be esti
matedd by performing the analysis on simulated data. The model described by equation (5.1) has 
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beenn implemented in the standard Hera-B detector simulation. For this analysis we generated 
Montee Carlo data with an input efficiency of 90 %. 

Tablee 5.2 shows the reconstructed efficiency in Monte Carlo for all superlayers. The bias in 
thee inefficiency is of the order of 10 % for most results. It is mostly due to the requirements made 
att pattern recognition level, which shows up specifically for the TC chambers. 

PC] ] 

PC2 2 

PC3 3 

PC4 4 

minus-Jf f 

55 mm 

0.9446(8) ) 

0.9614(8) ) 

0.9527(9) ) 
0.9417(9) ) 

100 mm 

0.941(4) ) 

0.9772(18) ) 

0.9869(11) ) 

0.949(2) ) 

plus-Jt t 

55 mm 

0.900(2) ) 

0.9301(17) ) 

0.9517(13) ) 

0.9243(18) ) 

100 mm 

0.910(5) ) 

0.957(3) ) 

0.970(2) ) 

0.919(3) ) 

Tablee 53. Efficiencies of outer tracker PC layers taken from table 5.1 and corrected for the bias in the 
inefficiencyy estimated from Monte Carlo. The errors are the statistical errors only. 

AA comparable analysis with a Monte Carlo efficiency of 95 % has shown that the bias in the 
efficiencyy is to a good approximation proportional to the inefficiency. This allows us to correct 
thee efficiency measured on data with the bias estimated on Monte Carlo. For completeness, 
tablee 5.3 shows the efficiency of the PC layers corrected for the bias. Again, the numbers should 
bee taken with considerable care since uncertainties related to bad channels and misalignment 
effectss are still present. However, these can only lead to an underestimation of the real efficiency. 

5.111 Summary 
Wee have developed a method to measure the efficiency of outer tracker superlayers in the PC 
area.. The positive bias introduced by track selection and cell selection is small. The negative 
biass introduced by remaining dead cells in the detector is not completely under control, which 
cann be concluded from comparing the efficiency of a superlayer at the begin and at the end of the 
run.. The efficiency profile of a cell is well described by our Monte Carlo model. The efficiency 
iss very sensitive to both high voltage and discriminator threshold. There is evidence for cross 
talk,, to neighbouring cells of about one percent. 

Thee measured average cell efficiency per superlayer varies between 90 % and 96 % for 5 mm 
cellss and between 91 % and 98% for 10 mm cells. This is significantly below the design effi
ciencyy of 9S % and severely affects the FLT: A reduction of the cell efficiency from 98 % to 94 %, 
reducess the FLT two track efficiency by approximately a factor of three. The observed high volt
agee and threshold dependence indicates that the cell efficiency can be substantially improved and 
thatt the design specification can in principle be obtained. 



Chapterr  6 

Trackk Reconstruction Performance 

6.11 Introductio n 
Inn this chapter we describe the Hera-iï track reconstruction scheme and compare its performance 
onn measured and simulated data. The comparison is restricted to the reconstruction of long 
tracks,, tracks mat have been reconstructed both in the vertex detector and in me main tracker. 

Thee data used for the analysis contain about 3 million minimum bias events recorded in April 
2000.. Only one target wire was used at a time, the target material being either carbon (C), 
aluminiumm (Al), titanium (Ti) or tungsten (W). Most of the data were taken at an interaction rate 
off 5 MHz. 

Thee simulated data are obtained with the default Hera-/? Monte Carlo event simulation [117, 
118].. Inelastic pA collisions are generated with FRITIOB (version 7.0 [119]). The detector 
simulationn is performed with GEANT (version 3,21 [120]). Realistic (i.e. measured) detector 
resolutions,, efficiencies and dead channel maps are taken into account. Simulated events are 
passedd through the same reconstruction chain as the measured data. 

Thiss chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 provides an introduction to the Hera-JS 
reconstructionn chain. The main topic of this chapter, the comparison between measured and 
simulatedd data Of the performance of track reconstruction in the vertex detector and in the main 
tracker,, is discussed in section 6.3. In order to normalize the measured data to the simulated 
data,, the luminosity has been determined with a method described in section 6.4. Finally, in 
sectionn 6,5 a brief report is given of a physics analysis of inclusive kinematic distributions. 

Twoo remarks are due at this point. Since the alignment and calibration of the magnet tracker 
weree at the time of this analysis still at a preliminary level, it has not been used for the analysis 
presentedd here. The same holds for the inner tracker, which was not available during part of the 
dataa taking period and had only a small overlap with the vertex detector. 

6.22 The reconstruction chain 

Thee combination of a high occupancy, the large probability for overlapping tracks and secon
dariess and the complicated geometry make the Hera-B spectrometer an ideal test bench for state-
of-the-artt reconstruction algorithms. Not surprisingly, several algorithms have been developed 
andd implemented. Here we shall briefly discuss the track reconstruction chain as it was used for 
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VDSS (30 layers silicon) 
>> standalone track segments 

MCC (magnet tracker, ~ 18 layers hdc/msgc) 
oo downstream propagation from VDS 
>> upstream propagation from PC/TC 

PCC (pattern tracker, ~30 layers hdc/msgc) 
>> standalone track segments 

RICH H 
>> standalone rings 
>> PC/TC seeded particle hypothesis tests 

TC,, (trigger tracker, ~12 layers hdc/msgc) 
>> standalone track segments 

ECAL L 
>> standalone clusters (>0.5 GeV) 
>> PC/TC seeded clusters 

Figuree 6.1. Schematic overview of the reconstruction components between vertex detector (top) and 
calorimeterr (bottom). See the discussion of figure 2.1 for an explanation of the acronyms. 

thee final processing of the data for the 2000 run. 
Figuree 6.1 shows a schematic overview of the components of the Hera-fi detector and their 

functionn in the off-line reconstruction. Among the reconstruction algorithms we distinguish 
betweenn stand-alone reconstruction and seeded reconstruction. Stand-alone reconstruction of 
trackk segments — also called track finding or track pattern recognition — is performed in the 
vertexx detector (VDS) and in the pattern tracker (PC). 

6.2.11 Track finding 

Inn the vertex detector track segments are reconstructed by an algorithm based on a cellular au
tomatonn [121], built on a so called Denby-Peterson neural network [122, 123]. Its application in 
Hera-55 has been proven significantly faster than a more conventional algorithm based on track 
followingg with Kalman filter parameter evolution [124, 125]. In the Monte Carlo simulation 
reconstructionn efficiencies exceeding 95 % are obtained for muons from a J/ <ƒ' decay. 

Thee cellular automaton is also used for reconstruction of segments in the pattern tracker 
(PC)) [126], where it has replaced the concurrent track evolution scheme [127] — again for rea
sonss of CPU time consumption. The latter is still used for extrapolation of PC segments towards 
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thee vertex detector through the magnet trackerr (MC) [128] and towards the particle identification 
devicess (RICH, ECAL, MUON) through the trigger tracker (TC) [129]. 

Afterr the stand alone reconstruction in vertex detector and main tracker has been performed, 
aa segment matching algoritfim is called that builds long tracks by rinding proper combinations 
off VDS track segments and PC segments. A track fit is performed on all hits associated to thé 
longg track in order to obtain reliable estimates of the track parameters and the corresponding 
covariancee matrix both at the beginning and at thé end of the track. Subsequently, the tracks are 
passedd to the particle identification algorithms. 

6.2.22 Particle identification 

Inn the ring imaging Cerenkov detector a stand-alone pattern recognition algorithm reconstructs 
Cerenkovv rings. This process is time consuming and is only applied on events selected for align
mentt and data quality monitoring. Instead, for particle identification a track seeded algorithm 
iss used that determines the likelihood of the (e, ju, TT, p, K) particle hypotheses by counting the 
numberr of photons at the expected Cerenkov ring position. 

InIn the calorimeter (ECAL) electromagnetic showers with an energy above 1 GeV are recon
structedd by a stand-alone cluster search algorithm. Such clusters are combined with VDS seg
mentss or PC segments in order to allow for E/p measurement. In addition a track seeded cluster 
searchh is performed to find deposits from minimum ionising particles (hadróns and muons). 

Finally,, in Order to identify muons, long tracks are extrapolated through the muon detector 
(MUON)) and flagged with the number of associated hits. 

6.2.33 Vertexiiig 

Primaryy vertices are reconstructed by proper combinations of at least three vertex detector seg
ments,, using the wire position as a constraint [130]. For the search of secondary vertices two 
approachess are applied, depending on the physics analysis. Either vertices are reconstructed 
fromfrom tracks that cannot be associated to the primary vertex or a vertex seed is formed from in
terestingg tracks (for example muon candidates from a B° -> J /^ K° decay) and all compatible 
trackss are collected. 

6.33 Comparison of data and Monte Carlo 
Inn thiss section a comparison is made of the performance of thee track reconstruction in vertex de
tectorr and main tracker on measured and simulated data. The main observable» are the number of 
hitss per segment and the number of segments per event. In addition, impact parameter distribu
tionss are used to study the track parameter resolution. In order to understand the sensitivity of the 
reconstructionn to the occupancy in the event, these observables are studied as a function of the 
energyy deposit in the calorimeter. The reconstruction of VDS segments and PC segments are dis
cussedd in paragraphs 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 respectively. In paragraph 6.3.3 special attention is given to 
thee matching óf VDS segments to PC segments, since changes in the detector setup have recently 
requiredd new developments. The performance of the track fit is discussed in paragraph 6.3.4. 
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6.3.11 Reconstruction in the vertex detector 

Figuree 6.2(a) shows the distribution of the number of VDS segments per event in data and Monte 
Carlo.. For the data a run with a Ti target and a low target rate was selected. Events were triggered 
withh a minimum bias trigger, i.e. which means that the events were recorded independently of 
whatt actually happened in the detector. If we assume that interactions are independent, the 
distributionn of the number of interactions per event follows a Poisson distribution, 

V{n)V{n) = »„-/ ' ' //"e e 
n\ n\ 

(6.1) ) 

wheree fi is the average number of interactions per event. For the given run, this number was 
determinedd to be /i = 0.227  0.013.' This implies that the distribution is dominated by empty 
eventss and by events with one interaction. The empty events show up as a large enhancement at 
zeroo segments. For the Monte Carlo simulation interactions were 'mixed' according to the same 
Poissonn distribution. Consequently, the normalisation of the distributions in data and simulation 
iss absolute, as for all distributions presented in this section. However, the simulation does not 
containn empty events. 
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Figuree 6.2. Distribution of the multiplicity of vertex detector segments per event (a) and the multiplicity 
off long tracks (b) for a Titanium wire at 2 MHz interaction rate. The distributions have been normalised 
too the number of interactions. 

Givenn the fact that the measured and simulated data have an absolute normalisation, the 
agreementt is reasonable. Nonetheless, there are two important differences. First, the measured 
distributionn contains significantly more events with 1 or 2 segments. If we believe in the nor
malisation,, there is either an enhanced amount of ghost tracks2 in the data or the data contain 
contributionss from processes that are not described in the simulation. Second, the data contain a 
significantlyy larger tail towards events with many segments per event. 

'Thee determination of the average number of interactions per event is discussed in section 6.4. 
2AA ghost track is a fake reconstructed track, i.e. there is no real charged particle close to the track in parameter 

space. . 
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Figuree 6.2(b) shows again the number of vertex segments per interaction, but now only for 
thosee segments that are matched to a track behind the magnet and that have an impact parameter3 

smallerr 500 fim, which corresponds to approximately 3 standard deviations. The correspondence 
off data and simulation is now more satisfactory, both at the low and at the high end of the 
distribution. . 
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Figuree 6.3. Distribution of die number of hits per vertex detector segment for all segments (a) and for 
longg tracks (b) for a Titanium wire. The distributions have been normalised to die number of interactions. 

Figuree 6.3 shows the distribution of the number of hits per vertex segment for data and sim
ulation.. The irregular shape of the distribution is connected to the acceptance of tiie different 
vertexx superlayers. The total number of layers is 2.8, but the geometry of the detector is such that 
particless emerging from the primary vertex cannot pass through all layers. We have found that a 
largee fraction of the short segments in the data has large impact parameters and does not come 
fromm the primary vertex. Furthermore, these tracks cannot be matched to the main tracker, either 
becausee they are pointing outside the acceptance, or because they have too little momentum to 
traversee the magnet. We think that the enhancement of short segments in the data is related to 
secondaryy tracks that are not adequately treated in the simulation. 

Soo far, no satisfactory explanation has been found for the enhancement of events with one or 
twoo segments. The segments are at backward pseudorapidity, outside the acceptance of the main 
tracker.. The events are only found in filled bunches of the proton beam, which excludes that the 
segmentss are completely due to detector noise.4 

Itt is striking that the data also exceed the simulation for segments with many hits. These 
trackss cannot point to the primary vertex, since they would not traverse so many detector layers 
otherwise.. The general hypothesis is that they are muons that are created on collimators upstream 
off the detector and that traverse the detector parallel to the proton beam. 

Wee shall now concentrate on the long tracks which are more relevant for physics analysis. 
Figuree 6.4(a) shows the ratio of the number of existing hits to the number of expected hits on 
thee segment. The irregular shape of the distribution is related to the fact that the ratio is obtained 

3Thee impact parameter of a reconstructed track is the distance to the target wire. 
4Meanwhile,, a different analysis has revealed that these events are probably connected to target-like single 

diffractivee interactions. 
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(a) ) 

Figuree 6.4. 
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Fractionn of existing hits in the vertex detector (a) and impact parameter distribution (b) for 
andd for a Titanium wire. The distributions have been normalised to the number of interactions. 

byy dividing two integer numbers. Data and simulation agree to a good precision which indicates 
thatt the hit efficiency of the vertex detector, the acceptance and the angular distribution of the 
trackss are reasonably well understood. For the selection of tracks for further analysis we have 
appliedd a cut at a minimum fraction of 60 % existing hits. 

Figuree 6.4(b) shows the impact parameter distribution for long tracks. A correct simulation 
off this distribution is relevant for the identification of tracks from a B meson decay, which have 
largee impact parameters of typically 200 ^m. Data and simulation are in reasonable agreement. 
Sincee the distribution is not Gaussian the 68 % confidence limit was used as a measure for the 
resolution,, shown as a function of the momentum in figure 6.5(a). Given the fact that the wire 
positionn is an extra uncertainty in the data the agreement is satisfactory. For the selection of tracks 
forr the remainder of this analysis we have required a maximum impact parameter of 1 mm. 

Ann important property of a reconstruction algorithm is that its efficiency is stable against the 
occupancyy in the event. An observable that is independent of the tracking systems and that can 
bee used to quantify the occupancy is the total energy deposited in the calorimeter. The average 
energyy deposit per interaction is about 100 GeV. 

Figuree 6.5(b) shows the impact parameter resolution for tracks with momentum larger than 
55 GeV/c as a function of the ECAL energy deposit. In the simulation the resolution is independent 
off the occupancy. However, in the data the resolution towards occupancies corresponding to 
eventss with several overlapping interactions becomes a factor of 1.5 worse. This can be due 
bothh to the pickup of wrong hits or to a larger fraction of wrong combinations of main tracker 
segmentss and VDS segments. 

Figuree 6.6(a) shows the fraction of VDS segments matched to a main tracker segment as a 
functionn of the ECAL energy deposit. In the simulation this fraction is stable. In the data there 
aree two important differences. For relatively empty events, only a small fraction of the segments 
cann be matched. This is in agreement with an observation made at the beginning of this section: 
theree seems to be an enhancement of events with only one or two segments which cannot be 
foundd in the main tracker. These events are not seen in the simulation. For very large energy 
depositss the fraction of long tracks decreases. This is possibly a signal for an increased fraction 
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Figuree 6.5. The 68 % confidence limit in the distance to the wire versus the momentum of the track (a) 
andd versus the total energy deposited in the calorimeter (b). For figure (b) only tracks with momentum 
largerr than 5 GeV/c were selected. 

off ghost segments in the vertex detector. Overall we see that the fraction of matched segments 
iss considerably smaller in the data than in the simulation. This is partially related to a smaller 
matchingg efficiency (paragraph 6.3.3). 

Figuree 6.6(b) shows the average fraction of existing hits as a function of the energy deposit. 
Forr the selection of the long tracks a cut was made at 0.6 such that the values are slightly bi
ased.. For low occupancies data and simulation agree very well and a rough estimate of the hit 
efficiencyy of the vertex detector is obtained. For events with a larger occupancy the data suffers 
considerablyy more from tracks with a large fraction of missing hits. 

Inn order to illustrate the acceptance of the vertex detector, one can study the distributions of 
thee pseudorapidity r\ and the azimuthal angle (f>. Figure 6.7 shows the r/ distribution for vertex 
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Figuree 6.6. Fraction of segments matched to tracker segments (a) and fraction of existing hits (b) as 
functionn of the energy deposit in the calorimeter. 
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Figuree 6.7. Pseudorapidity distribution for vertex detector segments with a small impact parameter (a) 
andd for long tracks (b) for a Titanium wire. The distributions have been normalised to the number of 
interactions. . 

detectorr segments. A comparison of figure 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) clearly indicates that the most 
backwardd angles (which mainly correspond to low momentum tracks) are not covered by the 
spectrometer.. The inner tracker (which in the spectrometer covers the forward angles) is not 
usedd in thee reconstruction, but this cannot easily be seen in the shape of the distributions. 

Thee agreement between data and simulation in figure 6.7(a) is not very satisfactory. In the 
dataa there is an enhanced number of segments around mid rapidity (T? = 3.79 in Hera-B). In 
referencee [131] it was suggested that these are ghost segments. However, even with strict track 
selectionn criteria we have not been able to remove this enhancement and we therefore believe 
thatt the effect is real. Part of the enhancement might be due to secondaries, but we have not been 
ablee to prove this in a satisfactory manner. 

Forr long tracks (figure 6.7(b)) the enhancement at mid rapidity has disappeared but instead 
theree is a disagreement at lower 77. Note that this can be explained if the overall scaling be
tweenn figure 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) is different for data and simulation, for example due to a different 
reconstructionn efficiency in the main tracker. 

Figuree 6.8(a) shows the distribution of the azimuthal angle q> for selected VDS segments. 
Thee shape of the distribution is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation, but the data 
seemm specifically abundant in the lower quadrant of the VDS (4 < 0 < 5.5). There is no direct 
correlationn between this enhancement and the enhancement in the pseudorapidity distribution. 
Thee 4> distribution for long tracks (figure 6.8(b)) shows a reasonable agreement between data and 
simulation.. Note that roughly half of the tracks are lost by requiring a spectrometer continuation, 
partiallyy due to the missing inner tracker. 

6.3.22 Reconstruction in the main tracker 

Thee unstable fraction of working channels and the large contribution of electronic noise (see 3) 
severelyy complicate a detailed simulation of the performance of the outer tracker. Figure 6.9(a) 
showss the number of raw hits per event in the OTR in data and simulation. The disagreement at 
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Figuree 6.8. Azimuthal angle distribution for vertex detector segments with a small impact parameter (a) 
andd for long tracks (b) for a Titanium wire. The distributions have been normalised to the number of 
interactions. . 

largee multiplicities is significant. For low multiplicities we expect a large overshoot of the data 
becausee of the empty events, which are not simulated. Even in empty events the average number 
off hits is considerable (figure 6.9(b)). 
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Figuree 6.9. Raw hit multiplicity in the OTR in a 2 MHz run on the Titanium wire. Full spectrum (a) and 
detaill of the low end (b). The distribution has been normalised to the number of interactions. 

AA substantial fraction of noise on an amplifier board can be recognised because either there 
iss eitiier a relatively large number of hits or because the hits have equal tdc values. A noise 
reductionn algorithm has been developed which removes all hits of an amplifier if more than half 
off the channelss is hit and which removes combinations of (at least) three hits that have the same 
tdcc time, within a window of 4 counts [132]. The number of noise hits in empty events is roughly 
reducedd by a factor of five (figure 6.9(b)). At the same time the reduction in track reconstruction 
performancee is small: Although the number of reconstructed segments in the pattern tracker 
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iss reduced by about 10 %, less than 2 % of the long tracks are lost. Since the noise reduction 
algorithmm is not part of the standard reconstruction chain, it has not been applied for obtaining 
thee results in the remainder of this chapter. 

Evenn with noise suppression the agreement between data and simulation in figure 6.9(a) is 
farr from satisfactory. We therefore believe that the disagreement is not due to noise hits only, 
butt rather related to additional charged tracks in the data. Since the multiplicity of long tracks is 
reasonablyy well described (figure 6.2(b)), it is likely that these track are secondaries. 
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Figuree 6.10. Number of hits in the OTR-PC stations on pattern segments (a) and on pattern segments 
matchedd to a segment in the vertex detector (b) in a 2 MHz run on a Ti target. The distributions are 
normalisedd to the number of interactions. 

Figuree 6.10(a) shows the number of hits on PC segments for data and simulation. The dis
tributionss are normalised to the number of interactions. The average number of segments per 
interactionn in the data is a factor 1.5 larger than in the simulation. Most of the additional seg
mentss have relatively few hits, about 10 per segment, and extend over at most two superlayers. 
Oncee a compatible segment in the vertex detector is required, the distributions for data and simu
lationn agree reasonably well (figure 6.10(b). The total multiplicity is equal within 5 %, although 
theree is still a small enhancement of short segments. 

Figuree 6.11(a) shows the average number of OTR hits per long track as a function of the 
energyy deposited in the ECAL for both data and simulation. For the Monte Carlo the number 
off hits on the track is practically independent of the occupancy. However, for the data there is 
aa strong correlation, indicating that the short segments are more abundant in full events. Some 
off the long tracks are fake combinations of a PC segment and a VDS segment. The larger the 
numberr of short segments, the larger the probability that a combination is incorrect. This can 
qualitativelyy explain the difference between data and simulation in the figure. 

Figuree 6.11 (b) shows the number of partem segments per vertex segment as a function of the 
ECALL energy. In relatively empty events (-ËECAL < 100 GeV) the ratio is sensitive to the events 
withh one or two segments that were seen in data but not in the simulation. For larger energies the 
ratioratio is roughly independent of the occupancy. 

Figuree 6.12(a) shows the fraction of existing hits to expected hits in the PC area for long 
tracks.. Data and simulation do not agree to the same accuracy as in the vertex detector, which can 
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Figuree 6.11. Average number of OTR hits on long tracks (a) and number of PC segments over number of 
VDSS segments (b) versus the total energy in the ECAL. 

bee attributed to a larger sensitivity to the mapping of dead regions in the detector.5 In addition, 
thee distribution is sensitive to the fraction of secondary tracks, since secondaries miss hits in 
planess upstream of their point of creation. Nonetheless, the fraction of existing hits can be used 
ass a track selection criterion. We have adopted a soft cut of 0.7 for most of the analyses presented 
here. . 

Inn addition to the long tracks created from combinations of VDS and PC segments, the recon
structionn chain also creates tracks by combination of VDS segments and clusters in the calorime
ter.. These so-called VDS-ECAL tracks contain a large fraction of ghosts but can still be used 
too estimate the reconstruction efficiency in the main tracker by calculating the fraction of VDS-

5Thee outer tracker has relatively many dead channels. See also chapter 5, section 5.8. 
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Figuree 6.12. Distribution of the fraction of existing hits for long tracks in the PC area for a 5 MHz run on 
thee Ti wire (a) and OTR reconstruction efficiency versus the fraction of existing hits (b). 
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ECALL tracks that has been reconstructed independently in the main tracker. The fraction of 
existingg hits in the PC area can be used as a measure for how likely the VDS-ECAL combination 
iss a real track. 

Figuree 6.12(b) shows the fraction of VDS-ECAL tracks that is reconstructed in the outer 
trackerr as a function of the fraction of existing hits in the PC area. Only tracks that traverse 
att least 15 PC planes have been selected. For a small fraction of existing hits, the VDS-ECAL 
combinationn is most likely a ghost track and the reconstruction efficiency in the outer tracker 
iss necessarily small. However, if more than 80 % of the hits on the VDS-ECAL track is found, 
mostt of the tracks are confirmed by the reconstruction in the main tracker. For both data and 
simulationn this 'tracking efficiency' is about 90 %. 

Thee result in figure 6.12(b) gives a slightly optimistic view of the reconstruction efficiency. 
First,, the reconstructed data with which the result was obtained did not contain an unbiased set 
off VDS-ECAL tracks. VDS-ECAL tracks without outer tracker segment were only created if the 
correspondingg VDS-OTR-ECAL track did not exist. The calculation of the fraction of existing 
hitss can be sensitive to whether the outer tracker segment is included in the track or not. This can 
causee a significant bias towards larger efficiencies. 

Second,, the result is just the probability that the track is reconstructed given that almost all 
thee hits are there. Although this is the correct definition for the evaluation of the reconstruc
tionn algorithm, it is less interesting with respect to the physics performance. Nonetheless, the 
resultt is important since it shows that simulation and data agree to a reasonable accuracy. We 
thereforee conclude that the overall reconstruction efficiency as estimated in Monte Carlo does 
nott overestimate the reconstruction efficiency on data by more than 5 %. 
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Figuree 6.13. y Coordinate (a) and x coordinate (b) of outer tracker segments extrapolated to the z position 
off the target. 

Inn the previous paragraph we have seen that the impact parameter resolution of the VDS is 
welll simulated in the Monte Carlo. In the OTR the situation is more doubtful. Figure 6.13(a) 
showss the y position of OTR segments that have been continued by straight line extrapolation to 
thee z position of the target. Since the deflection in the zy plane is negligible, segments originating 
fromm the primary vertex are pointing towards the wire and a signal at y = 0 can be observed. 
Thee resolution in the data is about 40 % worse than in the Monte Carlo. Since the hit resolution 
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inn the simulation is comparable to that measured in the data6, the differencee must be attributed to 
thee pickup of bad bits or to uncertainties in the alignment. 

Figuree 6.13(b) shows the a: position of extrapolated segments. Since charged particles are 
deflectedd in the xz plane by the magnetic field, the signal at x = 0 must be attributed to photon 
conversionss downstream of the magnetic field.7 Note that the resolution of the tracker in the xz 
planee is much better than in the yz plane which is due to the orientation of the drift chamber 
tubes. . 

6.3.33 Matching of vertex detector  and main tracker  segments 

Ass explained in the introduction the magnet chambers have not been fully commissioned in the 
20000 data taking. Furthermore, they have been removed for the 2002 run. Consequently, a 
proceduree was developed to match VDS segments to segments in the main tracker without the 
usee of magnet tracking. In this paragraph we will sketch this procedure and present efficiency 
andd ghost rate estimates obtained in the Monte Carlo simulation. 

Definitions s 

Usuallyy the performance of a reconstruction algorithm is monitored by applying the algorithm to 
dataa generated in a simulation. Efficiency and ghost rate are defined by associating the output of 
thee algorithm to the Monte Carlo truth, i- e> the tracks mat were generated. For the reconstructed 
segmentss in the vertex detector and in the main tracker this relation is assigned as follows. 

First,, the generated track that has most hits in common with the reconstructed segment is se
lected.. We shall call tiiis die soft Monte Carlo assignment. Except for very rare segments made 
upp of noise hits only, any reconstructed segment has a soft Monte Carlo assignment. Conven
tionallytionally in Hera-5 a track is said to be correctly reconstructed if it has at least 70 % of the hits in 
commonn with one true track. We shall call this the classical Monte Carlo assignment. We have 
foundd this definition inappropriate for understanding the behaviour of the matching algorithm. 

Instead,, an assignment is made by means of a x2 that quantifies the difference between die 
truee track parameters and the reconstructed parameters, 

x LL - {qrez-qmcVV^iqttc-gme) (6.2) 

wheree q is a four-dimensional parameter vector8 and V^, is me covariance matrix of die recon
structedd parameters. For PC segments the x2 calculation is only performed at me upstream side 
off the segment, while for VDS segments die average of the x2 at botii ends is taken. If the upper 
taill x2 probability of xlx (which has 4 degrees of freedom) is larged than 0.001»the track has not 
onlyy been found, but the track parameters have also been determined witii reasonable accuracy. 
Wee shall call tins die hardMonte Carlo assignment. 

6IHH the Monte Carlo simulation the drift distance of an outer tracker hit is smeared with 500 /xm. This is slightly 
largerr than thé calibrated drift distance resolution. The latter is discussed in chapter 4. 

7Thiss signal is useful for alignment of the main tracker with respect to the calorimeter. 
8finn Hera-B tracks are parameterised in terms of a five dimensional vector q(z) = (x,y,tXity,Q/p). (See 

paragraphh 4.2.1 for the definition.) Outside the magnetic field the last parameter (the inverse momentum) can be 
omitted. . 
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Figuree 6.14. Upper tail \2 probability distributions of \^c for the matching of segments to Monte Carlo 
trackss in the vertex detector (a) and in the main tracker (b). Entries widi a probability smaller than 0.001 
havee been suppressed. 

Figuree 6.14 shows the \2 upper tail probability distribution for VDS segments and PC seg
ments.. For PC segments the distribution is practically flat for values above a few percent which 
indicatess that the covariance matrices are roughly correct. For VDS segments the covariance 
matrixx is less accurate since multiple scattering must be estimated without information about the 
momentumm of the track. 

Forr both distributions the peak at 'zero probability' shows that there is a significant fraction 
off segments for which no true track can be found that is reasonably close in parameter space. 
Notee that entries below 0.001 have been suppressed, such that the effect is in fact larger than 
suggestedd by the figure. 

Previouss studies of the matching efficiency were performed using a Monte Carlo truth as
signmentt that was based on the classical criterion. However, rather often a reconstructed seg
mentt consists of roughly the correct hits, but the track parameters or the covariance matrix are 
inaccurate.. Obviously, if either the VDS segment or the PC segment is of such kind, it cannot be 
matchedd to its counterpart. It is impractical to attribute the resulting inefficiency to the matching 
procedure,, since a gain in efficiency can be obtained only by improving the reconstruction. 

Inn order to circumvent problems related to incorrectly reconstructed track parameters we 
havee defined the efficiency and ghost rate of the matching algorithm in the following way. The 
matchingmatching efficiency is the probability that a combination of a VDS segment and PC segment that 
havee been assigned to the same Monte Carlo track by the hard criterion passes the matching 
criteria.. The matching ghost rate is the probability that a segment pair that passes the matching 
criteriaa consists of two segments with a different Monte Carlo assignment according to the soft 
criterion. . 

Thiss implies that if either of the two segments does not pass the hard criterion, that combina
tionn is not counted for the efficiency calculation. However, if it passes the matching criteria, but 
thee soft assignments are different, it is counted as a ghost. 
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Algorith mm and Results 

Thee matching procedure is divided into two parts. The higher level matching is based on a 
XX22 fit. Input to the fit are the two 4-parameter vectors (x,y,tx,ty) reconstructed in the vertex 
detectorr and pattern tracker with the corresponding covariance matrices. A five parameter track 
modell (x, y, tx, ty, Q/p) is then iteratively adapted to these two 'measurements' by a Kalman fit 
procedure,, taking the magnetic field map and multiple scattering contributions into account. 

Thee x2 calculated by the fit (which we shall label by xfn) has 3 degrees of freedom and is a 
goodd separating variable for selecting proper segment pairs. However, since the fit is CPU time 
consuming,, it cannot be used for every combination. Consequently, at first a simpler method is 
appliedd to make a pre-selection of viable candidates. 

Thee magnetic field of the Hera-B spectrometer is to a good approximation symmetric under 
aa transformation z —• 2zc - z, where zc « 454 cm is the 2-position of the centre of the magnet. 
Ass a consequence, the deflection of the particle in the magnet can be approximated by a simple 
'kick'' in the middle of the magnet. Figure 6.15(a) shows the (x, z)-position of the points of inter
sectionn for extrapolated VDS and PC segments assigned to the same Monte Carlo particle. The 
2-positionn of the intersection is located in a narrow region around zc as is shown in figure 6.15(b). 
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Figuree 6.15. zs-Posirion of intersection point for extrapolated segments for correct combinations in 
Montee Carlo (a) and the z projection for all combinations in data and Monte Carlo (b). 

Forr large momentum tracks the uncertainty in the z position of the intersection becomes large 
sincee the segments are almost parallel. Therefore, z is not a suitable variable to select the correct 
combinations.. Instead the tracks are extrapolated to the plane at z = zc and the difference Ax of 
thee x-positions of the segments in that plane is used. The corresponding distribution is shown in 
figurefigure 6.16(a). 

Inn the non-bending sy-plane VDS segments can be matched to PC segments by a simple 
linearr extrapolation. There are two observables that can be used to select the correct combination, 
namelyy the difference in the ^/-position, Ay, and the difference in the slope, Aty. We have found 
thatt these variables are strongly correlated and that for equal efficiency the background rejection 
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Figuree 6.16. Distribution for the VDS-PC matching variables Ax (a) and Ay (b). 

forr Ay is better than for Aty. Therefore, we shall only use the former. The Ay distribution for 
dataa and simulation is shown in figure 6.16(b). 

Thee distributionss in figure 6.16 have been normalised to the total number of interactions. The 
simulationn was performed with the same average number of interactions per event as in the data. 
Still,, we see that the data contain more random combinations. This is a consequence of the fact 
thatt both in the VDS and in the OTR more segments are reconstructed in the data than in the 
simulation. . 

Inn addition we observe that the signals in A.r and Ay are broader in the data than in the 
simulation.. The resolution of the OTR segments is the dominating contribution to the width of 
thee signals. Apparently, the OTR segments in the data are of worse quality than in the Monte 
Carlo,, which was already observed from the impact parameter distributions in figure 6.13. 

Ass a consequence the ghost rate and efficiency estimated in the simulation can be expected 
too be significantly worse for the data. At the end of this paragraph we shall briefly touch this 
problem.. For the moment we continue with the performance of thee matching algorithm based on 
resultss from the simulation. 

Tablee 6.1 shows the Ax and Ay selection and the corresponding efficiency both with the 
hardd and with the soft Monte Carlo assignment. The ghost rate was estimated for events with 
onee interaction on the Carbon wire, which yields a lower limit, since the segment multiplicity in 
thee data is larger and non-empty events contain on average more than one interaction. As stated 
abovee the decision for soft Ax- and Ay cuts was made on purpose, since the selection is only 
meantt to decrease the input rate for the more sophisticated x2 matching. 

Figuree 6.17 shows the distribution of the xlr  that is obtained in the fitting procedure for 
combinationss that survive the Ax and Ay cuts. In the simulation the \2 probability distribution 
iss fiat for values above 0.1, which indicates that the fit — including multiple scattering corrections 
—— performs reasonably well. On the data the observed x2 values are too large. Consequently, 
wee expect the matching efficiency in the data to be smaller than in the simulation. 

Thee optimal set of cuts depends on the analysis for which the tracks are used. For the study 
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\Ax\<\Ax\< 10 [cm] 

\Ay\\Ay\ < 15 [cm] 

eff.. (hard) cumul. 

0.990(1)) 0.990(1) 

0.988(1)) 0.983(1) 

0.931(2) ) 

efff (soft) cumul. 

0.973(1)) 0.973(1) 

0.971(1)) 0.953(1) 

0.800(3) ) 

gh.rategh.rate cumul. 

0.882(1)) 0.882(1) 

0.894(1)) 0.654(2) 

0.076(2) ) 

Tablee 6.1. Efficiency and ghost rate of the matching procedure on Monte Carlo events with one interaction 
onn the Carbon wire. The numbers in brackets denote the statistical uncertainty in the last digit. 

off inclusive charged particle distributions a large fraction of wrong combination is severe since 
thee background cannot easily be extracted from the data itself. Therefore, one would rather 
choosee a hard selection and rely on Monte Carlo corrections for the efficiency. However, for the 
reconstructionn of exclusive decays one prefers a more efficient track selection, as further cuts 
cann be applied on the kinematics and the background consisting of ghost tracks can be separated 
fromm the signal by analysis of sidebands in the invariant mass spectrum. 
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Figuree 6.17. Upper tail x2 probability distribution (a) and x2 distribution (b) for the VDS-PC matching 
fit. fit. 

Figuree 6.18(a) shows the efficiency and ghost rate as a function of the x2„ c u t - S i n c e t n e X2
m 

distributionn of background combinations is practically flat, the ghost rate increases linearly with 
thee cut. For \m c u t s above 15 the matching efficiency is larger than 90 %. For larger cuts the 
gainn in efficiency is small compared to the increase of the ghost rate. This is also illustrated in 
figurefigure 6.18(b) which shows the efficiency as a function of the ghost rate. 

Figuree 6.19(a) shows the efficiency and ghost rate as a function of the number of segments 
inn the vertex detector. The efficiency is almost independent of the occupancy, but the ghost rate 
increasess significantly with the number of segments. Figure 6.19(b) shows the efficiency and 
ghostt rate versus the estimated momentum of the matched pair. The efficiency improves with the 
momentumm which can be attributed to reduced tails in the residual distributions. The ghost rate 
alsoo increases with the momentum which is not yet understood. 
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Figuree 6.18. Efficiency and ghost rate versus the ,\£, cut (a) and efficiency versus ghost rate (b) for events 
withh one interaction on the Carbon wire. 

Finally,, in order to compare the matching quantitatively in data and simulation, we have 
studiedd the Ks yield as a function of the cut on Xm a s s n o w n m figure 6.20. The scale on the 
verticall axis is arbitrary and has been normalised to the yield at a xtn c u t °f 60. The dependence 
off the yield on the cut is poorly predicted which emphasises the difference in the x^ distributions. 

6.3.44 Track refit 

Afterr long tracks have been created by matching of VDS segments and PC segments, the track 
parameterss are refined by a x2 fit that takes into account all hits connected to the segments. In 
Hera-fii this fit is called the track refit. The refit is based on a Kalman filter [133, 134] and its 
applicationn in Hera-fi is discussed in [109,135]. 
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Figuree 6.19. Efficiency and ghost rate as a function of the number of segments in the vertex detector (a) 
andd as a function of the momentum (b) for events with one interaction on the Carbon wire. 
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Figuree 6.20. i-Q-yield versus the x^ cut of the VDS-PC match. The scale on the vertical axis is nor
malisedd to the yield at a cut of 60. 

Sincee the first implementation of the track fit several changes have occurred in the Hera-fi 
setupp and in the reconstruction chain. The amount of material in the main tracker detector has 
moree than doubled since the design report, which strongly increases the effects of multiple scat
tering.. The number of detector layers as well as their position has been modified and the magnet 
trackerr was not used in the refit. The refit was re-optimised to deal with the new situation. 

Forr a precise evaluation of multiple scattering and energy loss in detector material, the track 
fitt algorithm determines which detector volumes are traversed by the track. Since the total num
berr of such volumes is too large to count them all during the fit, a simplified geometry is used 
andd additional constants are introduced to account for the neglected material. These constants 
aree tuned on Monte Carlo by requiring that the obtained track parameters are unbiased and that 
thee errors in the parameters are correctly estimated. This is usually monitored via the pull distri
bution,bution, which is the distribution of 

ii  = 
•Etna a (6.3) ) 

wheree artrue is the true value of a track parameter x, xtec its estimated (reconstructed) value and 
aarecrec the estimated uncertainty. 

Figuree 6.21 shows the pull distributions for the parameters x and tx of long tracks at the 
positionn of the first hit in the vertex detector. The pull distributions for y and t y are similar. The 
pulll distribution in the position is predominantly sensitive to a correct hit resolution, whereas 
thee distribution in the slope is mainly sensitive to a correct estimate of the amount of multiple 
scattering.. The distributions are unbiased and have a width close to unity which indicates that 
thee material in the vertex detector is correctly treated. 

Thee position information obtained from hits in thee vertex detector is much more precise than 
thatt obtained from hits in the main tracker. Consequently, the pull distributions in figure 6.21 
aree not sensitive to information behind the vertex detector. The situation is different for the 
momentumm parameter which is estimated from the deflection in the magnet. Figure 6.22(a) shows 
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Figuree 6.21. Pull distributions in x (a) and k (b) for long tracks at the position of the first hit in the vertex 
detector.. The statistical errors in the fit values are less than one unit in the last digit. 

thee width of the pull distribution for the momentum as a function of the (charged) momentum. 
Wee see that the value is close to unity for all momenta. 
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Figuree 6.22. Width (a) and mean (b) of the Q/p pull distribution as a function of the momentum. 

Figuree 6.22(b) shows the mean of the pull distribution as a function of the momentum. Sur
prisingly,, there is a large bias in the momentum. The bias amounts to about 0.3 % in the pa
rameterr Q/p. It is towards larger momenta for both positively and negatively charged particles. 
Meanwhile,, it was shown in a different analysis that the bias is due to incorrectly treated energy 
loss. . 

Thee momentum resolution of a spectrometer is usually expressed in terms of the relative 
resolution,, i.e. 

Precc Ptrue 

Ptr r 
(6.4) ) 

Figuree 6.23 shows the mean and the width of this distribution as a function of the momentum. 
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Thee resolution is ~ 1.5% for low momentum tracks and increases to ~ 2% for momenta of 
100GeV/c. . 

Thee momentum resolution is dominated by multiple scattering and can be substantially im
provedd by either using die information of hits in die magnet chambers or removing the magnet 
chamberss completely. Studies have shown that the resolution that can be obtained with either of 
thesee scenarios is better than ~ 1.2 % for all momenta. 

t££ 2.5r 

300 40 50 60 70 
momentumm [GeV/c] 

Figuree 6.23. Momentum resolution and bias from the refit of long tracks on Monte Carlo. The simulation 
correspondss to the default reconstruction for the 2000 data, i.e. the magnet chambers are installed but they 
aree not used. 

Inn the so-called Gliickstern model tiie momentum dependence of die momentum resolution 
iss described by [135] 

'Ap \ \ 
—— = cx 0 c2p , (6.5) 
PP ) 

wheree c\ describes the contribution from multiple scattering and c2 the contribution from the 
finitefinite hit resolution. It is clear mat mis model does not fit the observed momentum dependence, 
whichh is not yet understood. 

Thee results above were obtained on Monte Carlo data. An estimate of the momentum reso
lutionn on measured data can be obtained by studying the width of the invariant mass distribution 
off two-body decays. The mass distribution for the Ks —* 7r+7r- decay is roughly a factor 1.2 
broaderr in data than in simulation, while for me 3/ip -» fi+/J.~ decay this is about a factor of 1.3. 
Sincee me momenta of two tracks enter the invariant mass, a naive calculation yields that the mo
mentumm resolution in the data is at most factor 1.3/ \/2 worse than in the Monte Carlo. However, 
thee uncertainty in me momentum is not the only contribution to the uncertainty in the invariant 
masss such that this estimate might be too small. 

6.44 Luminosity determination 

Overlappingg interactions are very common in Hera-fi. If we assume that interactions are inde
pendent,, the distribution of the number of interactions per event follows a Poisson distribution 
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(6.1).. As explained in chapter 2 the interaction rate in Hera-B is tuned by moving the target 
wiress towards and away from die proton beam. The rate is monitored by means of die target ho-
doseopes,doseopes, four pairs of scintillators mounted in front of the ECAL, arranged symmetrically witii 
respectt to the beam pipe. Since die bunch crossing rate is approximately 10 MHz, die output of 
thee counters is expressed in MHzz interaction rate. The default rate for die 2000 run was 5 MHz, 
correspondingg to an average of ft — 0.5 interactions per bunch crossing. 

Thee response of the hodoscope counters is a measure for die charged particle rate. Since 
thee charged particle multiplicity depends on the target material, this response is different for 
interactionss on different target materials. Consequently, the response must be calibrated for each 
materiall independently and die interaction rate measured by die hodoscope counters must be seen 
ass an average interaction rate. 

Ann absolute measurement of me interaction rate is interesting for two reasons. First, it allows 
forr comparison to a Monte Carlo simulation with die same distribution for the number of inter
actionss per event. This is important since the performance of die reconstruction depends on the 
numberr of charged particles in die event 

Second,, it provides a direct luminosity measurement. Once the number of inelastic interac
tionstions is known, die luminosity is calculated by referring to die total inelastic cross section in pA 
collisionss measured in other experiments, A compilation of the total inelastic cross section on 
differentt target materials can be found in a recent Hera-5 note [136]. Table 6.2 lists me total 
inelasticc cross sections as they were quoted in tiiis reference. 

(Tincll [mbj 

c c 
241.44 0 

AJ J 
429.33  3.8 

Ti i 
645.44 1 

W W 
16800 8 

Tablee 6.2. Inelastic cross section used for the luminosity determination [136]. 

Inn reference [75] three different metiiods are compared for counting die number of interac
tions,tions, namely 

•• by counting primary vertices. This requires the determination of the efficiency of recon
structingg a primary vertex which is different for different target positions and target ma
terials.. Furthermore, the probability for primary vertex merging and splitting must be 
estimated; ; 

•• by integrating the detector response. If the average response per interaction of a certain 
systemm (for example die calorimeter) is known, the total number of interactions can be 
obtainedd from a measurement of die total response; 

•• by counting me fraction of events that contain no interaction. The Poisson distribution is 
completelyy fixed by specifying me value of 

p(0)) = e"* . (6.6) 

Withinn the scope of this analysis it was not possible to use all Üiree metiiods and we therefore 
concentratedd on die measurement based on the fraction of empty events; Note diat the luminosity 
determinationn becomes more complicated in case of multi-wire running, i.e. simultaneous data 
takingg witii different target materials. In reference [75] a procedure is presented for me relative 
luminosityy determination in multi-wire runs. 
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6.4.11 Acceptance for  one interaction 

Ann event is called 'empty' if the response in a subsystem is below a certain threshold value. 
Obviously,, there are events in which there is a small response in a system although there was an 
interaction.. As such events are eounted in the total cross section, a correction must be applied 
forr the efficiency of observing a non-empty event. This efficiency or acceptance a is determined 
inn a Monte Carlo sinmlation. 

Thee threshold value below which the event is defined as empty is a tradeoff between suffi
cientt rejection of noise (Le. the detector response in events without an interaction) and a large 
efficiency.. Choosing the threshold value as low as possible has the advantage that the systematic 
uncertaintyy introduced by uncertainties in the simulated Monte Carlo response remains small. In 
orderr to understand the reliability of the method we have determined the number of interactions 
separatelyy by using different criteria to identify whether an interaction has taken place, namely 

ADSS there are at least 2 reconstructed segments in the vertex detector with a maximum impact 
parameterr of 500 /xm and at least 10 hits. 

'PRIMM at least one primary vertex is reconstructed. Obviously there is a large correlation be
tweenn this criterion and the previous one, but — since a primary vertex requires at least 3 
reconstructedd segments — we expect both the efficiency and the sensitivity to noise to be 
smaller; ; 

/QTRR the number of hits reconstructed in the outer tracker is larger than or equal to 30; 

JECALL &e total energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter exceeds 10 GeV; 

JRICHH there are at least 50 photons in the RICH. 

Thesee criteria have been selected in such a way that they differ significantly in efficiency and 
relyy on different subsystems. Except for the /PRIM and /VDS criteria, the sensitivity to noise can 
bee expected to be uncorrelated. Consequently, if we obtain a consistent estimate of the number 
off empty events, we can be confident that the obtained luminosity is robust. Table 6.3 shows 
thee efficiency for each of the criteria and forr all four target materials as determined in the Monte 
Carloo simulation. The estimated uncertainties are statistical only and still of the order of 1 %, 
whichh leaves some room for improvement. 

/HUM M 

JvDS S 

R R 

hcAL hcAL 

/RICH H 

C C 

0.782(9) ) 

0.868(6) ) 

0.944(4) ) 

0.916(5) ) 

0.900(5) ) 

Al l 

0.800(7) ) 

0.875(4) ) 

0.945(3) ) 

0.926(3) ) 

0.907(4) ) 

Ti i 

0.842(6) ) 

0.906(3) ) 

0.955(3) ) 

0.954(3) ) 

0.920(3) ) 

W W 

0.868(5) ) 

0-932(3) ) 

0.971(2) ) 

0.960(2) ) 

0.946(3) ) 

Tablee 63. Acceptance for events with a single interaction for different target materials and for the different 
criteriaa described in the text. 

Ass we see there is a significant difference in acceptance for different target materials. How
ever,, for me OTR and RICH criteria the A dependence is small and the bias introduced in the 
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relativee luminosity determination is small. Therefore, we are confident that measurements of 
thee A dependence of for example the average track multiplicity are not biased by systematic 
uncertaintiess in the Monte Carlo prediction used for the luminosity determination. 

6.4.22 Counting interactions 

Byy virtue of equation (6.6), given M randomly triggered events and m observed empty events 
thee average number of interactions per event is estimated by 

,, = - i l o g ( ^ ) , (6.7) 

wheree a is the acceptance for one interaction. The total number of interactions is then given by 
iVV = Mfji. This formula is for example used in references [75] and [83]. We evaluate two sources 
off bias in this estimate that have not been discussed in these references. 

Biass from non-factorising acceptance 

Thee efficiencies a in table 6.3 denote the efficiency for a single interaction. Since the criteria 
aree based on a total detector response we can expect that the efficiency to observe at least one 
interactionn in an event with n interactions does not factorise, i.e. the naive estimate 

P^(n)P^(n) * 1 - ( l - a ) B (6.8) 

iss not correct. In fact, for n > 1 it is larger since the total response is the sum of different in
teractions.. As long as most events contain only one interaction, the bias introduced by assuming 
factorisationn will be small and can be estimated as follows. If the average number of interactions 
perr event is p, and the probability to observe an interaction is a and if factorisation holds, the 
probabilityy to observe an empty event is given by 

P(empty;fac)) = e"** . (6.9) 

Inn the 'extreme* case of no factorisation an event with more than one interaction is never observed 
ass empty. The probability to observe an empty event is then given by 

F(empty;; no-fac) = e""(l + (1 - a)pt) . (6.10) 

wheree we have only retained the contributions of events with zero and with one interactions. 
Assumingg & E 1 - a < 1, we can expand the exponent in (6.9) and obtain 

Ptemptyifac)) = 1 + l _ ^ (fi n ) 

P(empty;; no-fac) 2 

Consequently,, for b — 0.1 and for /i = 1, the bias is at maximum 0.5%, which is accept
able.. However, for target rates significantly above 10 MHz, the bias becomes non-negligible and 
shouldd be taken into account. 
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Figuree 6.24. Number of vertex detector segments per event (a) and per interaction (b) versus the bunch 
numberr for run 14577 (Carbon, 5 MHz). 

Biass for  small statistics 

Thee contribution to. the interaction rate in Hera-B is not always equally shared between differ
entent bunches in the proton beam. Figure 6.24(a) shows the average number of vertex detector 
segmentss per event for different bunches in a particular run on the carbon wire. (This run is in 
factt an important reference run for many studies in Hera-B.) From the 220 available slots, 40 
aree empty under regular conditions. As one can see the remaining bunches have a significantly 
varyingg contribution to the total number of segments. Consequently, the number of interactions 
mustt be counted for every filled bunch separately as was already done for the analysis described 
inn [83]. 

Thee number of randomly triggered events in a run often does not exceed 10k. Consequently, 
theree are typically 50 events per bunch. It was not anticipated in [83] that the formula (6.7) might 
nott be the optimal estimator of the rate for small M. 

Thee fraction m/M in equation (6.7) is the maximum likelihood estimator for the fraction 
off empty events. (See also equation (5.4) in chapter 5.) Since the logarithm is a monotonous 
function,, equation (6.7) also presents the maximum likelihood estimator for ^. Unfortunately 
thiss estimator is not unbiased for small M. (The estimator for the fraction of empty events 
iss unbiased, but the logarithm spoils it slightly. Note also that the estimator is ill defined for 
mm = 0.) 

Iff the real number of interactions per event is given by fi, the probability to observe m empty 
eventss out of a total of M follows a binomial distribution B(m; M, q) with average q = exp(—p,). 
Givenn an estimator £/t(ra, M), the bias in this estimator for a certain number of events M is 
definedd as 

M M 

Afi(M)Afi(M) = J2 E(m,M)B(m;M,exp(-JM)) - fi (6.12) ) 
m=0 0 
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Ass an ansatz for the estimator E, we take 

pp = - log 
mm + a 
MM  + a 

(6.13) ) 

wheree a is a constant. For a > 0, the estimator is well defined for all values of m. Figure 6.25 
showss the average bias A/x as a function of M for different values of a and for fi = 0.5. Note 
thee significant bias if a = 0 even for M as large as 100. We did not derive a closed expression 
forr the bias of this estimator but we found that with a = 0.5 it is smaller than half a percent for 
alll N > min(10/i, 10) which is sufficient for our purposes. 

800 100 
Numberr of events 

Figuree 6.25. Bias in fi as a function of the number of events and for different values of the parameter a. 
Forr a = 0 the contribution from m = 0 is not defined and has been neglected. 

Figuree 6.24(b) shows the average number of segments per interaction after the number of 
interactionss has been estimated for each bunch separately. The nominally empty bunches have 
beenn suppressed. The average number of segments per interaction is within statistical uncertain
tiess equal for all bunches, as expected. An exception holds for the bunches with numbers above 
200.. A further investigation has revealed that the contribution in these bunches differed signifi
cantlyy between the beginning and end of the run. Apparently, the rate determination is unreliable 
iff large fluctuations in the rate occur. 

Thee total number of interactions is calculated by adding the estimated number of interactions 
inn all nominally filled bunches. Since at this stage of the analysis it was not possible to give 
preferencee to one of the 'empty event' criteria, we simply took the average number of interactions 
afterr correction by the efficiencies in table 6.3. (In the next paragraph we show that the different 
methodss agree in general very well.) 

Treatmentt  in Monte Carlo 

Ann estimate of the total number of inelastic interactions is sufficient to measure the luminosity. 
However,, for a detailed comparison to Monte Carlo we are more interested in the distribution 
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off the number of interactions per event. This distribution was obtained by adding the Poisson 
distributionss for all filled bunches with a bunch dependent parameter fi. If the interaction rate is 
indeedd different for different bunches, the resulting distribution is no longer a Poisson distribution 
butt has a larger variance. 

6.4.33 Results from the rate scan 

Inn order to test me luminosity determination we have applied the procedure sketched above to 
aa rate scan taken in April 2000. Data was taken for all target materials and for a few different 
targett rates up to 20 MHz. 

Inn some runs there is a significant contribution from interactions that occur in bunches that are 
nominallyy empty. This is due to so called coasting beam, protons that have left the potential well 
whichh defines the nominal length of the bunches9 due to energy loss. We shall discuss the issue 
off coasting beam in slightly more detail at the end of this section. Here it is sufficient to state 
thatt we have corrected the hodoscope rate from the contribution in nominally empty bunches by 
countingg the fraction of interactions in those bunches. Consequently, the hodoscope rate referred 
too in the paragraph is specifically the rate in the filled bunches and can differ a few percent from 
thee total interaction rate. 

c c 

> > I I 
C C 
O O 

0.5F--

0 0 

m m 

•• carbon (C) 
•• aluminum (Al) 
** titanium (Ti) 
•• tungsten (W) 

i i 

# T T 

100 15 20 
hodoscopee rate [MHz] 

0 0 

(b) ) 

100 15 20 
hodoscopee rate [MHz] 

Figuree 6.26. Average number of interactions per event (a) and the average number of vertex detector 
segmentss per interaction (b) versus the target rate. There are no tungsten runs with target rate above 
55 MHz. 

Figuree 6.26(a) shows the number of interactions per event as a function of thee hodoscope rate. 
Iff runs with a large fraction of coasting beam are discarded, the relation is linear within statistical 
precisionn for all target materials. The data up to 10 MHz have been used to fit the average number 
off interactions per event for all target materials. The results can be found in table 6.4. There is a 
goodd consistency between the different empty-event criteria. 

9Thee 'size' of a nominal bunch is approximately 1 ns. 
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JpRIM M 

JvDS S 

JOTR R 

hlCH hlCH 

hcAL hcAL 

average e 

C C 

0.142(3) ) 

0.142(2) ) 

0.139(2) ) 

0.142(2) ) 

0.139(2) ) 

0.141(2) ) 

AI I 

0.120(2) ) 

0.121(2) ) 

0.117(2) ) 

0.117(2) ) 

0.114(2) ) 

0,118(2) ) 

Ti i 

0.112(2) ) 

0.115(2) ) 

0.112(2) ) 

0.119(2) ) 

0.112(2) ) 

0.114(3) ) 

W W 

0.085(2) ) 

0.085(2) ) 

0.081(2) ) 

0.087(2) ) 

0.082(2) ) 

0.084(21 1 

Tablee 6.4. Average number of interactions per MHz hodoscope rate for all target wires assuming no off 
bunchh events. The numbers in brackets denote the uncertainty, which includes the systematic uncertainty 
inn the acceptance (table 6.3), but excludes any additional systematic uncertainties. 

Figuree 6.26(b) shows the average number of segments per interaction versus the hodoscope 
rate.. The multiplicities differ significantly for the different target materials but are reasonably 
stablee versus the rate, except for the tungsten wire. Runs on the tungsten wire were plagued by a 
largee fraction of coasting beam. 

6.4.44 Systematic uncertainties 
Theree are several sources for systematic uncertainties in counting the number of interactions in 
aa run. The first is in the efficiencies for the empty event selection. Given the robustness of the 
resultss versus the selection, the uncertainties in the detector simulation and event reconstruc
tionn cannot have a large systematic impact on the luminosity determination. Apparently, effects 
likee noise and ghost rate are sufficiently under control. We estimate the remaining systematic 
uncertaintyy to be less than 2 %. 

Onn the other hand uncertainties in the simulation of the physics cannot be estimated from data 
takenn in Hera-B. A special complication in the normalisation to the total inelastic cross section 
iss the treatment ofdiffractivé interactions, £* interactions of the type pA —*pX orpA-* XA. 
Thee reaction products of these interactions remain outside the acceptance of the detector. The 
totall cross section for diffractive interactions is estimated to be 6 % of the total inelastic cross 
sectionn [ 136]. FRITIOF includes a certain fraction of diffractive-like events. Given that the max
imumm efficiency in table 63 is 97%, this fraction must be smaller than 3%. We have assumed 
thatt FRITIOF predicts the fraction of diffractive events correctly, thereby introducing a system
aticc uncertainty, which we estimate to be 6 %. Note that this uncertainty is much smaller when 
comparingg the relative cross section of different target materials. 

Moree severe than the systematic uncertainties in the acceptance, are those arising from run 
dependentt data taking conditions. As was pointed out in the discussion of figure 6.24(b) the 
ratee determination by counting empty events is sensitive to fluctuations in the rate with time. 
Figuree 6.27(a) shows the hodoscope rate as a function of time for two runs that were used for the 
ratee calibration. Especially the tungsten wire is known for very unstable behaviour. The graph 
showss the hodoscope rate integrated over time periods of approximately 10 seconds. On a shorter 
timetime scale the fluctuations are in fact much larger than is seen in the figure. 

Inn principle rate fluctuations can be taken into account by dividing the run in time intervals 
thatt are sufficiently short. For practical reasons that is only possible for variations that are rel-
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Figuree 6.27. (a) Hodoscope rate versus event time for two different runs, (b) Average tdc time measured 
inn the outer tracker for events with at least 1000 outer tracker hits in a run with significant coasting beam 
(runn 14606). 

ativelyy slow. Fluctuations as observed on the tungsten wire cannot be 'time-resolved' and will 
leadd to an additional systematic uncertainty. 

Anotherr important systematic uncertainty arises from the presence of coasting beam. Nom
inall interactions occur at a fixed time relative to the bunch clock. The spread in interactions 
timess is about 1 ns. Interactions from unbunched protons occur at almost arbitrary interaction 
times.. The detection efficiency for particles from such interactions is different than for those 
fromm nominal interactions. Consequently, if there is a large fraction of coasting beam, this yields 
systematicc uncertainties in both luminosity determination and reconstruction efficiency. 

Ann estimate of the time of an interaction can be obtained from the average drift time measured 
inn the outer tracker. Figure 6.27(b) shows the distribution of the average measured tdc time 
perr event in a run with a large fraction of coasting beam. By definition tdc times are smaller 
thann 96 ns which determines the range for the observed average. For the average time in nominal 
bunchess we see a large signal at about 30 ns which corresponds to nominal interactions. The 
largee tails are due to interactions with unbunched protons. In the empty bunches the latter are 
dominating.. Note that it is not possible to simply select good events on the basis of the outer 
trackerr timing: Such a procedure would automatically discard all empty events (which have a 
timingg dominated by noise hits), such that the described luminosity determination cannot be 
applied. . 

Thee fraction of coasting beam can be defined as the average number of interactions in nomi
nallyy empty bunches, divided by the average number of interactions in nominally filled bunches, 

/cbb = 
Nebb / ^eb 

Nfb/nn, Nfb/nn, 
(6.14) ) 

wheree eb ifb) stands for empty (filled) bunch, N is the number of interactions and n the number 
off bunches. Especially in the aluminium and tungsten runs the fraction of coasting beam is so 
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largee (up to 50 %) that it dominates the uncertainty in the luminosity. 
Itt is not clear how the ill-defined timing of coasting beam events affects the track reconstruc

tionn and luminosity determination.. We have observed that as a consequence of a large fraction of 
coastingg beam the empty event criteria defined in this section yield luminosities that do no longer 
agree.. In addition we have found that the average track multiplicity and K° yield per interaction 
aree significantly smaller in affected runs. 

Thesee last observations indicate that the reconstruction efficiency is more affected by the 
coastingg beam than the luminosity determination. However, the efficiency cannot be reduced by 
moree than the coasting beam fraction itself. Consequently, we have chosen a pragmatic approach; 
halff of the fraction of coasting beam is subtracted from the luminosity and a systematic error 
iss assigned that is the fraction of coasting beam over VT2, i.e. the calculated luminosity is 
multipliedd by a factor 

/ - = ( 1 - T ) ^^ • ( f U 5 ) 

Thee uncertainty assigned to this correction factor is the dominating uncertainty in the luminosity 
calculationn for all tungsten and aluminium runs. 

6.55 Inclusive charged particle distribution s 
AA correct simulation of inclusive kinematic distributions of charged particles from inelastic in
teractionss is important, since such particles constitute most of the background in 'interesting' 
events.. In this section we report on the comparison of these distributions in data and simulation. 

6.5.11 Track selection 

Wee have applied the following criteria in order to select tracks for the inclusive distributions; 

•• the fraction of found hits in the vertex detector is larger than or equal to 0.6; 

•• the fraction of found hits in the pattern tracker is larger than or equal to 0.7; 

•• at least 15 PC (outer tracker planes) planes are travereed; 

•• the x2 of the match is below 30; 

•• the reconstructed momentum is larger than 2 GeV/c. 

Thee first three cuts are applied in order to reduce the effect of fake segments in the YDS and 
PCC reconstruction. The selection on the x2 of the match is applied to suppress wrong VDS-PC 
combinations.100 The momentum selection should reduce the sensitivity to low momentum tracks 
att the border of the acceptance. (Most of the tracks with a momentum less than 1 GeV/c do not 
traversee the magnet.) 

Wee shall not further specify the efficiency of these selection criteria. In the preceding para
graphss we have seen that there are differences between data and simulation at the level of 10 %, 
forr example in the matching efficiency. In the scope of this analysis it was not possible to study 

I&Wee have observed that the x2 from the match is a mote suitable selection variable than the x 2 from the f ^k fit-
Thee latter suffers coasiderably from outliers, individual bad hits with a large \ 2 contribution. 
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thee difference in reconstruction efficiency more quantitatively than this. We shall see that — 
whenn taking these uncertainties into account — the average multiplicity of charged tracks in the 
dataa is consistent with the Monte Carlo expectation. 

Apartt from the criteria just specified, a selection is made to remove tracks that have been 
reconstructedd more than once, so-called clones. In die classical Hera-£ analysis scheme two 
trackss are called mutually incompatible if they share either the VDS segment or the PC segment. 
Inn such cases one of the two tracks is removed, usually the one with the largest x2- We found 
thiss selection hot appropriate since it reduces the reconstruction efficiency for events with a large 
occupancy.. Furthermore, it can cause a bias in kinematic distributions if the quality criterion that 
iss used to choose between the candidates is momentum dependent. 

Instead,, we allow tracks to share segments as long as the tracks are not kinematically equiv
alent.. By studying the correlation between track parameters an appropriate definition for such 
aa kinematic equivalence could be based on the difference in the slopes Atx and Aty and in the 
inversee momentum A(Q/p). Two tracks are said to be equivalent if both of the following re
quirementss are satisfied: 

•• the tracks have the same vertex detector segment or Atx < lOmrad and Aty < 
155 mrad; 

•• the tracks have the same pattern segment or A(Q/p) < 0.01 c/GeV. 

Iff tracks are the same according to this requirement, the track with the largest matching x2 is 
removed, , 

6.5.22 Acceptance 

Forr the presentation of results on inclusive distributions one should take into account the limited 
acceptancee of die Hera-5 detector. Results must be presented for a finite part of the parameter 
spacee where the reconstruction efficiency is relatively large. In order to facilitate comparison of 
thee results with other experiments or theoretical predictions the chosen borders in the parameter 
spacee must be simple. 

Figuree 6.28(a) shows the pseudorapidity distribution of generated charged particles on a car
bonn target. A momentum cut of 2 GeV/c was applied. Mid rapidity is at r}0 = 3.79. The same 
figurefigure shows the distribution for particles which pass at least one sensitive volume in the vertex 
detector.. We see that the detector is mainly sensitive for particles that move backward in the 
CMS.. The design position of the vertex detector is such that it is at more central rapidity. In the 
20000 run the missing inner tracker, the costs of radiation damage and precautions with respect to 
beamm movements, lead to the decision to position the vertex detector modules not as close to the 
beamm as planned. 

Inn the same figure we show the distribution for particles that pass at least one outer tracker 
modulee in the pattern tracker. For r) > j}0 the overlap between vds and pattern tracker is not ideal 
duee to the missing inner tracker. This also limits the maximum of the acceptance to about 80 % 
att mid rapidity. For 7} < TJQ the average efficiency drops, mainly due to low momentum particles 
thatt bend outside the acceptance in the magnetic field. 

Figuree 6.28(b) shows the reconstruction efficiency and the ghost rate for long tracks as a 
functionn of the pseudorapidity. The ghost rate significantly increases to forward rapidities. On the 
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Figuree 6.28. Generated pseudorapidity distribution illustrating the acceptance of vertex detector and outer 
trackerr (a) and efficiency and ghost rate versus pseudorapidity (b). 

basiss of this result we have selected for the comparison of inclusive distributions a pseudorapidity 
intervall 2.8 < 77 < 4.1. The selection grants an inclusive reconstruction efficiency of about 60 %. 
Thee acceptance is more or less constant in pL, in xF for negative xF and in momentum for 
momentaa up to 50 GeV/c. 

6.5.33 Kinematic distribution s 
Figuree 6.29(a) shows the (charged) momentum distribution on a titanium target for data and 
simulation.. The pseudorapidity cut specified above has been applied. Comparison to the 'true 
distribution'' shows that the largest inefficiency exists for small momenta. 
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Figuree 6.29. Charge times momentum for long tracks within 2.8 < 77 < 4.1 for all momenta (a) and for 
momentaa below 20 GeV/c (b). 

Thee agreement between data and simulation is reasonable over the whole momentum range. 
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Forr momenta above 30 GeV/c the data overshoots the simulation by a factor which increases up 
too about 3 for momenta above 100 GeV/c. It seems that the momentum distribution in the data is 
'broadened'' with respect to the simulation. 

Inn principle a momentum broadening can be explained by a difference in momentum res
olutionn between data and simulation. Due to the steep slope of the momentum distribution, a 
worsee momentum resolution can cause a migration of low momentum to high momentum bins. 
However,, the additional smearing of the momentum required to explain the observed effect, is 
tooo large to be compatible with the observed mass resolution in J/t/' —> p.+p.~ and K° —> 7r+7r~ 
decays. . 

Ann alternative hypothesis is that wrong combinations of VDS and PC segments contribute 
specificallyy at high momentum. In figure 6.19(b) it was shown that the ghost rate increases with 
thee momentum. This effect might be enhanced in the data since the multiplicity of both VDS and 
PCC segments is larger. We have not investigated this effect any further. 

Forr small momenta (figure 6.29(b)), the fraction of positive particles reconstructed in the 
dataa is significantly smaller than in the simulation. We have observed that the distribution is 
sensitivee to the X'2 selection made in the matching. It is likely that the difference in reconstruction 
efficiencyy in data and simulation is due to remaining misalignments. Since the positive half and 
thee negative half of the spectrometer are aligned almost independently, it is also likely that the 
effectss of misalignment on the reconstruction efficiency are different for positive and for negative 
particles. . 
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Figuree 6.30. Reconstructed distributions for xp (a) and  (b) on a titanium target for long tracks within 
2.88 < J) < 4.1. 

Figuree 6.30 shows the jcp and  distributions for tracks on a titanium target. For the calcula
tionn of .rF the pion mass is assigned. The agreement between data and simulation is reasonable. 
Forr large pi the data overshoots the simulation. For low  the data has too few entries as can 
bee observed in figure 6.31(a) where we have normalised by the generated Monte Carlo distribu
tion.. This deficit is largely due to a deficit for positive particles, which was already observed for 
thee momentum distribution. Figure 6.31(b) shows the yield for negative particles over positive 
particless as function of  At low p x the data and Monte Carlo clearly disagree. 
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Figuree 6.31. Ratio of reconstructed particle yield in data and simulation to generated yield in the simula
tionn versus  (a) and ratio of positive to negative particle yield versus  (b). 

Ass long as the understanding of the overall reconstruction efficiency and ghost rate and in 
particularr about the deficit of positive particles is not improved, it does not make much sense to 
correctt the observed kinematic distributions for the reconstruction efficiency measured in Monte 
Carlo.. Nonetheless, it is interesting to compare the distributions for different target materials. 
Figuree 6.32 shows the measured  and xp distributions for titanium and carbon. The distribution 
forr carbon has been scaled with the ratio of the average track multiplicity (i.e. the integral of the 
distributions),, which is 1.20. No significant difference in the distributions is observed at this 
scale. . 
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Figuree 6.32. Comparison of the xp (a) and  (b) distributions for two different target materials. 

Thee effect of nuclear broadening (i.e. broadening of the transverse momentum spectrum due 
too hadronic multiple scattering of partons and hadrons inside the nucleus) is usually expressed 
inn terms of the dependence of the average p\ on the atomic mass A or on the centrality of 
thee interaction. Figure 6.33 shows \/{p\) as a function of A. The average p i in the data is 
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aboutt 10 % larger than in the simulation. The significance of the A dependence cannot easily be 
deduced,, partially because the behaviour on Monte Carlo is not understood. 
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Figuree 6.33. (a) Square root of the average  versus the atomic mass of the target material, (b) Same but 
normalisedd to the average value generated in FR1TIOF. 

6.5.44 A-dependence of the charged particle multiplicit y 

Thee charged particle multiplicity in the vertex detector was studied by Perschke [137] and a good 
agreementt between data and simulation was obtained. Here we shall compare the multiplicity 
off long tracks, i.e. tracks for which the momentum can be determined. Figure 6.34(a) shows 
thee average multiplicity of generated and reconstructed long trackss versus the atomic mass of the 
targett material. A strong dependence on the atomic mass is observed. 

Figuree 6.34(b) shows the average multiplicity normalised to the generated multiplicity in 
thee simulation. In the simulation a small dependence of the reconstruction efficiency on the 
targett material can be observed. The uncertainties in the values for aluminium and titanium are 
dominatedd by the uncertainty in luminosity due to die large fraction of coasting beam in these 
runs. . 

Thee result of a fit of the function N0A
a to the average multiplicity is shown in table 6.5. 

Withinn the selected pseudorapidity the data and simulation are consistent. 

MCC truth 

MCC reconstructed 

data a 

NN0 0 

1.738(7) ) 

1.205(6) ) 

1.20(4) ) 

a a 

0.1971(10) ) 

0.1868(13) ) 

0.184(8) ) 

Tablee 6.5. Parameters of a fit of NQA" to the average long track multiplicity for simulation and data. 
Numberss in brackets denote the uncertainty in die last digit. 
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Figuree 6.34. (a) Multiplicity of charged particles with momentum above 2GeV/c and with pseudorapidity 
2.88 < r\ < 4.1 versus the atomic mass. The line is a fit of the average generated multiplicity to the 
functionn NoAa. (b) Same but normalised to the average generated multiplicity. The line represents the 
averagee reconstruction efficiency in Monte Carlo. For the data points the uncertainty is dominated by the 
uncertaintyy in the number of interactions. 

6.66 Summary 

Wee have presented an overview of track reconstruction in the vertex detector and in the main 
tracker.. In both subdetectors the data contain more segments than the simulation. Since the 
multiplicityy of long tracks agrees with the expectation we believe that the enhancement must to 
aa large extent be due to insufficient generation of secondaries in the Monte Carlo simulation. 
Impactt parameter resolutions indicate significant contributions to the track parameter resolution 
fromm misalignment or detector noise in the outer tracker. 

Ann algorithm that matches VDS segments to PC segments has been developed. As a bench 
markk the algorithm achieves a 90 % efficiency with a ghost rate of 10 %. Both efficiency and 
ghostt rate increase with thee momentum of the track. Further developments are required to reduce 
thee ghost rate for high momentum tracks. 

Althoughh there are some doubts as to whether the tracking efficiency in the data is sufficiently 
welll understood, inclusive charged particle kinematic distributions were presented. The overall 
trackk multiplicity is well reproduced by FRITIOF, but the average transverse momentum in the 
dataa is significantly larger than in the simulation. 'Unphysical' observations such as a deficit of 
positivee particles at low momenta have not been satisfactorily explained. 



Chapterr  7 

Measurementt  of the K® and A cross section 

Wee present a measurement of the average multiplicity of K^, A and A in 920 GeV/c 
pApA collisions. The results are compared to FRTTCOF predictions and to previous 
measurements. . 

7.11 Introductio n 
Neutrall strangeness production is an important probe for the study of particle fractions and cor
relationss in hadronisation. The twc*-body decays K® —*, 7f+?r~ , A —* p+w~ and A —* p~ir+ — 
whichh we shall label inclusively as 'V° decays1 — can easily be identified since strangeness 
productionn is abundant, the branching ratios are large and the secondary vertex provides a clear 
signature.. In addition, the study of these signals is helpful for the analysis of the momentum 
resolutionn and the detection efficiency in the commissioning phase of an experiment. 

Inn this chapter we report on a measurement of V° production in Hera-#. The results are 
presentedd as the average multiplicity versus the target material and compared to the FRTTIOF 
prediction.. After normalisation to the total inelastic cross-section, the cross-section per nucleon 
iss obtained and compared to previous measurements. The main motivation for the analysis is to 
provee that the track reconstruction efficiency and luminosity determination are understood within 
approximatelyy 10%. 

7.22 Event selection 

Forr this analysis 2.2 million minimum bias events divided over four different target materials 
weree used. A table with all runs can be found in appendix B. For the determination of the 
numberr of inelastic interactions the procedure described in section 6.4 was applied. Because 
off the large data volume the roini-dsts from the common data reprocessing were used.' The 
reconstructionn scheme differs from the one presented in chapter 6: The inner tracker was included 
inn the analysis and a slightly different matching algorithm was applied. Since the performance 
off the inner tracker is not reliably simulated in the Monte Carlo simulation tracks were required 

'Wee used reprocessing *rp00031. 
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too have at least 10 outer tracker hits. The cut on the x2 of the VDS-PC match was relaxed to 100. 
Thee clone removing procedure was identical to the one described in the section 6.5. 

Inn order to select V° decays we exploit the fact that K% and A have a long lifetime and decay 
typicallyy a few tens of cm away from the primary vertex. This results in the following set of 
analysiss cuts: 

•• the distance of closest approach of the two tracks is < 2 mm; 

•• the x2 of the vertex fit is < 10; 

•• the z-position of the vertex is > 3 a upstream of die z-position of the wire; 

•• die absolute value of the cosine of die angle between the positive track and die momen
tumm vector of die reconstructed projectile proton in the rest frame of die V° is smaller than 
0.98; ; 

•• if a primary vertex is reconstructed, the angle between due V° momentum vector and 
diee vector tiiat connects die vertex widi the primary vertex — which we shall call the 
impactimpact angle 9IP —is less than 4.0 mrad for K° and less than 2.5 mrad for A and A. 

Thee first four criteria are loose cuts, essentially only to select good tracks and to reduce die 
combinatoricss in die n-tuples. The fourth criterion ensures tiiat the momentum is reasonably 
equallyy divided between me two tracks and results in a rejection of random combinations with a 
softt pion. 

Onlyy the last criterion has been optimised for background rejection. It ensures mat die re
constructedd particle points back to die primary vertex. It is more efficient in reducing die com
binatoriall background than a Az significance cut.2 In the (few) events wifli no reconstructed 
primaryy vertex the impact angle is calculated in die plane perpendicular to die wire and the cut 
iss increased to 100 mrad. A stronger selection is not necessary to identify die V° decays in these 
events,, since the combinatorial background is small. 

7.33 Comparison of signals on data and Monte Carlo 
Figuree 7.1 shows the invariant mass distribution of 7r+7r~, p+w~ and p~x+ particle hypomesis 
inn die signal regions. For this illustration the data from all target materials has been combined. 
Thee resonances corresponding to the K® —* TT+TT" , A —• p+w~ and A —> p~w+ can easily be 
identified.. The mass resolutions are ~20 % worse in the data tiian in the simulation. The average 
valuess of die mass distributions are in die data below diose in the Monte Carlo, indicating sys
tematicc uncertainties in the alignment. The average values in die Monte Carlo are slightly above 
mee PDG values (497.67M6V/C2 and 1115.68MeV/c2 respectively), which is due to a bias in die 
trackk fit momentum (section 6.3.4). 

Thee fraction of A to K® is witiiin statistical errors die same in data and simulation. However, 
diee data contain a significantly larger fraction of A, die enhancement being of die order of 25 %. 
Ass was shown in section 6.5, die data contain significantly less positive low momentum parti
cless tiian the simulation. The laboratory momentum of a particle produced at rest in die CMS 
off 920 GeV/c fixed target pA collisions is 3 GeV/c for pions and 20 GeV/c for protons. Conse
quently,, if me detector efficiency is poorly understood for positive low momentum particles this 

2Thee optimal criterion is probably a true \ 2 calculation of the reconstructed decay and the primary vertex. 
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Figuree 7.1. Reconstructed V° signals in data and Monte Carlo. 

affectss 7T+ more than p. This effect enters the K® and A reconstruction in the same way, but does 
nott affect the A detection. It could therefore explain the enhancement of A with respect to Kg 
andd A. 

Wee have tested this hypothesis by comparing the momentum spectra of the 7r+ and -n~ from 
KgKg decay. With the available statistics no significant depletion of low momentum TT+ was ob
served.. Therefore, the difference in A to Kg ratio in data and Monte Carlo is not due to a poorly 
understoodd reconstruction efficiency for low momentum 7r+. 

Thee rapidity distributions of A and A differ, because A production receives a contribution 
fromm target and projectile fragmentation. This is illustrated in figure 7.2 which shows the ra
pidityy distributions generated in FRITTOF. The shape of the distribution depends strongly on the 
targett material, since the target and projectile fragmentation contributions have an ^-dependence 
differentt from the central contribution. The mixture of target materials in data and simulation is 
nott equal which could partially explain the effect. 

Thee reconstructed rapidity distributions are shown in figure 7.3. The agreement between 
dataa and simulation is satisfactory. The centre of gravity for the A and A distributions is at lower 
rapidityy than that of the Kg, mainly due to the difference in lifetime: An important contribution to 
thee detection inefficiency is due to decays outside the (forward) acceptance of the vertex detector. 
Ass a result the efficiency for A is significantly smaller than for Kg. Furthermore, reconstructed 
AA decays are at relatively backward rapidities. 

Withh the current statistics the difference in the shape of the A and A rapidity distributions 
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Figuree 7.2. Rapidity distribution of I<%, A and A as generated in FRITIOF on a Ti target. 

cannott be observed (figure 7.4). In data the A yield is approximately a factor of two larger than 
thee A yield over the whole rapidity range. 

Figuree 7.5 shows the reconstructed decay length distributions. Within the statistical uncer
taintiess data and simulation agree well. The detection efficiency strongly drops witii the decay 
lengthh of the V°. Reconstruction of vertices in the magnet tracker, which was not used in die 
analysis,, could significantly improve the efficiency. 

Inn order to estimate die sensitivity to the V° selection criteria, comparisons have been made 
betweenn data and simulation of me distributions of the distance between me tracks, the \2 °f 
thee vertex and the impact angle 0rp. All distributions agree to a reasonable precision. Since the 
impactt angle is me main selection criterion, the efficiency estimate is most sensitive to this cut. 
Figuree 7.6(a) shows me distribution for J£j decays in data and simulation. The agreement is 
satisfactory. . 

Figuree 7.6(b) shows the ratio between the reconstructed A'° yield in data and simulation as 

2.55 3 3.5 4 4.5 

rapidity y rapidity y rapidity y 

Figuree 7.3. Reconstructed rapidity distributions in data and simulation. The Monte Carlo was scaled to 
containn the same total number of decays. 
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rapidity y 

Figuree 7.4. Ratio of A and A yield as a function of the rapidity in data and simulation. 

aa function of the du> cut. For ftp < 1 mrad the ratio is sensitive to the selection, which can be 
attributedd to a difference in the 0rp resolution. For larger values the ratio is practically constant. 
Fromm the maximum difference of the ratio at the position of the cut and values of 6\p larger than 
thee cut, we conservatively estimate the systematic uncertainty to be 5 %. 

7.44 Estimate of the reconstruction efficiency 

Wee present the experimental results for two different rapidity selections. The first selection 
correspondss to one unit in rapidity from central rapidity y = 3.8 downward to y = 2.8. At the 
boundariess of this interval the efficiency drops to at most ~ 50 % of its maximum value. Since 
thee FRITIOF rapidity distribution (figure 7.2) is practically flat, the sensitivity to the shape of the 
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weree combined in order to increase the statistics. The Monte Carlo was scaled to contain the same total 
numberr of decays. The dashed lines (with arbitrary normalisation) correspond to the PDG lifetimes [14]. 
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Figuree 7.6. Distribution of the impact angle ftp for Kg decays (a) and ratio of K® and A yields to Monte 
Carloo as a function of die impact angle (b). The cut applied in the analysis is 4 mrad for /^ and 2.5 mrad 
forr A. 

simulatedd distribution is small. Furthermore, with small systematic uncertainty, the cross-section 
inn this interval is numerically equal to the differential cross section at mid-rapidity, which is a 
commonlyy used observable. 

Thee second selection covers the full rapidity range. This yields approximately a factor 1.5 
moree statistics, but the sensitivity to the FRITIOF extrapolation becomes large, especially for A. 
AA follow-up of this analysis should provide a differential cross section measurement in different 
binss over the accessible rapidity range. This was not possible with the current statistics and 
withinn the time scope of this analysis. 
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Tablee 7.1. Reconstruction efficiencies in [%] obtained with FRITIOF with on average 0.5 inelastic inter
actionss per event. Uncertainties are statistical only. 

Tablee 7.1 lists the two sets of reconstruction efficiencies obtained in the simulation for all four 
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targett wires. The statistical uncertainties are large and significantly influence the final sensitivity. 
Att the time of this analysis more Monte Carlo data was not available. 

Thee difference in reconstruction efficiency between K® and A is mainly due to the difference 
inn lifetime.3 The K® —> 7r+7r~ efficiency shows a significant A dependence, partially due to 
thee fact that the rapidity distribution depends on the target material as we shall show in the 
nextt section. However, a contribution that is more important and more difficult to control is the 
dependencee of the reconstruction efficiency on the charged particle multiplicity. 

1000 120 140 
numberr of PC segments 

Figuree 7.7. Efficiency for K® —» TT+TT~ reconstruction in Monte Carlo for 2.8 < y < 3.8 versus the 
numberr of segments in the pattern tracker. A fit to the function (7.1) is superimposed. 

Inn chapter 6 a significant dependence of the track quality on the occupancy in the event was 
reported.. Since the difference in occupancy is most significant in the outer tracker, we have 
studiedd the K° reconstruction efficiency as function of the number of reconstructed segments in 
thee pattern tracker in Monte Carlo. The result is shown in figure 7.7. Only events with at least 30 
reconstructedd OTR hits were selected, which is equivalent to the threshold for the empty event 
selectionn used in the luminosity determination. A significant dependence of the reconstruction 
efficiencyy on the number of PC segments is seen. We have parameterised the effect by 

e(n)e(n) = e0 &*&* , (7.1) 

wheree n is the number of segments and n^1 = (5.0  0.5) • 10~3. The typical number of PC 
segmentss per event is 40. 

Thee distribution of the number of segments n per non-empty event depends on the target 
materiall and on the target rate. The results in table 7.1 were obtained for an average of 0.5 
interactionss per event (Poisson distributed). In order to correct for the difference in occupancy 
betweenn data and simulation we determined for each run i and for each proton bunch j the 
averagee number of pattern segments per event. Subsequently, the parameterisation (7.1) was 
usedd to calculate an effective correction factor for the efficienciess in table 7.1, given by 

rjwciruni)rjwciruni) = 
^ A ^ e x p t - V n o ) ) 

EJ/V] mexp(-<c/n0) ) 
(7.2) ) 

3Thee branching ratios to the selected final state are practically equal, namely 69 % and 64% respectively. 
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wheree NJ* is the number of interactions in bunch j , üj is the average number of PC segments in 
non-emptyy events in bunch j and njJc *s Ö*e average number of PC segments in non-empty events 
inn the Monte Carlo for target material A 4 The factors T̂CC, which are in the range [0.9,1.0], can 
bee found for each run in table B.l in appendix B. The uncertainty in T ^ was absorbed into an 
overalll systematic uncertainty in the reconstruction efficiency of 10 %. 
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Tablee 7.2. Average multiplicity for K®, A and A productioo in FRTTIOF. The uncertainties are statistical. 

7.55 The A dependence of V® production in FRITIO F 

Tablee 7.2 lists the average multiplicity for V° production for all target materials. The results of a 
fitt to the pararaeterisation 

ff (A) = foA* , (7.3) 

aree listed in table 7.3. The x2 values of the fits are not satisfactory, showing the limitation of (7.3). 
Inn particular, the carbon predictions are above the extrapolation from heavier targets. In the next 
sectionn we shall use (73) to extrapolate to the rtucleon-nucleon multiplicity f0 which can be 
comparedd to previous experiments. In order to estimate the uncertainty in the extrapolation we 
havee also performed a fit to the function 

mm = fa  (7.4) 
Inn a simplified Glauber model [138] /x can be expressed as fj, = 2r0/3A*, where r0 « 1.3 fm is 
thee typical distance between the nucleons in a nucleus and At is the 'mean free path length' for 
thee production of particle type i. The results of the fit are shown in table 7.4. The x2 values of the 
fitsfits are significantly better than for the other parameterisation. The results for / 0 are 10 — 20 % 
different,, indicating a considerable uncertainty in the extrapolation. An improvement can be 
obtainedd by using the full Glauber model, implemented in FRITIÖF, to extrapolate to A = 1. 
Thatt approach was outside the scope of this analysis. 
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ff? ff? 
A A 
A A 

2.88 < y < 3.8 

h h 
0.07699  0.0010 

0.01733  0.0004 

0.O1577  0.0004 

a a 

0.1644 3 

0.2044  0.007 

0.1511 8 

X2/ndf f 

5,8/2 2 

11/2 2 

1.5/2 2 

—ooo <y < oo 

fo fo 
0.3366  0.002 

0.1855 2 

0.05500  0.0008 

a a 

0.1488  0.002 

0.1499 2 

0.1433  0.004 

xV»df f 
51/2 2 

96/2 2 

8.3/2 2 

Ihbl ee 73. Parameters of the fit of (7.3) to the average multiplicity in FRTUOF. 

Thee results in table 7.3 show that there iss a difference in nuclear dependence between the full 
rapidityy range and the selected window. Figure 7.8(a) shows the average rapidity as a function of 
A.A. The average rapidity for A production shifts much more rapidly with A than that of K^ and 
AA production. 

Inn order to understand this behaviour we have divided the A production in three contributions. 
Thee first is the 'central production' which we have assumed to be equal to the A production. 
Afterr subtracting the central production, we have divided the remaining events in target-like and 
projectile-likee A for rapidities below and above mid-rapidity respectively. The three contributions 
aree shown as a function of A in figure 7.8(b). As expected, rae projectile-like production is 
(practically)) independent of A The target-like contribution grows as J 4 M I , which is significantly 
smallerr than the naively expected Al&. The fact that the total production grows approximately 
ass that for A and K% must be a coincidence. 

7.66 Experimental Results 

Thee data sample used for this analysis is divided over several runs with significantly varying 
beamm conditions. The runs and the V"0 yields are listed in table B.2 in appendix B. Figure 7.9(a) 
showss the average number of reconstructed iff —• ir+n~ decays per interaction for all runs used 
inn the analysis. Runs with a large fraction of coasting beam have a large systematic uncertainty 
onn the luminosity (see (6.15)), but agree well with the other runs. The stability of the A over K% 
ratio,, which does not depend on the luminosity determination, is significantly better. 

Thee average multiplicities have been combined for each target material and corrected with 
thee reconstruction efficiency. The results are shown in table 7.5. A systematic uncertainty of 5 % 
arisingg from the dependence on the V° selection criteria and a 10 % uncertainty in the reconstruc-

4Thee correction factor (7*2) assumes a scaling of the efficiency with the average number of segments, which 
iss not necessarily correct A better result might have been obtained by a convolution of (7.1) with the segment 
multiplicityy distribution. 

A A 

A A 

2.88 < y < 3.8 

fo fo 
0.09100  0.0010 

0.02077 5 

0.018500 4 

P-P-
Q.2744  0.012 

0.4466  0.04 

0.2355  0.02 

xVwtf f 
1.9/2 2 

3.9/2 2 

0.04/2 2 

—ooo < y < oo 

fo fo 
0.3955 2 

0,2177 2 

0.06444  0.0008 

(J-(J-

0.2266  0.005 

0.2299 6 

0.2122  0.0011 

xVndf f 
8.5/2 2 

29/2 2 

0.31/2 2 

Tfcbtee 7.4. Parameters of the fit of (7.4) to the average multiplicity in FRITIOF. 
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Figuree 7.8. Average rapidity of K% and A (a) and different contributions to A production (b) versus the 
targett material in FRITIOF. A fit to the function y(A) = \fyAa has been superimposed. 

tionn efficiency have not yet been included. The results can directly be compared to the FRITIOF 
predictionss (table 7.2). We conclude that the Kg and A yields are significantly smaller in the 
dataa than in the simulation, while the A yield is close to the FRITIOF prediction for all target 
materials. . 

Thee results of a fit to the parameterisation (7.3) are shown in table 7.6. For Kg production the 
parameterr a is significantly smaller in the data than in FRITIOF, while for A and A production 
aa agrees within the large uncertainties. 

Ml l 

(a) ) 

500 100 200 
atomicc mass [au] 

(b) ) 

500 100 200 
atomicc mass [au] 

Figuree 7.9. (a) Number of reconstructed K^ per interaction versus the target material, (b) Number of 
reconstructedd A per reconstructed K®. The open circles denote runs with a large fraction of coasting 
beam.. In order to make the difference between the runs visible, the mass of me target material has been 
slighdyy varied around the real mass. 
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target t 

C C 

Al l 

Ti i 

C C 

Al l 

Ti i 

W W 

* ? ? A A A A 

2.88 < y < 3-8 

0.0988 4 

0.0955 0 

0.1177 5 

0.1199 8 

0.0311  0.003 

0,0444  0.007 

0.0433 5 

0.0499  Q.006 

0.01588 8 

0.0155 3 

0.0244 3 

0.0266 4 

-ooo < y < oo 

0.4033 3 

0.388 4 

0.4700 7 

0.500 3 

0.288  0.02 

0.311 4 

0.333  0.03 

0.411  0.05 

0.0500 5 

0.0577 0 

0.0711 9 

0.0833 2 

Tablee 7.5. Average multiplicity after correction for the reconstruction efficiency, for the selected rapidity 
rangee yo— l <y <y& (top) and extrapolated to the full phase space (bottom). 

Sincee the Al and W data are systematically below the fit curve for all three signals, we suspect 
thatt the uncertainty due to coasting beam is not sufficiently under control. Therefore, we also 
performedd the fit using only runs with less than 10 % coasting beam, which excludes the Al and 
WW data. Table 7,7 shows the corresponding result (With only two data points left the %2 cannot 
bee used as a test aid has been omitted from the table.) The results are compatible with those 
inn table 7.6, although we should note that the uncertainties are strongly correlated. For the final 
resultss on the multiplicity we have used the results from table 7,6, but added the difference with 
thee results in table 7.7 as a systematic uncertainty. 

Inn addition to thé parameterisatkm (7.3) we also performed a fit of thé data to (7.4). The 
obtainedd values for /o differ by less than half a standard deviation from the results with (7.3), but 
thee x2 values are slightly worse. We have absorbed the difference in the systematic uncertainty. 

Usingg the parameterisation of the inelastic cross section [136,139], 

a i a dd = (43.55  0.40) A  [mb] (7.5) 

wee obtain the cross section per nucleon directly from the multiplicity per nucleon fQ. The results 
aree shown in table 7.8. All uncertainties have been combined. 

Figuree 7.10 shows the total cross section measured in fixed target experiments and at the 
ISRR as a function of y/s. The measurements and references can also he found in table B.3 in the 
appendix.. Our measurement is shown in filled symbols. To the cross sections a fit was performed 

A A 

A A 

2.88 < y < 3.8 

h h 
0.0788 7 

0.0222 4 

0.00944 4 

a a 

0.0866 4 

0.177 5 

0.200 7 

X2/ndf f 

3.8/2 2 

1.5/2 2 

2.1/2 2 

- coo < y < oo 

h h 
0.333 3 

0.199 3 

0.0311 7 

a a 

0.0877 3 

0.1422  0.05 

0.1999  0.06 

X2/ndf f 

3.2/2 2 

0.02/2 2 

0.47/2 2 

Tablee 7.6. Parameters of the fit of (7.3) to the measured average multiplicities. 
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A A 

A A 

2.88 < y < 3.8 

h h 
0.0711 9 

0.0188 5 

0.00744  0.0026 

a a 

0.133 4 

0 0 

0.300 3 

—cxii <y <oo 

fo fo 
0.311 3 

0.200 5 

0.0266 9 

a a 

0.111 3 

0.133 8 

0.266 1 

Tablee 7,7. ^-dependence of the average yield per interaction in the selected rapidity range (top) and after 
thee extrapolation (bottom), omitting die Al and W runs. 

off the parameterisation 
tr{a)tr{a) = <r0(3-mo)* (7.6) 

wheree cr0 and fi are free parameters and mo is the mass threshold which wasfixed to 2mp + 2mK 

forr the K® data, to mp + mA + mK for the A data and to 2mp + 2m\ for the A data. The x2 of the 
fitsfits (not shown) are not very satisfactory, which is at least partially explained by the significant 
scatteringg of the data points, even at comparable yfs. Our results (which were not used in the fit) 
agreee well with the other results, although the A yield is slightly high. This is not surprising since 
thee extrapolation to the full phase space is sensitive to a correct simulation of the contribution 
fromm target- and projectile fragmentation. We did not study how other experiments performed 
thee extrapolation. 

Ass a comparison we have performed a fit to the ^/s dependence predicted by the fire-ball 
modell [140], 

cr(s)cr(s) = cr0 (y/s-Arrip-TWO) (7-7) 

(withh mo as defined above), but this led to significantly worse x2 values. 

7.77 Summary 
Wee have presented an analysis of the K°, A and A cross section at Hera-fi. The main systematic 
uncertaintiess are in the determination of the luminosity and in the reconstruction efficiency. The 
formerr suffers from uncertainties in runs with a large fraction Of coasting beam; the latter from 
differencess in data and Monte Carlo, especially in the occupancy in the outer tracker. 

Thee average multiplicity for A agrees well with the FRTTIOF prediction for all target mate
rials.. However, the average multiplicity for K® and A falls below the prediction. The measured 
inclusivee cross sections agree well with an interpolation of results from previous experiments. 

* ? ? 
A A 

A A 

da/dy\da/dy\y=yoy=yo [mb] 

3.55  0.6 

0.944  0.30 

0.411  0-15 

<7tott [mb] 

14.11  2.1 

8.44  1.6 

1.33 4 

Tablee 7.8. Differential cross section per nucleon at mid-rapidity and integrated cross section per nucleon 
forr i ^ , A and A. 
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\fss [GeV] 

Figuree 7.10. Integrated cross section for K%, A and A production versus \/s. This measurement is 
shownn in filled symbols. The curve for A production is constrained by measurements which fall below the 
minimumm cross section shown in the graph. 
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Chapterr  8 

Massivee Dielectron Production 

Wee present a study of massive dielectron production in 920 GeV p-C and p-Ti colli
sions.. The results include upper limits for the Drejl-Yan and T cross sections and a 
measurementt of the cross section ratio of •$' and 3 ftp. 

8.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter we report on a study of high mass electron pairs including a measurement of 
thee T cross section in pA collisions. The statistics collected in the 20000 run is not sufficient to 
contributee significantly to our knowledge of the cross section. However, if the short duration 
off the data tatting period and the poor performance of the trigger are taken into account, the 
extractedd upper limits for the cross section of T and the physical Drell-Yan background — which 
aree compatible with published cross section data — allow us to project the performance of Hera-B 
forr these kind of measurements after the upgrade of the year 2001. 

Thee data sample comprises roughly two million triggered events, corresponding to a 'live' 
timee of the experiment of approximately 10 days in July and August 2000. Carbon and titanium 
targetss were used and events were selected both with a dielectron and a dimuon trigger. Although, 
thee purity of the dimuon sample exceeds that of the electron sample by an order of magnitude, 
thee muon trigger was only in use for part of the data taking and the efficiency for T in the muon 
triggerr was more than a factor of two smaller than in the dielectron trigger1. Consequently, the 
muonn channel has not been used for this analysis. 

8.22 Measurement method 

Tablee 8.1 shows the mass, the dimuon branching ratio and the pN production cross section of 
thee T(1S), T(2S) and T(3S) resonances [14, 141]. Due to radiation losses in the detector the 
momentumm resolution for electrons is not sufficient to separate these states. Consequently, we 

11 In order to reduce the ghost rate of the muon trigger, muon candidates with  > 2.5 GeV/c were not accepted. 
Thiss affects the J/it —* n+ti~ efficiency much less than the T —* ft+ft~~ efficiency. 
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shalll present an integrated measurement of the cross section times the branching fraction, 

<7PN{Y<7PN{Y - * e+e ) = 

Bp*(T(lS)) -» e+e- ) + apN(T(2$) 

(8.1) ) 
e+e"" ) + apN(T{3S) e^e e^e ) ) 

wheree we defined <rpAr(T —' e+e~ ) = Br(T —• e+e~ ) x crp^(T). For the estimates of trigger 
andd reconstruction efficiency of the T signal we have only simulated T(1S) decays. A correction 
forr the excited states will be estimated separately. 

state e 

T(1S) ) 

T(2S) ) 

T(3S) ) 

masss [GeV] 

9.46 6 

10.02 2 

10.36 6 

Br(/^V ) ) 
(2.488 % 

(1.311 % 

(1.811 % 

Br-dor/da** |M=a0[pb] 

3.00 2 

0.866 4 

0.411  0.10 

Tablee 8.1. Mass and branching ratio to leptons as quoted by the Particle Data Group [14] and the differen
tiall production cross section per nucleon at a$ = 0 measured by E605 in 800GeV/ep-Cu collisions [141 J. 

Inn order to minimise the systematic uncertainties related to detector and trigger efficiencies 
andd to circumvent the non-trivial luminosity determination, the T cross section is measured 
relativee to the J / ^ cross section. The measurement of the cross section can then be expressed as 

<V(T- *e + ee ) = 
ctot t 

- — -- T S T *PN9/IP +---e^e e (8.2) ) 

InIn this equation nr/nj/$ is the ratio of the numbers of observed decays and eJj/^/ex is the ratio 
off the total selection efficiencies. 

Inn appendix C a brief account is given of existing measurements of thee 3 ftp cross section and 
thee nuclear dependence. The latter is within the current experimental errors the same for 3fip 
andd T production. The reference value we obtain for the J/ty cross section per nucleón times the 
branchingg ratio to e+e~ is 

<tyv(J/## -» e+e" ) = 21.1 8 [nb/nucleon] (8-3) ) 

Evidently,, the analysis consists of two steps, namely die deteraünation of the relative selec
tionn efficiency and die counting of the number of 3 ftp —* e+e~ and T —»• e+e~ events. The 
totall selection efficiency e™ can be factorised into the trigger efficiency e^8, the reconstruction 
efficiencyy e™0 and the efficiency of die electron identification e&A. The selection efficiencies and 
thee observed yields are discussed in sections 8.6 through 8.9, First, we present the run selection 
criteria,, the Monte Carlo generation and electron reconstruction. 

8.33 Data sample and quality checks 
Thee data used for this analysis were accumulated during a commissioning phase and experi
mentall conditions were unstable. We assume that most of the arising systematic effects cancel 
inn the ratio of the selection efficiency of T and 3/ip. However, in order to eliminate the most 
questionablee runs, a simple data quality selection was applied. 



8.33 Data sample and quality checks 

Apartt from the triggered events all runs contain about 20 % minimum bias events.2 The run 
selectionn was based on the average response per minimum bias event in calorimeter and vertex 
detector.. The response was normalised with die target hodoscope interaction rate. Figure 8.1(a) 
showss the calorimeter response for triggered events and for minimum bias events. At the de
faultt interaction rate of 5 MHz the minimum bias events are dominated by events without an 
interaction.. The trigger introduces a bias in die average calorimeter response.3 
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Totall energy in ECAL [GeV] 
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Figuree 8 
eventss in 

(b) ) 

,1.. Response distribution in ECAL for run 16665 (a) and the average response in minimum bias 
ECALL and VDS for all runs in die sample (b). The box indicates me selection. 

Figuree 8.1(b) shows me response in the calorimeter versus die response in die vertex detector 
forr all runs in the data sample. Some runs clearly show an enhanced occupancy in the vertex 
detectorr which can be attributed to problems in the readout chip. Other runs have a relatively 
smalll response in the ECAL which is due to malfunctioning readout boards. Runs outside the 
squaree box were excluded from the analysis. 

AA further run selection was performed by monitoring the bunch structure, i.e. the distribution 
off interactions over the 220 bunch crossing slots. An example of a nominal bunch structure 
iss shown in figure 8.2(a). One clearly identifies the empty slots and the rate is approximately 
equallyy shared between all filled bunch slots. 

Ass explained in chapter 6 there are runs with a large fraction of 'unbunched' protons, so 
calledd coasting beam. An example of the corresponding bunch structure is shown in figure 8.2(b). 
Typicall values of the fraction of interactions due to unbunched protons are between a few and ten 
percent.. The reconstruction efficiency for interactions with unbunched protons is smaller than for 
nominall interactions due to the fact that the time of the interactions deviates from the nominal 
interactionn time. The ratio of reconstructed 3/ip to T yield is not expected to be sensitive to 
coastingg beam. Consequently, only runs witii an exceptionally large fraction of coasting beam, 
abovee 20 %, were excluded from the analysis. 

2Minimumm bias or 'zero' bias events are selected at a random proton bunchcrossing. 
'Thee 'two-particle' trigger scales the charged particle multiplicity distribution approximately as P(n) 

l)F(n). . 
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Figuree 8.2. The average number of VDS segments per event per bunch, for a nominal run (a), a run with 
significantt fraction of coasting beam (b) and for large bunch-to-bunch fluctuations (c). 

Finally,, there are runs in which the total interaction rate gets a significant contribution from 
onlyy a few proton bunches, as shown in figure 8.2(c). The ratio of J/t/> and T selection efficien
ciess is not expected to be sensitive to an unequal bunch contribution. However, since busy events 
contributee more to the combinatorial background, a selection on the maximum interaction rate 
perper bunch is applied: If in a particular run, a bunch contains on average more than one interaction 
perr event (assuming Poisson distributed interactions), events from that bunch are excluded. The 
measurementt of the interaction rate is described in chapter 6, section 6.4. 

Tablee 8.2 lists the number of events selected for this analysis. A distinction is made between 
runss with a carbon target and runs with both a carbon and a titanium target. 

8.44 Monte Carlo simulation 

Thee selection efficiencies for J/ii) and T are determined with a Monte Carlo simulation based 
onn the PYTHIA [142] and FRITIOF [119] event generators and the GEANT [120] detector sim
ulationn tool. Proton-nucleus interactions are generated in FRITIOF. However, hard scattering 
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runs s 

eventss on tape 
dielectronn triggers 

electronn pairs 

C C 

15713-16670 0 

2,280,567 7 
791,444 4 

453,341 1 

C+Ti i 

16674-17071 1 

2,200,895 5 
679,948 8 

312,466 6 

TableTable 8*2. Number of events processed for this analysis. The row labelled 'electron pairs' refers to the 
numberr of triggered events withh two tracks confirmed by the off-line reconstruction. 

inn FRITIOF is restricted to 'Rutherford parton scattering*, i.e. elastic scattering of the type 
9999 —• 99. or q%q2 —* q\q2 , excluding processes like gg —* g —* qq. Consequently, heavy flavour 
productionn cannot be simulated in FRTTIOF and must be performed with PYTHIA. The latter, in 
turn,, deals only with proton-proton initial states. 

InIn Hera-B the two generators are merged in a pragmatic way: The desired hard scattering 
processs is generated in PYTHIA, the energyy and momentum of the hadrons containing the heavy 
quarkss are subtracted from the proton energy and subsequently FRTTIOF is called to simulated 
théé 'underlying' proton-nucleus interaction. Obviously, correlations from the fragmentation of 
thee heavy quark jet are completely lost. 

InIn PYTHIA the quarkonium systems are produced by graon-gluon fusion with a quarkonium 
andd one gluon in the final state. The short distance process requires a cut-off in  Furthermore, 
thee direct two-to-one production of two partons fusing into a quarkonium meson via a gluonic 
intermediatee state is not simulated by PYTHIA. As a consequence, the shapes of inclusive spectra 
forr charmonium or bottomonturn states are strongly distorted at small transverse momenta. 

inn order to obtain the correct kinematic distributions generated events are simply weighted 
inn bins of $p and  such as to reproduce experimental results obtained at a comparable cms 
energy.. Measurements by E789 [143] were used as a reference for the 3/-tff production, whereas 
forr T production measurements from E605 [141] and E772 [144] were combined. All three 
experimentss used a 800 GeV proton beam in a fixed target setup at FNAL. A recent Hera-5 
measurementt of the kinematic distribution for 3/tjj production in the muon channel is in good 
agreementt with thé FNAL results [145]. 

Generatedd events are processed by GEANT with a detailed description of the Hera-B detector, 
includingg dead channel maps and realistic detector efficiencies and resolutions. In order to sim
ulatee the underlying background from multiple interactions, the hard scattering events are mixed 
withh a Poisson distributed number of inelastic interactions, An overview of the comparison of 
mee simulation with the data for inelastic interactions is reported in chapter 6. 

8.55 Intermezzo: electron reconstruction 

8*5.11 Track and duster  reconstruction 

Forr the identification and reconstruction of electrons the Hera-fl detector contains an electromag
neticc calorimeter (ECAL) consisting of tungsten and lead absorbers sandwiched between active 
layerss of scintillator material. There are a total of 6000 photo-multipliers in three lateral sections 
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withh different granularity, the inner, middle and outer ECAL (figure 8.3). In the 2000 run only 
thee inner and middle ECAL were fully equipped with readout and trigger electronics. 

Middl ee ECAL 
5322 modules 
21288 channels 

Innerr  ECAL 
844 modules 
21000 channels 

Outerr  ECAL 
17288 modules 
17288 channels 

Figuree 8.3. Schematic layout of the Hera-fi electromagnetic calorimeter. 

Ann electron deposits about 95 % of its energy in a region of 3 x 3 adjacent cells, the cen
trall cell containing on average 70 % of the total energy (figure 8.4) . The calorimeter shower 
reconstructionn is a based on such 3 x 3 clusters. 
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Figuree 8.4. Distributions of deposited energy over momentum (a) and of energy in the central cell (b) 
obtainedd in the calorimeter simulation. 

Fromm the reconstructed clusters electron candidates are selected if confirmed in the vertex 
detectorr and the main tracker. In the trigger the cluster is used as a track seed, which is then 
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propagatedd through the main tracker towards the vertex detector. In the off-line reconstruction 
thee charged tracks are reconstructed independently both in vertex detector and main tracker. The 
segmentss are combined to form long tracks by a procedure described in section 6.3.3. Sub
sequently,, the long tracks are extrapolated to the calorimeter and combined with reconstructed 
clusters. . 

4 4 
Axx [cm] 

Figuree 8.5. Difference in x and y coordinates of cluster and extrapolated track for inner and middle 
ECAL.. The Monte Carlo distributions were taken from the J/̂ > —» e+e~ simulation. Only events with 
twoo well identified electrons were considered. The arrows indicate the borders of the selected region. 

Figuree 8.5 shows the difference between the position of the cluster and the extrapolated track 
inn the x and y projections. Due to a poor alignment of the main tracker, the distributions in the 
dataa are about 20 % broader than in the simulation. The selection cuts applied for this analysis 
cann be found in table 8.3. 

section n 
windoww [cm] 

inner r 

1.2 2 

middle e 

3.0 0 

outer r 

6.0 0 

Tablee 8.3. Size of the window for the matching of clusters to charged tracks. (Horizontal and vertical size 
aree equal.) 

8.5.22 Bremsstrahlung recovery 

Forr kinetic energies above a few MeV energy loss of electrons in matter is dominated by the 
emissionn of electromagnetic radiation or bremsstrahlung. The energy loss per unit path length is 
proportionall to the energy, such that the expectation value for the energy after a traversed distance 
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xx can be expressed as an exponential, 

(E(x))(E(x)) = m e"x/A'° , (8.4) ) 

wheree X0 is the material dependent radiation length and Ei is the initial energy. Bethe and 
Heitler[146]] derived for the distribution of thee 'survival' energy Ej, 

f(EffEi)f(EffEi) = 
T(t/log(2)) T(t/log(2)) 

(8.5) ) 

wheree t = x/X0 is the number of traversed radiation lengths. Figure 8.6 shows the GEANT dis
tributionn of Ef/Ei for electrons traversing the Hera-B detector from the target up to the magnet. 
AA fit to (8.5) is superimposed. (In GEANT some improvements to the Bethe-Heitler distribution 
aree applied but they are of minor importance.) 

100 -

ll r 

Meann = 0.863 

x/X0(fit)) = 0.150 2 

0.2 2 0.4 4 0.66 0.8 I 
E,/Eii (vds) 

Figuree 8.6. Fractional 'survival' energy Ef/E{ for electrons up to the magnet. A fit to the Bethe-Heitler 
distributionn is superimposed. 

AA bremsstrahlung photon with sufficient energy deposits its energy in the calorimeter. The 
angularr distribution of the photon is sharply peaked along the flight direction of the electron. For 
practicall purposes it makes sense to divide the material in which the bremsstrahlung is emitted 
inn three sections. Photons emitted downstream of the magnet (2 > 680 cm) deposit their energy 
mostlyy in the same calorimeter cell as the electron. We label the x-coordinate of this point at the 
ECALL by .rc. To a good approximation the total deposited energy at xc is equal to the energy of 
thee electron just downstream of the magnet. 

Photonss emitted upstream of the magnet (z < 230 cm) deposit their energy where the electron 
wouldd go if no bending in the magnetic field occurred. We shall label the x-coordinate of this 
pointt by ;r0. It can easily be determined if the electron trajectory is reconstructed in the vertex 
detector.. Finally, photons emitted inside the magnet deposit their energy in between xc and x0. 
Tablee 8.4 lists the average energy loss and the number of radiation lengths in the three defined 
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name e 

upstreamm magnet 
insidee magnet 
downstreamm magnet 

11 - (Ej/Ei) 
0.137(2) ) 

0.177(2) ) 

0.451(2) ) 

x/Xx/X0 0 

0.147(2) ) 
0.195(2) ) 
0.600(2) ) 

P{lossP{loss > 1 GeV) 

0.472(1) ) 
0.506(1) ) 
0.832(1) ) 

Tablee 8.4. Average remaining energy fraction, radiation length and probability to emit at least one photon 
withh energy exceeding 1 GeV in front of, inside and behind the magnetic field. Numbers in brackets 
indicatee the uncertainty in die last digit. 

sections.. The table also shows the probability to radiate at least one photon with energy above 
11 GeV which is the threshold for detection in the calorimeter. 

Too a good approximation the total deflection of a charged particle in the magnet as observed 
att the z position of the calorimeter is described by 

XXcc — XQ 
5700 [cm GeV/c] 

QPa QPa 
(8.6) ) 

wheree pxz is the momentum component in the xz plane and q = 1 is the charge. Figure 8.7 
showss the distribution of the ar-coordinate of the bremsstrahlung cluster relative to x0 as obtained 
fromm GEANT and for electrons from 3/ij; —» e+e~~ . The distance has been normalised with 
l/pl/pxzxz,, taken at the end of the vertex detector. The photons have been weighted with their energy, 
suchh that the plot in fact shows the average energy deposition in the calorimeter by bremsstrah
lungg photons from electrons from 3/ijj. 
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Figuree 8.7. Average energy deposited by bremsstrahlung as a function of die distance to the straight-line 
extrapolationn through the magnet (see text). 

Photonss emitted upstream of the magnet are sharply concentrated around xQ. Photons emitted 
downstreamm of the magnet are roughly centred around 0 cm GeV/c. Due to energy loss inside 
thee magnet the momentum used to normalise the distance can be overestimated which leads to a 
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largee tail on one side of the peak. The structure in the distribution for photons emitted inside the 
magnett reveals the presence of the different magnet stations. 

Thee bremsstrahlung energy lost by the lectron is measured by collecting all calorimeter clus
terss with rr-position between x0 and xc and y-position close to yo. The reconstructed momentum 
iss corrected according to 

.. „ T- — V 

(8.7) ) 

wheree i runs over all clusters, É, is the energy of cluster i and x* its ^-coordinate. 
Inn addition, the bremsstrahlung recovery procedure can serve as an identification tool for 

electronss since radiation loss for more massive particles is negligible. Figure 8.8 shows the dis
tributionn of Ax = Xi—xo and Ay = yi — y0 for combination of clusters and electron candidates. 
Clearr signals can be observed. The distribution in Ax is asymmetric due to a contribution from 
bremsstrahlungg inside the magnet. The (absolutely normalised) background has been estimated 
withh a procedure called fake bremsstrahlung assignment: It is the distribution of clusters associ
atedd to tracks by mirroring the calorimeter in the y axis. 

Inn the next paragraph we shall estimate the E/p resolution of electrons identified with brems
strahlung.. In order to reduce the background, we only count bremsstrahlung clusters that have 
beenn emitted upstream of the magnet, i.e. weallow only clusters with Xi — x0 close to zero. The 
selectionn in Ax- and Ay is equal to that for the track-charged cluster matching (table 8.3). 
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Figuree 8.8. Distributions of Ax (a) and Ay (b) for the closest cluster to extrapolated VDS segments 
correspondingg to electron triggers. 

Thee trigger efficiency for J/i> —* e+e~ is very sensitive to the energy loss of electrons, es
peciallyy in front of and inside the magnet. Consequently, triggered events are characterised by a 
relativelyy small energy loss. For example, the momentum resolution of triggered electrons from 
J / 00 is better than for non-triggered electrons, whereas the efficiency of the bremsstrahlung iden
tificationn is smaller. Since the energyy of electrons from T decay is much farther above the trigger 
threshold,, these effects are smaller for T than for J/V>. 
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8.5.33 Identification by E/p 

Figuree 8.9(a) shows the E/p distribution for triggered electron candidates. A clear electron signal 
cannott be observed, since most of the electron candidates are in fact hadrons. Since the trigger 
specificallyy selects particles with a large energy deposition, the E/p for selected hadrons is on 
averagee much closer to unity than for an 'unbiased' sample. 

Figuree 8.9. Distribution of E/p for triggered electron candidates (a) and for candidates identified by a 
bremsstrahlungg photon (b). The hatched histogram in (b) represent the estimated background from fake 
bremsstrahlungg assignment. The Monte Carlo distribution was taken from the J /^ —> &e~ simulation. 

Figuree 8.9(b) shows the E/p distribution of electron candidates that have been identified by 
bremsstrahlung.. The hadronic background is suppressed and the remaining background can be 
estimatedd with the fake bremsstrahlung assignment. The E/p resolution is significantly worse 
inn data than in Monte Carlo. The calorimeter suffered from significant pickup noise in the 2000 
run,, which degraded the energy resolution. 

Figuree 8.10 shows the mean and the width of the E/p distribution versus die (inverse) mo
mentumm for electrons identified by bremsstrahlung. In the data a rather strong momentum de
pendencee is observed. Since the electrons from the T —> e+e~ decay have momenta typically 
threee times larger than those from the Sfip —> e+e~ it is necessary to correct for the dependence. 
Wee have parameterised the effect as 

E E 

V V 
EE a 
-- + - + b 
pp p 

(8.8) ) 

andd determined the parameter a and b for inner and middle ECAL such that the mean of the E/p 
distributionn becomes momentum independent and equal to unity. In the Monte Carlo the mean 
E/pE/p is momentum independent but a small constant correction must be applied. The parameters 
andd the overall E/p resolution can be found in table 8.5. 
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mean n 

Chi2/ndff = 10.91/14 
pOO =0.9419-0.003105 
pii =1.053^0.09916 

0.01 1 0.02 2 0.03 3 0.044 0.05 
1/pp [c/GeV] 

1.1 1 

1.05--

0.955 -

0 . 9 --

Chi2/ncfll = 5.227 MO 
pOO = 0.955 i 0.006876 
p11 =0.4341 -0.1726 

. . 

o.oi i 0.02 2 0.03 3 0.044 0.05 
1/pp [c/GeV] 

resolution n 

0.01 1 0.02 2 0.03 3 0.044 0.05 
1/pp [c/GeVl 

Figuree 8.10. Mean and width of the E/p distribution as a function of the inverse momentum for inner and 
middlee ECAL. A fit to a polynomial of degree one is superimposed. 

8.66 Trigger simulation 

8.6.11 Trigger setup 

Thee dielectron trigger applied during the 2000 run consists of the ECAL /?re-trigger and the 
secondd level trigger and differs considerably from the 'design' setup presented in chapter 2. In. 
particular,, the first level trigger tracking was not operational in the 2000 run. 

Thee first trigger step is the reconstruction of calorimeter showers by the ECAL pre-trigger 
boards.. Each board covers a specific region in the calorimeter. The board identifies cluster 
seedss by searching for cells with a local energy maximum and a deposited transverse energy 
E?E? > 0.5 GeV. Subsequently, the total transverse energy and position of the cluster are calculated 
byy combining the cell with its 4 nearest neighbours. If ET > 1 GeV, a pre-trigger message is 
sentt to the FLT 'decision unit', the TDU. Events are accepted by the FLT if there are at least two 
pre-triggerr messages. The output rate of the FLT is approximately 10 kHz. 

Eventss from the FLT are processed by the second level trigger (SLT). Because the FLT track
ingg trigger was not in operation a simplified FLT emulation (FLT-E) is applied prior to the default 
SLTT tracking algorithm. As part of the FLT-E the standard (off-line) calorimeter reconstruction 
wass performed, selecting clusters ET > 1 GeV. For any combination of two selected clusters an 
invariantt mass, dubbed the FLT-E mass TOFLT-E»

 i s calculated by substituting the reconstructed 
energyy for the momentum, assuming a constant pxz kick in the magnet and assigning the positive 
chargee to the cluster with the larger .r-coordinate. Any pair with mFLT-E > 2 GeV/c2 is accepted. 

Thee Er distribution of triggered clusters as obtained after reprocessing the data is shown 
inn figure 8.11(a). The calorimeter calibration has been modified between the time that the data 
wass taken and the time of the reprocessing resulting in a dilution of the trigger threshold. In 
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innerr (data) 

middlee (data) 

innerr (MC) 
middlee (MC) 

aa [GeV/cj 

-1.133 0 

-0.577  0.17 

— — 

6 6 
0.0633  0.003 
0.0511  0.007 

0.0344  0.002 

0.0277 2 

(7 7 

0.1011  0.002 
0.0844  0.002 

0.06255  0.0012 
0.05600  0.0010 

'Bibl ee 8.5. Parameters for momentum correction on E/p and average resolution in inner and middle 
calorimeterr for data and simulation. 

figurefigure 8.11(b) the reconstructed FLT-E mass distribution is shown. The trigger threshold is well 
visiblee as is the dilution due to re-calibration. 

Thee FLT-E clusters are used as track seeds for the SLT tracking algorithm. The seeds are 
followedd through the outer tracker chambers downstream of the magnet. With a momentum 
estimatedd from the deflection in the magnet a region of interest in the vertex detector is defined 
andd the track is followed through all vertex detector planes. If enough hits are found for both 
tracks,, the event is accepted by the SLT. The output rate of the SLT is approximately 20 Hz and 
noo further online event selection is applied. 

8.6.22 TH^er  efficiency 

Thee trigger efficiency was determined by applying the trigger algorithms to simulated dam. The 
hardwaree of the pre-trigger and FLT were implemented in a bit-wise simulation. A detailed com
parisonn of the simulation and the hardware can be found in [147, 75]. The SLT algorithm could 
bee directly applied on the simulated data, even without changing the executable. An overview of 
thee SLT performance can be found in [148]. 

Detailedd maps of dead regions in calorimeter, main tracker and vertex detector were used to 
simulatee the performance of the detector4. Approximately 100k J/-0 —• e+e~ events and 10k 
TT -* e+e~ events were analysed. Table 8.6 lists the pre-trigger efficiency and the total trigger 
efficiencyy for the 3/ip —> e+e~ and T —> e+e~ decays. 

Becausee of its lower mass the efficiency for 3/-0 is more sensitive to the transverse energy 
cutt applied in the pre-trigger. An important reduction in the T efficiency is caused by the charge 
assignmentt in the FLT-E: Since the electrons from the T —» e+e~ decay are relatively energetic, 
bendingg in the magnetic field is small and the charge assignment based on the position of the 
trackk in the calorimeter is practically random. 

Polarisation n 

Inn the decay of quarkonia simulated in the event generator no account is taken of the spin of the 
quarkoniumm resonance, i.e. the decay is isotropic. Since the trigger acceptance of the electron 
pairr depends on the momentum asymmetry, the polarisation of J / ^ and T, discussed in sec
tionn 1.4.4, leads to a systematic uncertainty. Previous measurements indicate that at the Hera-iS 
energyy the J/V> are essentially unpolarised. A recent measurement by E866 (figure 1.7) shows 

'Runn 16665 was used as a reference. 
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triggertrigger threshold 
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Figuree 8.11. Transverse energy distribution (a) and FLT-E mass distribution (b) obtained after reprocess
ingg the data. 

thatt T(1S) is unpolarised forp  < 2GeV/c, whereas T(2S) and T(3S) have a complete trans
versee polarisation for all  [38]. Using the E605 measurement of the cross section ratio of 
T(2SS + 3S)/T(1S) & 0.40, we obtain an average polarisation of fi w 0.3 in the Collins-Soper 
frame.. (See equation (1.21) for the definition of /?.) 

Ass can be seen in table 8.7 a polarisation of $ = 0.3 reduces the trigger efficiency for 
XX _• e+e~ by approximately 7%. Therefore, we shall use this value for the efficiency ratio 
calculation.. To account for the uncertainty in the effect of polarisation a 3.5 % systematic uncer
taintyy is added to the efficiency ratio. 

Systematicc uncertainties 

Thee kinematic distributions of J/V> and T in the Monte Carlo have been tuned such that they 
aree consistent with those measured in the FNAL 800 GeV fixed target experiments. Via ex
plicitt comparison of different models for .J/i> production, the uncertainty in the J/ij) —» e+e~ 
triggerr efficiency due to uncertainties in the kinematic distributions has been estimated to be at 
mostt 6 % [76]. No analysis of such kind has been performed for the T -* e+e~ efficiency. How
ever,, due to the smaller impact of the transverse energy cut we can expect the model dependence 
too be smaller than for J/ip —» e+e~ . Consequently, we assign a contribution to the systematic 
uncertaintyy in the efficiency ratio of 6 %. 

Uncertaintiess in the calibration of the calorimeter are significant for the ratio of the trigger 
efficiencyy due to the difference in sensitivity to the transverse energy cut. We have assumed that 
thee effect of miscalibration can be approximated by smearing the transverse energy distribution 
byy a Gaussian before applying the trigger selection. An estimated miscalibration of 10 % then 
amountss to an increase in the trigger efficiency ratio of T —• e+e~ to J/V' —• e+e~ of 3 % which 
iss included as a systematic uncertainty. 

Thee uncertainty in the correct simulation of dead regions in the detector can be expected to 
havee a small effect on the trigger efficiency ratio since it enters the efficiency for J/<i' and T in 
approximatelyy the same way. An estimate of the uncertainty is obtained from the variation of the e 

22 5 

22 3 

'oo 2 
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pre-tr. . 

pre-tr.. -f FLT-E + SLT 

J/V"" —• e+e 
10-944 5 

1.788 6 

TT -> e+e-

45.88  0.6 

4.655  0.24 

Tablee 8.6, Simulated trigger efficiencies (in %) for J/0 -» e+e~ and T -+ e+e~ for the 2000 ran. 
Deadd channel maps and detector resolutions were obtained for run 16665. The quoted uncertainties are 
statisticall only. 

efficiencyy ratio if the dead regions are only partially taken into account and amounts to 4 %. 

Efficiencyy rati o 

Combiningg (he results above the ratio of trigger efficiencies used for this analysis is 

eing(" r r eTe e ) ) 
e^iJ/ipe^iJ/ip -f e+e" ) 

== 2.44  0.15stat  0.2Isys£ (8.9) ) 

Thee systematic uncertainty can be reduced by a better understanding of the kinematic distri
butionss of J/V and T and byy a more detailed monitoring of the detector status. Consequently, it 
doess not represent the mtrirïsic limitation of the experiment. The statistical uncertainty is domi
natedd by the limited Monte Carlo statistics for the T - > Ê V process. For the final calculation of 
thee cross section the statistical error from the Monte Carlo is treated as a systematic uncertainty. 

8.77 Track selection 

Forr the reconstruction of the J/ip —* e+e~ and T —• e+e" the default track reconstruction 
schemee is used (section 8.5 and chapter 6). The triggered electron candidates are selected from 
thee list of reconstructed tracks by the following procedure. 

Forr each FLT-E cluster the closest off-line reconstructed cluster with Er > 0.5 GeV is se
lectedd by using the position of the trigger cluster available in the SLT trigger message. The 
probabilityy to link a cluster to a trigger message is 95  2 %. Subsequently, for each cluster one 
longg track is selected. Priority is given to the track with the smallest VDS-main tracker matching 
X2.. The probability to identify a reconstructed track with a trigger message is 77  2%, the 
largee reduction being due to a significant ghost rate of the SLT tracking algorithm in the vertex 
detector. . 

Afterr the triggered tracks have been identified, the following selection is applied: 

•• the transverse energy of the cluster reconstructed in the calorimeter exceeds 1.0 GeV; 

•• the track is reconstructed in the main tracker with at least 10 hits; 

•• the distance between each track and the nearest target wire is smaller than 300 //m; 

•• the distance of closest approach between the two tracks is smaller than 300 /xm; 

•• the z-distance between the two-track vertex and the closest target is smaller than 5 mm. 
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polarisationn 0 

-1.0 0 

0.0 0 

0.3 3 

1.0 0 

J / $$ —*e+e 

2.400  0.08 

1.788 6 
1.688 6 

1.488  0.05 

TT -+ e+e~ 

6.344 2 

4.655  0.24 
4.344  0.22 

3.800  0.20 

Tablee 8.7. Trigger efficiency for J ftp -* e+e" and T —* e+e~ for different values of the polarisation in 
thee Collins-Soper frame. The uncertainties are statistical only and correlated 

Sincee the carbon and titanium wires are in different target stations, the last criterion ensures that 
wee can identify the target on Which the pair was created. 

Tablee 8.8 lists the estimated track selection efficiency for i/ifi —>• e+e~ and T —>• e+e~ . If 
possiblee we have tried to estimate the efficiency of the selection on data as well, using the Clean 
3/ip3/ip —• p+ii~ signal as a reference. The ratio of the track selection efficiencies for T —* e+e~ 
andd 3/ip —*• e+e~ is 

>(T T •er) •er) 
>(J/V; ; e^e e^e 

== 0-982  0.011 (8.10) ) 

8.88 Description of the invariant mass distributio n 
Figuree 8.12(a) shows the raw invariant mass distribution of electron candidate pairs selected with 
thee procedure described above. Without further particle identification, the 3/iff —• e+e~ signal 
cannott be separated from the background. For comparison the mass distribution obtained with 
thee dimuon trigger is shown in figure 8.12(b). The shape of the fj, "*>" distribution is mainly de
terminedd by the muon pL cut applied in the trigger. The muon trigger has a superior background 
rejectionn and even without further particle identification criteria several resonances can be seen. 

8.8.11 Shape of the signals in Monte Carlo simulations 
Figure8.13showstheinvariantmassdistributionofelectronsfromj/^^ —• e+e~ andT —• e+e~ 
decayss as reconstructed in the Monte Carlo simulation. Only events surviving the trigger simu-

reconstructed d 
ErEr > 1 GeV 
dwiree < 300//m 
OTRR confirmation 
dodo < 300/jm 
AzAz < 5mm 
total l 

J /00 -* e+e" (MC) 
0.9866  0.002 
0.9922  0.001 
0.9933  0.001 
0.9766 3 
0.9700  0.003 
0.9999  0.001 
0.9411  0.004 

Ï ^ Ê VV (MC) 
0.9811 6 
0.9922  0.004 
0.9866  0.005 
0.9666  0.008 
0.9966  0.003 

1.000^.02 2 

0.9244 0 

J/\t?J/\t? —»• /i+M~ (<lata) 

--
--

0.9844  0.003 

--
0.9844 3 
0.9922 2 

--

Tablee 8.8. Efficiency for the track and vertex selection described in the text. The selections are applied 
consecutively,, from top to bottom. 
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Figuree 8.12. Invariant mass distribution of selected trigger pairs for the data used for this analysis (a) and 
forr the muon triggered sample (b) before applying lepton identification cuts. 

lationn and track selection were analysed and a 3a cut on E/p was applied. As the energy loss 
off the electrons before and inside the magnet is only partially recovered, the distributions have 
aa large tail towards smaller invariant mass. The tail in the J/̂ > —* e + e - distribution is smaller 
thann for T —* e+e~ because of the trigger selection. 
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Figuree 8.13. Invariant mass distribution for the J/V> —» e+e" (a) and T —» e+e_ (b) processes obtained 
inn a Monte Carlo simulation. Only events surviving die trigger simulation and die track selection are 
shown.. A fit wim die distribution in equation (8.11) is superimposed. 

Thee observed mass distribution is a complicated function of the energy loss distribution and 
detectorr resolution. In reference [76] the following empirical formula is proposed to describe the 
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selection n 
Za{EjZa{EjVV) ) 

MEJP) MEJP) 
MElp) MElp) 
>> 1 BRI 

22 BRI 

J / ^^ —• e+e 

0.9266  0.004 
0.9255  0.004 
0.9222 6 
0.9322 0 
0.9411 0 

TT — e+e" 

0.9377 1 
0.9311  0.016 
0.9244 0 
0.9277  0.036 
0.9277  0.031 

Tablee S.9. Fit-efficiency for 3/tp -* e+e'~ andT —• e+e" for different electron identification selections. 
(Thee efficiency of the selection itself is discussed insection 8.9.) 

distribution, , 

dJV V 
dm m 

NNttJv Jv 
7r/22 + /?atan(mo//?CT) 

11 + (m-TTl QQ V forr m < rno 

éxpp [ - i (21vl£L)2] for m > mo 

(8.11) ) 

i.e.i.e. for masses above the central mass m0 the distribution is described by a Gaussian distribution 
andd for masses below m0 by a Breit-Wigner, 

Forr both the J/tfi and T distributions the maximum of the distribution is below the physical 
masss of the resonance. We have observed that in terms of this parameterisation the physical mass 
iss approximately given by5 

MM = mo + 0.45 j3a . (8.12) 

AA fit to the distribution in equation (8.11) with the substitution (8.12) is superimposed on the 
masss distributions in figure 8.13. The width Of the distribution cr scales approximately with the 
masss for both resonances. However, the radiation loss tail is more pronounced for the T -^ e+e~ 
distributionn as is expressed in the larger value of /3. 

Thee parameterisation in (8.11) has a long tail towards lower mass values, which does not 
necessarilyy describe the physical tail in the mass distribution. Consequently, a cut-off at 30a on 
thee left side of m0 was performed to count the number of events in the peak. The ratio of the 
integrall of (8.11) over [mo — 3/?er, oo] to the number of events that enters the histogram is treated 
ass an efficiency, dubbed the 'fit-efficiency'. Table 8.9 lists the fit-efficiency for a few different 
electronn identification selections.6 The efficiency is practically independent of the selection and 
equall for T and J ftp. 

3Thee factor 0.45 is amazingly close to y/2/ir. One could conclude that it is y/2/ir, both s/l and TT being very 
interestingg numbers [149]. It has been observed that twice the base of the Great Pyramid of Giza, divided by its 
height,, is approximately equal to n. This has convinced some people that it is equal to TT by design [ 150], while in 
factt simpler (though obviously less esoteric) explanations exist [IS 1]. 

6Thee notation of the electron identification selection is as follows: l3a(E/py means that both electrons have an 
EfpEfp at most 3tr from unity; '> lBRf means that at least one of the two electrons is identified by a bremsstrahlung 
photonn emitted upstream of the magnet. 
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8.8.22 Hard scattering processes with e+e final state 

Besidess the quarkonium resonances physical processes leading to high momentum leptons in the 
finalfinal state are Drell-Yan and open heavy quark production. Figure 8.14(a) shows the expected 
yieldd for Drell-Yan, cc —* DD —* e+e~X and 66 —> BB —*. e+e~X respectively, as a function 
off the dilepton invariant mass. The events were generated with PYTHIA. A simplified ('fast') 
triggerr acceptance was used, which resulted in a 3/il) —> e+e~ efficiency approximately a factor 
off 3 larger than in the full simulation. The difference can be understood from large inefficiencies 
inn the tracking detectors, the finite energy resolution of the ECAL and subtleties at the border of 
thee acceptance. We assume that these effects are equal for all backgrounds and for 3/ip such that 
wee can simply scale the results to the expected 3/ip yield. 

Forr the cc we assumed a cross section of 3 /zb and a branching ratio to e+e~ of (0.103)2 [14]. 
Forr the 66 contribution a cross section of 10 nb was taken. By using the fraction of 66 -* J/ipX 
inn the Monte Carlo sample and the measured branching ratio of 2.3% [152] an approximate 
normalisationn to the prompt 3/ij> cross section was obtained. For the Drell-Yan contribution a 
totall cross section for pairs with an invariant mass between 4.0 and 8.5GeV/c2 of 0.40 nb was 
usedd [57]. (We shall call this invariant mass range the Drell-Yan window.) Finally, the distribution 
wass normalised to a 3/ip —*• e+e~ yield of 104 events. 
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Figuree 8.14. (a) Expected yield for e+e_ pairs from Drell-Yan, open cc and open 66 production versus 
thee dilepton invariant mass. The distribution is normalised to an expected J/</> —• e+e~ yield of 104 

events,, (b) Trigger efficiency for Drell-Yan in the fast-simulation as a function of the invariant mass. As a 
referencee the values for T —» e+e~ and 3/ip —» e+e~ are shown as well. 

Applyingg a mass threshold of 2GeV/c2 we obtain a trigger efficiency for open cc^> e+e 
andd open 66 '-* e+e~ of approximately (3.2  0.5) • 10"4 and (1.0  0.2) • 10"2, respectively. The 
contributionn from open heavy quark production in the 3/tl> and T mass regions can be neglected. 

Thee background from the Drell-Yan process amounts to 3.9  0.3 events in the mass window 
fromm 8.5 — 10.5 GeV/c2. (We shall call this mass range the T mass window and justify its choice 
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laterr on.) The shape of the Drell-Yan distribution after the trigger simulation can he described by 

^^ = N0 <~ (8.13) 
dmm m3 

wheree a fit in the region 2.5 < m < 12 GéVfc* yields X =  0.39  0.03 (GeV/c)"1, 0 = 2.39
0.111 and Âo is normalisation constant. We shall use this function to estimate the Drell-Yan 
contributionn from the ob$erved invariant mass distribution. 

Figuree 8.14(b) shows the trigger-efficiency for Drell-Yan as a function of the dilepton invari
antt mass. As a reference the values for T —* e+e~ and J ftp —* e+e~ are shown as well, both 
forr the fast and the full simulation. Surprisingly, die efficiency for Drell-Yan falls a factor of 
twoo below that for J/tf» and T. We have found that in the PYTHIA simulation for leading order 
Drell-Yann pairs the average  is approximately a factor of two smaller than for quarkonium pro
duction.. Measurements indicate that the average  is in reality only 10-20 % smaller than for 
quarkoniumm [141], We estimate that the difference in the  distributions will at most contribute 
aa factor of 1.15  0.10 to the relative efficiency. 

AA significant difference in die trigger efficiency originates in the polarisation of die Drell-Yan 
process.. Large mass Drell-Yan pairs are transversely polarised, i.e. j3 — 1, as opposed to 0 s» 0 
forr 3ftp -> e+e~ . As shown in table 8.7, a transverse polarisation reduces the trigger efficiency 
byy approximately 18  2 %, independent of die invariant mass. 

AA combination of these results yields a scaling factor of 0.74  0.07 for die trigger efficiency 
off Drell-Yan with respect to quarkonium witii equal invariant mass. A correction of die fast 
triggerr simulation efficiency then gives per 104 3/-if —> e+e~ events an expected Drell-Yan yield 
off 5.2  0.7 events in die T mass window and 195  20 events in the Drell-Yan window. 

8.8.33 Combinatorial background 

Thee main contribution to die observed invariant mass distribution comes from die combination 
off particles otiier tiian electrons. We can distinguish between 

•• hadrpns witii a large energy deposit in the calorimeter; 

•• photon conversions. Electrons originating from photon conversions in front of die 
magnett can only be separated from primary electrons by dieir signature in the vertex 
detector,, for example missing hits; 

•• random combinations of calorimeter clusters wiüi charged tracks. A large fraction of 
thee triggered tracks consists of photon clusters (e.g. from TT° —• 77 decays) that overlap 
widii charged tracks. 

Wee shall call this the combinatorial background. 
Thee combinatorial background is much more difficult to estimate man die contribution from 

finalfinal states with real electrons. The simulation of this background requires an accurate knowledge 
off all processes contributing to the inelastic cross section and a large computing power. The 
numberr of inelastic events processed by the trigger for the 2000 data set is of the order of 1011, 
whichh is by far too much to simulate. 

InIn [76] it is shown that the total observed background under the 3ftp —» e+e" signal is in 
reasonablee agreement with expectations. Here we are not so much interested in the absolute 
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yield,, but rather in the shape of the resulting mass distribution. We have applied three different 
proceduress to estimate the shape of the combinatorial background and its contribution in tile Ï 
masss window using the invariant mass distribution of specifically selected background events. 

Hadronss pairs from inelastic events 

Fromm a sample of 2 million inelastic events reconstructed tracks within the geometrical trigger 
acceptancee were selected. Since most of the surviving tracks are hadrons, only a few of the events 
survivee if the trigger criterion on deposited transverse E? is applied. Therefore, the requirement 
onn E? is replaced by a requirement on 'potentially* deposited ET by calculating the transverse 
energyy of the track at the ECAL from the reconstructed momentum. 

Thee resulting invariant mass distribution is shown in figure 8.15(a). The distribution of trig
geredd e+e~ pairs with a 2 a cut on E/p is superimposed. The shape of the background distri
butionn for small invariant mass (m < 3GeV/c2) differs from the signal distribution because the 
FLT-EE mass cut could not be applied on the background. For invariant mass above 3 GeV/c? the 
shapee of the distributions is similar. However, the statistics in the inelastic sample is not suffi
cientt to describe the shape of the background in the X region. Consequently, this sample cannot 
bee used to estimate the background. 

Pairss with low electron likelihood 

Ann alternative estimate from the background of pions can be obtained by selecting triggered 
eventss with a bad electron likelihood. We shall call this the 'pion-like' background description. 
Figuree 8.15(b) shows me mass distribution from triggered events with a A(E/p) > 3cr for at least 
onee of the two tracks. Again, the distribution of e+e~ pairs with a 2<? cut on E/p is superimposed. 
Forr mass entries below 4GeV/fc2 the shape of the distributions is different, since the effect of 
thee FLT-E mass cut depends on the E/p selection.7 For mass entries above 4 GeV/c2 the slope 
off the background distributions is less steep than for the signal distribution, which makes the 
relativee normalisation complicated. The number of entries in the T window is small, though not 
negligible. . 

Pairss from event mixing 

Iff  one assumes that the background is indeed combinatorial, it can be described by mixing elec
tronn candidates from different triggered events. An advantage of this approach is that the same 
electronn identification selection can be applied as on the signal events. A further advantage is that 
statisticss is not a limiting factor. The main problem to overcome is that the trigger track sample 
iss not unbiased, since the momenta of a track pair are correlated by the FLT-E invariant mass cut. 

Followingg the example given by [153] we have developed a method to weight the triggered 
trackss such that the weighted sample is unbiased with respect to the FLT-E cut. Each track is 
assignedd a weight inversely proportional to the probability that in combination with a random 
otherr track from the sample it passes the invariant mass threshold. Since this probability depends 
onn tile sample itself, the weights have to be calculated iteratively. 

'Thee FLT-E mass is calculated using the cluster energies; the mass is calculated using the momenta. 
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e+e~~ invariant mass [GeV] 

Figuree 8.15. Three background descriptions used for this analysis: background from inelastic interactions 
withoutt Ef cut (a), 'pion-like' background (b) and background from mixed events (c). 

AA comparison of the kinematic distributions of the dilepton pair from mixed and from un
mixedd events shows that especially the transverse momentum distributions are not the same. This 
iss to be expected since the mixed events do not obey (transverse) momentum conservation. This 
cann be observed both in the  distribution of the pair and in the azimuthal angle correlation of 
thee tracks. Consequently, in addition to the reweighting discussed above, we have applied a
weighting,, which makes the  distribution of mixed events equal to that for unmixed events. 
Wee observed that the  weighting does not alter the shape of the invariant mass distribution and 
cann therefore be omitted in the background description. 

Figuree 8.15(c) shows the mass distribution of mixed events. The mass distribution of the 
signall events is superimposed. The shape of the two distributions is in fair agreement over the 
wholee mass range. A small enhancement of the unmixed events is observed for m > 5 GeV/c2, 
whichh will be compared to the expected Drell-Yan yield in paragraph 8.9.2. 
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8.8.44 Functional model for  the background 

Thee invariant mass distribution of mixed events yields a qualitative description of the background 
inn the whole mass range. However, applying the FLT-E mass cut correctly to the mixed sample is 
nott trivial and systematic discrepancies between the distributions for mixed and for signal events 
remain,, especially in the region between 2GeV/c2 and SGeV/c2 where the J / ^ signal resides. 
Therefore,, for counting the number of 3/ij) —* e+e" decays we have chosen to parameterise the 
backgroundd in terms of a simple model. 

Thee relation between the FLT-E mass and the off-line invariant mass is approximately given 
by y 

^FLT-EE KS m* . (8.14) 

Iff we assume that the E/p term effectively yields a Gaussian smearing of the mass [75], the mass 
thresholdd can be expressed as 

22 \ v ^ / 
--tri3tri3(m)(m) = ^ e r f c | ^ = ^ l , («45) 

wheree 17% is the effective trigger mass threshold, att is the smearing and erfc(z) is the comple
mentaryy error function. Under the assumption that the shape of the distribution before applying 
thee ma$s cut was purely exponential, the background distribution can now be parameterised as 

^^  = AHe~Xm etri*{m) , (8.16) 
dmm ^ 

wheree X is the slope of the background and A^ is an arbitrary normalisation constant. (One 
cann perform a proper convolution of the exponential with the error function: this changes the 
definitionss of m* and A, but not the shape of the distribution.) 

Figuree 8.16 shows a fit of the invariant mass distribution in the J ftp region to a combination 
off the background function (8.16) and the signal (8.11). The i>' signal has been included with one 
extraa parameter, the shape and position of the distribution being fixed by scaling (in the invariant 
mass)) of the J /ip distribution. 

Thee overall x2 of tile fit is good. Although four parameters were necessary to model the 
backgroundd and another five to model the 3fi> and V' signals, the parameters are to a good 
approximationn uncorrected. Therefore, we favour this background description over arbitrary 
polynomialss [152]. From a comparison of the fit with the background from mixed events we 
estimatee the systematic uncertainty on the derived number of J/̂ > —• e+e~ decays to be 10 %. 

8.99 Experimental results 

8.9.11 J/V> —> e+e~ yield and identification efficiency 

Tablee 8.10 shows the observed J/^> —• e+e~ yields for different electron particle identification 
selections,, determined with the fit described above. In order to verify the consistency of the 
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44 4.5 5 
invariantt mass [GeV] 

Figuree 8.16. Invariant mass distribution with 2 a(E/p) selection and at least one bremsstrahlung photon. 
Thee curve represents the fit described in the text. The dashed curve represents the background contribution. 

resultss we can first calculate the bremsstrahlung identification efficiency for positrons using 

JV(22 BRI) _poS-BRI I 

iV(neg-BRi) ) 
(8.17) ) 

andd likewise for electrons. We observe that the calculated bremsstrahlung efficiency is indepen
dentt of the E/p selection. From the yields with a bremsstrahlung identification on the positron, 
onn the electron or on both, we can calculate the expected yield with at least one bremsstrahlung 
photonn using 

N(>N(> 1 BRI) = JV(neg-BRl) + iV(pos-BRl) - N(2 BRI) (8.18) ) 

AA quick calculation reveals that the values of N(> 1 BRl) obtained from the fit are in perfect 
agreementt with this expectation. Finally, using the same procedure we calculate the total ex
pectedd yield as 

iV(neg-BRi)) JV(pos-BRl) 
7 V ( > 0 B R I )) = (8.19) ) 

;V(2BRI) ) 

Thee result of this calculation, shown in the last row of thee table, is only barely in agreement with 
thee directly observed yield, shown in the first row. This points at a large systematic uncertainty 
inn thee background description. 

Inn table 8.11 the estimated efficiency of the electron identification criteria is compared to 
thosee obtained from the simulation. Since the yield without E/p selection on data is not known, 
thee efficiency for the 3 a selection has been taken from the Monte Carlo. The observed efficiency 
off more stringent E/p cuts is then in good agreement with the simulation. 
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bremsstrahlung g 

requirement t 

alll (> 0 BRt) 

>> 1 BRI 

pOS-BRI I 

neg-BRi i 

22 BRI 
gpOS-BRt t 

^neg-BRi i 

alll (est.) 

l*(B/p) l*(B/p) 

70122  324 

36766  227 

21099 1 

22966 5 

7899  37 

0.3444 7 

0.3744 9 

61366  337 

E/pE/p selection 

2a{Efp) 2a{Efp) 

107888  534 

63522 8 

37100 0 

39888  144 

13699  56 

0.3433 5 

0.3699 7 

108055  579 

3cr(E/p) 3cr(E/p) 

95111 4 

68044 0 0 

39366  182 

43200  193 

14555  68 

0.3377 8 

0.3700 1 

116877 8 

Tablee 8.10. Observed J/ip —> e+e~ yield for different electron identification selections. An additional 
systematicc uncertainty of 10 % must be added to the quoted statistical uncertainty. The rows labelled 
Eposs and eneg show the estimated efficiency for bremsstrahlung identification on the positron and electron 
respectively,, calculated using equation (8.17). The last row shows the total yield derived with equa
tiontion (8.19). 

Thee efficiency for the bremsstrahlung identification is slightly smaller in data than in Monte 
Carlo.. We assume that the ratio of the efficiency for T —• e+e~ and J ftp -*• e+e~ is still well 
predicted,, the additional systematic uncertainty being at most 5%. Note that the efficiency is 
largerr for T -^ e+e~ man for J/V> —> e+e~, both because the bremsstrahlung photons from 
TT —• e+e~ are more energetic and because the trigger discards iftjj —• e+e~ decays with a 
largee energy loss. For later use we quote the ratio öf the probabilities to find at least one brems
strahlungg photon, which is 

e~ e~ 
>1£RI I (T T e^e e ) ) 

£^ £^ >1BRI I (W W eTe e ) ) 
== 1.11  0.06 (8.20) ) 

Tablee 8.12 Hsts the fit parameters of the shape of the 3/i/t ~* e+e" signal for different brems
strahlungg selections. (Note the special notation of the bremsstrahlung identification: '1 BRI' now 
meanss exactly one bremsstrahlung instead of at least one bremsstrahlung.) The width a is ap
proximatelyy 20% larger than in the simulation (figure 8.13), as is thé 'asymmetry' /?. This also 
resultss in a lower value for the position of the maximum of the distribution. 

la(E/p) la(E/p) 

2cr(E/p) 2cr(E/p) 

3<r(E/p) 3<r(E/p) 

pOS-BRI I 

neg-BRi i 

TT -» e+e~ (MC) 

0.4222  0.04 

0.7800 3 

0.9400  0.02 

0.4733 4 

0.4111 4 

J/ipJ/ip - • e+e~ (MC) 

0.4877 9 

0.8466 7 

0.9488  0.005 

0.3766  0.013 

0.3922  0.013 

3/rjf3/rjf —» e+e~ (data) 

0.500 2 

0.877 2 

0.344 2 

0.377  0.02 

Tablee 8.11. Efficiencies for particle identification selections in data and simulation. For the data an 
efficiencyy of 0.94 was attributed to the 3 a selection and other numbers were calculated using the yields 
inn table 8.10. 
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BR] ] 

0 0 

1 1 

2 2 

mo o 
2.9888 7 

2.9611  0.009 

2.9477  0.012 

a a 

0.0766  0,014 

0.1077  0.007 

0.1266  0.008 

iff f 

1.88 6 
1.455  0.21 
1.255  0.18 

Tablee 8*12. Shape parameters of the fit of the J/V signal on data for 0,1 or 2 bremsstrahlung photons. A 
22 tr cut on E/p was applied. 

Thee difference between data and Monte Carlo and the dependence on the selection can par
tiallyy be understood from the energy resolution of the calorimeter. The momentum resolution for 
electronss is dominated by energy loss.8 As judged from the width of the E/p distributions, the 
energyy resolution of thee calorimeter is approximately 50 % worse in data than in simulation. The 
calorimeterr resolution enters the invariant mass calculation via the bremsstrahlung correction. 
Thiss explains why the resolution is worse with bremsstrahlung than without bremsstrahlung. 
However,, it does not explain why the distribution has a more pronounced tail than in the simula
tion.. This might point to a smaller bremsstrahlung recovery efficiency, which is in contrast with 
theresultsoftable8.il. . 

Inn the next paragraph an estimate for the Drell-Yan cross section is presented. Since the 
nuclearr dependence of the cross section for J / ^ and Drell-Yan is significantly different, it is 
necessaryy to separate the J/V> yield on the two target wires. Table 8.13 lists the J/V yield on 
eachh wire, for two different E/p selections. As a reference for the fraction of events on the 
titaniumm wire we obtain 0.22  0,02. 

titanium m 

carbon n 

l<x(E/p) l<x(E/p) 

8588  92 

27600 4 

2a(E/p) 2a(E/p) 

14155  146 

49700  298 

Tablee 8.13. Yield separated for the two target wires, A bremsstrahlung identification for either of the two 
electronss was required. 

8.9.22 Drell-Yan production 
Inn section 8.8 we have presented two different descriptions for the shape of the combinato
riall background in the invariant mass distribution. The background description with mixed 
eventss fits well to the observed distribution for invariant mass below approximately 5 GeV/c2 

(figuree 8.15(c)). However, for larger invariant mass the background falls below the observed 
distribution.. Qualitatively, the enhancement can be explained in terms of a contribution from 
Drell-Yan. . 

Inn order to test whether the enhancement is quantitatively in agreement with the expected 
Drell-Yann yield we have performed a likelihood fit of the observed distribution with the back
groundd from mixed events, signals for J/V, ip' and T according to equation (8.11) and the Drell-
Yann signal parameterised as in equation (8,13). The shape parameters of the ty' and T were scaled 

8Thcc invariant mass resolution in the muon channel is approximately a factor of two better than in the electron 
channel. . 

http://theresultsoftable8.il
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withh respect to those for the J/^, using the Monte Carlo scaling as a reference. The shape of the 
Drell-Yann signal was fixed as well. The total number of parameters in the fit is then equal to 8: 4 
forr the J/ij} signal and normalisation and another 4 for the normalisation of ?/>', T, Drell-Yan and 
thee background. 
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Figuree 8.17. Invariant mass distribution for e+e_ candidates with a 2 a cut on E/p and a reconstructed 
bremsstrahlungg photon for at least one of the two tracks. The shaded histogram shows die background 
shapee from mixed events. 

Forr the particle identification a 2 a cut on E/p and at least one bremsstrahlung identification 
weree required. The result of the fit is shown in figure 8.17. An integration of the Drell-Yan 
parameterisationn on the interval 4 — 8.5 GeV/c2 yields a total of 271  28 events. In the same 
fitfit the number of observed J/ifi —* e+e~ events is 7166  286. Following the discussion of 
figurefigure 8.14(b), we have calculated for the ratio of the Drell-Yan trigger efficiency to that of 
J/ipJ/ip —> e+e~ 

£^(4.00 < mDY < 8.5[GeV]) 
== 1.01 3 

eTe e 
(8.21) ) 

wheree the large systematic uncertainty arises mainly from the extrapolation of the result from the 
fastt trigger simulation (paragraph 8.8.2). 

Sincee Drell-Yan production falls steeply with the invariant mass, the reconstruction efficiency 
forr Drell-Yan in the selected mass window is closer to J/ip —* e+e~ than to T —# e+e~ . Com
biningg the results in table 8.8 and table 8.11, we estimate the ratio of the reconstruction and 
selectionn efficiency to be 

ereco(4.00 < mDY < 8.5[GeV]) 
££recoreco(J/p(J/p -+ e+e~ ) 

== 1.00 5 (8.22) ) 

Thee production of Drell-Yan pairs is approximately independent of the nuclear environment, 
suchh that a = 1, whereas for J/ty a = 0.955. Using the relative contribution of the two target 
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wiress in table 8.13, the difference in nuclear dependence can be expressed in terms of a correction 
factorr to the J/V yield. This factor is L134  0.005. After normalisation to the 3/tp —» e+e~ 
crosss section (8.3), we obtain for the Drell-Yan cross section in the interval 4 — 8.5 GeV/c2, 

aDY(4.00 < mDY < 8.5[GeV]) = 0.69  0.08^, ^ [nb/nucleon] . (8.23) 

Extrapolatingg from FNAL measurements [ 154,144] the expected Drell-Yan cross section at 
thee Hera-B cms energy in the interval 4.0 < m^y < 8.5 GeV/c2 is erDy = 5 nb/nucleon 
[57].. This is a factor of two smaller than our value which casts some doubts on the validity of 
thee background description. 

Ass an alternative the pion-like background can be used to fit the mass distribution. This 
backgroundd does not give a correct description for invariant mass below 4 GëV/c2 which makes 
thee normalisation less reliable. In the large mass region the slope of the signal differs only 
marginallyy from that of the background, leaving little room for Drell-Yan. Performing a com
parablee likelihood fit as before, but now only for m > 4 GeV/c2, we obtain a yield of 25  45 
counts,, compatible with zero. Given the Drell-Yan expectation the true level of thee combinatorial 
backgroundd must be somewhere in between the two background estimates. 

8.9.33 T —> e+e~ production 

Ass was illustrated above, we do not have sufficient control over the combinatorial background for 
separatingg a clear Drell-Yan signal. This makes us believe that we are also not able to estimate 
thee level of the background in the region of the T resonance with sufficient accuracy to derive a 
crosss section. Consequently, we shall only derive an upper limit. 

Inn order to choöse thé particle identification cuts and the mass window for the T such as to 
obtainn the largest sensitivity, we have optimised a 'quasi' sensitivity 

wheree £(T —* e+e~ ) is the efficiency of the selection determined from the simulation, N is 
thee number of surviving events in the data and N0 is an arbitrary constant which we choose 
unity.. The sensitivity reaches a maximum if the lower edge of the mass window is chosen at 
approximatelyy S.SGeV/c2. Since the background above the resonance mass is negligible, the 
upperr edge can be chosen freely. We have chosen 10,5 GeV/c2, which is just above the mass of 
thee T(35) resonance. 

Withh a 2a(E/p) selection the efficiency for counting a mixture of the T(1S), T(2S) and 
T(3S)) in the defined window is 0.70  0.05. The uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty 
inn the shift of the T with respect to its nominal mass. We have assumed that the relative shift is 
proportionall to that of the 3/ij). 

AA comparable optimisation was performed for the electron identification selection. The de
pendencee of the sensitivity on the selection was found to be small, which suggests that the back
groundd consists mainly of real electron pairs. Instead of quoting one optimal selection, we have 
chosenn to present the results for three different selections and to check those for consistency. 

Tablee 8.14 shows the number of events in the mass window for three selections. As advocated 
inn [155] we report the actual measurement, the expected background and thé normalisation factor 
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requiredd to translate the number of counts into a cross section. The latter has been obtained from 
thee observed number of J / ^ —> e+e" events, the ratio of the trigger, reconstruction and electron 
identificationn selections and the 3/ilt —* e+e~ cross section. 

electronn identification 

counts s 

mixed-events s 

pion-like e 

parameterisation n 

Drell-Yan n 

norm,, [pb/eoünt] 

90%% CLbg [pb] 

90%% CLao.bg [pb] 

2a(E/p) 2a(E/p) 

13 3 

19.55  1.5 

11.77 2 

6.11 0 

2.33  0.6 

1.088  0.22 

13.88 6 

200 4 

2a{Efp) 2a{Efp) 

andd > 1 BRI 

10 0 

7.99 8 

4.33  1.1 

3.99 6 

1.66 4 

1.611 3 

18.55 7 

266 5 

la{Ejp) la{Ejp) 

6 6 

5.77  0.8 

3.11  0.7 

2.22  0.4 

1.22  0.3 

2.200  0.49 

18.33 7 

233 5 

Tablee 8.14. Number of events, background estimate, normalisation factor and derived upper limit in the 
masss window 8.5 < m < 10.5 GeV/c2 for different electron identification selections. 

Thee first two background estimates have been obtained from the fit described in the previous 
paragraph,, excluding the T mass window. In addition, we have estimated die background by a 
simplee fit of an exponential to the mass distribution for 5 < m < IZGeV/c2, again excluding 
thee T window. Witiiin the estimated uncertainty the three estimates are not compatible. Besides 
thee estimated background also the expected Drell-Yan yield is given, assuming a cross section of 
3.44  0.7pb in the Ï mass window {57], 

Sincee we have no handle on die real shape of me background, wè choose the background 
valuee that gives me most conservative upper limit, i.e. the parameterisation. Then we calculate 
aa Bayesian 90 % confidence limit, using a prior distribution uniform in thee counting rate.9 For 
comparison,, die confidence limit obtained with 'zero background expectation* is shown as well. 

Figuree 8.18 shows measurements of the differential cross section at mid-rapidity multiplied 
witiii the branching ratio to leptons. The normalisation of the Hera-5 upper limit to a differential 
crosss section was obtained from Monte Carlo, and is a = (1.08  0.04)dcr/dy|y=o. This 
valuee was also used to normalise die cross section from Alexopoulos et at. [159] which was 
onlyy presented as an integrated cross section, (This measurement is at a slightly lower y/s but 
thee differencee in the rapidity normalisation can be neglected.) The measurement from Moreno et 
al.al. [141] was presented as the differential cross section in x?. We transformed it using me relation 
betweenn x? and die rapidity at xp = 0. 

Thee y/s dependence of the differential cross section can be described by die Craigie pararae
terisationn [162] 

-T-- (\A) = <7o exp (—arn/\/s) , (8,25) 

wheree m is the mass threshold for me quarkonium production, exo is a quarkonium dependent 
normalisationn factor and a is a universal scaling factor. A fit to this parameterisation yields 

99 A quick comparison to the confidence limits as defined by the 'unified approach' 1156] reveals that the Bayesian 
limitss arc slightly conservative. However, the difference is small with respect to the systematic uncertainty. 

http://CLao.bg
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Figuree 8.18. B do/dj/l^o for T(lS) + T(2S) + T(3S) versus y/s. The data was taken from [157, 158, 
159,, 160, 161, 141]. The curve is the parameterisation described in the text. 

amam = 169  5 GeV and a0 = 155  31 pb. The Craigie parameterisation suggests a saturation 
ass y/s —* oo, which is not in correspondence with cross sections measured at pp colliding beam 
experimentss [69]10. However, the \/s dependence can successfully be described by NLO QCD 
calculationss of the bb cross section. 

8.9.44 ip' —> e+e production 

Ass was suggested by the fits to the invariant mass distribution in figures 8.16 and 8.17, some 
evidencee for a é' signal is seen. In order to optimise the sensitivity we have again used a 'quasi-
sensitivity'.sensitivity'. In the absense of a Monte Carlo simulation for the %)' signal the t/1' —* e+e~ effi
ciencyy was assumed to be proportional to the 3/iJj —• e+e~ efficiency. The sensitivity for %(>' can 
thenn be defined from the fit to the invariant mass distribution as 

J / 00 yield from fit 
, M 1 -- , l (8-26) 

errorr in w yield trom fit 
whichh is independent of the actual 0' yield. The 3 most significant combinations of bremsstrah-
lungg and E/p cuts and the resulting #(2S) to J/ip ratio are listed in table 8.15. Identification 
selectionss with a lower sensitivity have been omitted but yield similar values. 

Wee assume that both trigger and reconstruction efficiencies scale with the mass between the 
calculatedd values for J/V; and T. The ratio of the trigger efficiencies thus becomes 

eTe e 
etris(,J/i/.'' -» e+e-

== 1.13 3 (8.27) ) 

Judgingg from the difference between T -* <re_ and J/</> -> e+e in tables 8.8 and 8.9, the 
differencee in reconstruction efficiency and 'fit-efficiency' between J/i/> and $ is negligible as is 

'Att high energies the pp and pp data can directly be compared since T production is dominated by gluon fusion. 
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11 (j(E/p) and OBS.1 

22 a{E(p) and 2 BR1 
3<r(E/p)and2BRl l 

iVj/v v 
74244  516 
14777 6 
17199  85 

Jfy y 
2488 2 

655 8 

877 2 

N&/Nj/$ N&/Nj/$ 
0.0333  0.013 
0.0444 2 
0.0511 3 

Tablee 8.15. Ratio of observed i/ and 3/ip yield for different identification selections. 

thee ratio of the B/p selection efficiencies. The ratio of the efficiencies to identify both tracks by 
bremsstrahlungg can be derived from table 8.11, which yields 

662Wty'2Wty' _> e + e - ) 
e2B8l(J/VV -»- e+e" ) 

== 1.03 1 (8.28) ) 

Takingg the central value from table 8.15, the ratio of the cross sections times branching ratios 
becomes s 

criib'criib' —> e+e~ ) 
cr(J/^eV)) = 0 - - 0 1 1 ^ -008sy S t . (8.29) 

InIn reference [69] an overview is given of this ratio at different fixed target energies. In agreement 
withh the colour evaporation model, the ratio is energy independent within experimental uncer
taintiess and in the range 0.017 — 0.019, about 1.5 standard deviations smaller than our result. 

8.100 Outlook 
Ass presented in the previous sections, the limited statistics and the large uncertainties in the 
backgroundd contribution do not allow us to identify a clear T -» e+e~ and Drell-Yan signal in 
thee 2000 data. Analysis of the data that will be taken in 2002 and 2003 will certainly provide more 
precisee results than reported here. First, one can expect two orders of magnitude more statistics, 
bothh due to a larger trigger and tracking efficiency and longer live time. Second, improvements 
inn the calorimeter readout and the reduction of material in the magnetic field will provide a better 
momentumm resolution and a superior E/p identification. Finally, a further increase in statistics 
cann be obtained by including the dimuon channel. 

Evenn with these improvements, the total expected yield of high mass lepton pairs is not 
competitivee with the large amount of data collected by dedicated FNAL experiments in the past 
decade.. For example, the E866 collaboration recently reported on Ï polarisation based on a 
studyy of approximately 100k reconstructed T -» n+n~ decays, ten times more than expected in 
onee Hera-5 year in die most optimistic scenario [67]. However, a significant Hera-2J contribution 
cann be expected because of its capability to reconstruct more than just the dilepton pair. A par
ticularlyticularly interesting measurement is the fraction of T produced via xt>-> which can be studied via 
thee reconstruction of \b —* T + 7 decays, comparable to an already existing Hera-jB measure
mentt of Xc —* Jftp + 7 [76]. These measurement provides further insight into the quarkonium 
productionn mechanisms and may eventually lead to a better understanding of NRQCD and the 
validityy of the factorisation approach. 
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Appendixx A 

Thee Inverse Kalman Filter  Step 

Thee Kalman Filter equations that are used in RANGER are introduced in a clearly structured note 
byy Mankel [109], For an introduction to the Kalman filter and the notation used in this appendix, 
wee refer directly to the equations in that note. 

Beforee filtering, the estimated residual for hit k and the corresponding covariance are given 
byy ([109] equation (2.2)): 

rtrt11 = m* " Hfcx*"1 Rfl = H + HkC
k
k-

xBl (A.1) 

wheree mk and V&, are the measurement and covariance matrix of the hit, Hk is the projection 
matrix,, xk~

l is thé prediction for the state vector at the 'time* k and Cf ~~l the corresponding 
covariancee matrix. 

Afterr filtering the residual is given by 

r fee = {l-H kKk)r
k
k~

l Rk = (l~HkKk)Vk (A.2) 

wheree Kk is the Kalman gain matrix. Note that the matrix (1 - HkKk) is equivalent to the square 
off the residual scaling factor, defined in equation (4.20). 

Inn case the residual and its variance after filtering is known but the result prior to filtering is 
lost,, the latter can be retrieved by a proper combination of the equations in (A.2): 

rtrt11 = HCKk)-1»* Rt1 - Vk(Rk)~
lVk (A.3) 

Notee that (he Kalman gain matrix is not present in this equation. Apparently, using only the 
residuall and its covariance after filtering, one can calculate what the residual would have been if 
thee hit would not have been filtered. Furthermore, using (A 1) one obtains an 'unbiased' estimate 
forr the distance of the track to the wire. This is what we refer to as an inverse Kalman filter step 
off die residual.' 

Thee inverse filter step can only be derived for the last filtered hit. After the smoothing step of 
thee Kalman fitting procedure, file state vector at every node contains all the information on the 
trackk and the order of nodes is no longer relevant. Therefore, the procedure is correctt for all hits 
inn the track. 

11 Actually U is not a complete inverse filter, since the state vector has not been calculated. To calculate the state 
vectorr before filtering the gain matrix is needed. 
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Appendixx B 

Dataa for  the V"0 analysis 

target t 

C C 

Al l 

Ti i 

W W 

run n 

14577 7 

14603 3 

14605 5 

14606 6 

14607 7 

14551 1 

14553 3 

14585 5 

14610 0 

14639 9 

14644 4 

ratee [MHz] 

4.9 9 

9.8 8 

4.8 8 

4.8 8 

9.3 3 

4.8 8 

4.9 9 

4.8 8 

4.8 8 

2.8 8 

2,6 6 

events s 

501213 3 

366735 5 

235619 9 

190642 2 

100589 9 

233652 2 

236584 4 

84568 8 

100082 2 

356231 1 

154822 2 

fcbl%] fcbl%] 

3,55  0.1 

46-88 4 

32.77  0.4 

53.44 6 

36.55 5 

2.33  0.1 

6.44 2 

2.22 2 

6.00 3 

11.99 3 

22.11 7 

N,N, [103] 

268-44 6 

305.11  12 

103.00 1 

78,99  3.9 

84.44  2.8 

102.99 1 

4 4 

36.77  1.3 

42.77 7 

63,22  1.9 

23.44  0.9 

££ [mb"1] 

11100 8 

5488 9 

2022 4 

1355  29 

1622  22 

1588 5 

1533 5 

566 2 

2 2 

34.88  1.7 

12.22  1.0 

'Toec c 

0.93 3 

0.91 1 

0.97 7 

0.99 9 

0.92 2 

0.98 8 

0.98 8 

0.95 5 

0.96 6 

0.99 9 

1.00 0 

Tablee B.1. Data used for the V° analysis. The number of interactions Nj and the luminosity C have been 
correctedd for the fraction of coasting beam (third column) as was described in section 6.4. 
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target t 

G G 

Al l 

Ti Ti 

W W 

run n 

14577 7 

14603 3 

14605 5 

14606 6 

14607 7 

14551 1 

14553 3 

14585 5 

14610 0 

14639 9 

14644 4 

JV(AJ) ) 
A A 

28566  56 

22711  52 

10644 4 

6111  26 

6377  27 

11655  37 

12200  38 

4922 3 

4966  24 

8000 0 

2455  17 

B B 

21566 8 

17577 5 

7833  29 

4555  22 

5033  23 

9111  32 

9422 3 

3699 0 

3922  21 

5966  26 

1699 4 

N(A) N(A) 

A A 

4 4 

3377  21 

1700  14 

955 0 

1277  12 

2288  17 

2399 8 

866  10 

899 0 

2011  15 

8 8 

B B 

3322 0 

2388 8 

1333 2 

766 9 

999 1 

1555  14 

1711  15 

699 9 

9 9 

1644  14 

299 6 

N(l) N(l) 
A A 

2222  18 

1955  17 

811 0 

555 8 

544 9 

1111 3 

922 2 

8 8 

455 8 

766 1 

455 7 

B B 

1688 5 

1433 5 

566 9 

7 7 

433 8 

900 1 

755 0 

388 7 

277 6 

577 9 

322 6 

Tablee B.2. Reconstructed V° yield per run for all rapidities (A) and for the selected range 2.8 < y < 3.8 
(B). . 

reference e 

B\abe\etalB\abe\etal [163] 

Jaegerr et al. [164] 

B)obelB)obel etal. [163J 

Alstofr-Garnjostt et al [165] 

Brickk etal. [166] 

Jaegerr et al. [167] 

Schengetal.. [168] 

Daoera/,, [169] 

Asaietal.. [170] 

Kichimicro/.. [171] 

Thiss thesis 

Drijardetal.. [172] 

v^[GeV] ] 

4.93 3 

5.00 0 

6.84 4 

13.8 8 

16.7 7 

19.7 7 

23.8 8 

23.9 9 

26.0 0 

27.6 6 

41.6 6 

63 3 

<?(K%)<?(K%) [mb] 

1.155 3 

1.377 6 

2.511  0.06 

3.88  0.3 

5.00 2 

11.588  0.80 

7.33  0.6 

9.88 3 

8.555  0.51 

— — 

14.11 1 

25.55  1.4 

o-(A)) [mb] 

1.122 3 

1.077  0.11 

1.766 6 

3.55  0.4 

4.22  0.2 

3.333  0.33 

3.66 4 

4.22  1.0 

4.088  0.40 

4.055 9 

8.44  1.6 

7.88 2 

p-{A)) [mb] 
nn anq+oooi 

— — 
nn 021+0010 

0.244  0.07 

0.88 2 

0.40i§;ü ü 
1.00 3 
AA 4+1.0 

0,433 2 

0.633 7 

1.33 4 

— — 

Tablee B.3. Measurements of the inclusive production cross sections for K%, A and A ordered in y/s. 
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Referencee Value for  the J/ip Cross Section 

Thee ifij) cross section in fixed target pA collisions has been measured via the decay J ftp -+ p^pr 
inn 77-Au collisions by the E789 experiment [143] and in p-Si collisions by the E771 experi
mentt [66], both operating with an 800 GeV/c proton beam. Their results are expressed in terms 
off the cross section per nucleon by parameterizing the A-dependence of the cross section as 
crcrpApA(J/ip)(J/ip) — ffpjy(J/^) • A01. However, for the correction the two collaborations assumed 
differentt values for the parameter a. 

Moree recently, the value of & has been measured with superior precision as a function of 
xpp and pj_ by the E866 collaboration [173]. Integrated óver px the average value in the xp 
acceptancee of E789 and E771 is a =s 0.955  0.05, where the uncertainty includes the systematic 
uncertaintyy from the small x F dependence. Table C.l shows the measured cross section per 
nuclëonn as quoted by the experiments and corrected for the updated value of <*. 

targett nucleus 

aa used 

quotedd apx{J/i)) [nb/nucleon] 

rescaled<T|,Ar(J/V)) [nb/nucleon] 

E7899 [143] 

Auu (A = 196.97) 

0.900  0.02 

Mat sys s 

OoLOoL  jistal ^ OOsys 

E7711 [66] 

Sii (A = 28.09) 

0.9200  0.008 
0100 i t 4 ^  iiUSyS 

334i4 s t e t s y s s 

Tablee G.1. Results of E789 and E771 on the prompt J /^ cross section. The results in the last row have 
beenn obtained by «scaling the measurements with a = 0.955  0.005. 

Thee energy dependence of the cross section can be expressed in terms of a threshold produc
tionn paramëtérisation, 

cr(VS)) = *o ( l - ^ f ƒ , (CI) 

wheree @ = 11.8  0.5 [159]. This yields a scaling factor of thé FNAL result (yfl = 38.8) to the 
Hera-55 beam energy (y/s = 41.6) of 1.0714  0.0031. 

Thee reference value used in this analysis for the J / $ cross section then is the weighted aver
agee of the FNAL result, scaled according to the energy dependence, 

CpjvfJ/V)) = 358  4«at  29^ [nb/nucleon] (C.2) ) 
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Fromm this result we can infer the specific values for the carbon (A = 12.01) and titanium (A = 
47.87)) target materials as 

aacc = s t a  0.31^ \jjb\ c7Ti = 14.4 ^  1.2sys [fib] . (C.3) 

Thee nuclear dependence of the T cross section has been measured by the E772 collabora
tionn [174]. Integrated over  and xF a value aiS - 0.962  0.006 and a2s+ss — 0.948  0.012 
weree obtained, both with an additional systematic uncertainty in the normalisation of . 
Thesee results are compatible with the value of a for 3ftp production. Consequently, a normali
sationn to the 3 ftp cross section automatically includes the correction for the nuclear dependence, 
thee corresponding uncertainty being negligible with the already existing systematic uncertainty 
inn the J / 0 cross section. 

Thee world average of the branching ratios of the J / Ï / J - ^ e + e " andJ/0—>^V~ decays are 
respectivelyy 0.0593  0.0010 and 0.0588  Q.Ó010. Since these numbers are not significantly 
different,, we adopt one number Br( J / 0 -»/+/" ) = 0.0590  0.0010. Consequently, the cross 
sectionn per nucleon times the branching fraction to either e+e~ or /^+/i" is 

< W J / 0 - * e + e "" ) = 21.1 8 [nb/nucleon] , (C.4) 

wheree the uncertainties have been combined. 
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Summary y 

Thiss thesis reports on literature studies and experimental work performed between January 1997 
andd May 2002 at the Hera-B experiment in Hamburg. Hera-5 was designed to measure CP 
violationn in the decay of neutral B mesons produced in 920 GeV/c pA collisions. The experiment 
iss still in a startup phase and competitive physics results have not yet been obtained. 

Chapterr 1 gives an overview of the theory of quarkonium production in hadronic collisions. 
Thee description of quarkonium production is based on factorisation of the scattering amplitude. 
Twoo competitive production models exist that are based on different assumptions of the validity 
off the factorisation. Kem-B can contribute to the understanding of quarkonium production with 
measurementss of spin alignment of 3/ip and T states and feed down from P-wave states. Further
more,, precise measurements of the nuclear dependence will help to obtain a correct interpretation 
off J / ^ suppression in heavy ion collisions. 

AA description of the experiment and the prospects for the coming data taking period are 
presentedd in chapter 2. The Hera-B detector comprises a vertex detector, a forward spectrometer 
withh an opening angle of approximately 3Q0mrad, a ring imaging Cerenkov detector for x/K 
separation,, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a muon detector. Thé 3/if> trigger exploits thé 
clearr signatures of 3/i}> —» e+e~ and 3/ip -* jU+//~ decays. 

Chapterss 3 through 5 deal with the Hera-B outer tracker, a honeycomb drift detector that 
coverss the outer acceptance of the spectrometer. First, the physics of ionisation detectors and 
thee design of the tracker is reviewed. Subsequently, in chapter 4, a method for the calibration of 
thee outer tracker is presented. The calibration involves both the time-offset calibration and the 
determinationn of the rt-relation. The measured position resolution of the tracker, including noise 
andd misalignment effects, is 400  50 yum, which is approximately a factor of two worse man the 
designn specification. Finally* a study of the hit-efficiency of the 0TR is reported in chapter 5. The 
obtainedd efficiency is in the range 90 - 95 % which is significantly below the design efficiency of 
988 %. However, the observed high voltage and threshold dependence indicates that the latter can 
inn principle be achieved. 

Thee status of the track reconstruction in the Hera-B detector is discussed in chapter 6. A 
detailedd comparison of data and Monte Carlo is performed. Whereas the impact parameter dis
tributionn in the vertex detector is reasonably well understood, thé track resolution in die main 
trackerr (as estimated from the impact parameter of tracks extrapolated to the vertex) is approx
imatelyy 30 % worse than in the simulation. The data contain an enhanced fraction of segments, 
bothh in the vertex detector and in the main tracker. However, the average multiplicity of long 
trackss and the corresponding nuclear dependence is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simula
tion. tion. 

Inn order to illustrate the understanding of the track reconstruction efficiency and the luminos
ityy determination a measurement of the K®, A and A cross section is presented in chapter 7. The 
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observedd average multiplicity of A production agrees well with the FRTTIOF prediction, but the 
K^K^ and A fall below the prediction. The measured cross sections are in good agreement with 
previouss measurements. 

Ann exploratory measurement of dieleetron production via tp and T decay and the Drell-Yan 
processs is presented in chapter 8. The dieleetron invariant mass distribution is not sufficiently 
welll understood to extract cross-sections for Drell-Yan and T. The obtained upper limits are in 
agreementt with existing data, as is the observed ratio of the •$' to 3/$ production cross section. 
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Onderzoekk op de kleinste schaal 

Dee natuur openbaart zich aan ons in vele verschijrangsvormen. Echter, de mate van complexiteit 
hangtt sterk af van de lengteschaal waarop we de wereld bekijken. Op menselijke schaal is de 
diversiteitt heel groot, maar op subatomaire schaal (< 10"10 m) blijkt alle materie opgebouwd uit 
slechtss drie verschillende bouwstenen, namelijk het proton, het neutron en het elektron. 

Dee elementaire-deeltjes fysica houdt zich bezig met het bestuderen van de natuur op deze 
subatomairee schaal, Het onderzoek gebeurt voornamelijk in botsingsexperimenten. Dit zijn 
experimentenn waarbij protonen of elektronen met grote energie op elkaar worden 'geknald'. Hoe 
groterr de energie van de botsende deeltjes, hoe kleiner de lengteschaal waarop we de interactie 
tussenn de deeltjes kunnen bestuderen. 

Dee botsingsprocessen kunnen worden geanalyseerd met behulp van een soort elektronische 
foto'ss van de reactieproducten, de splinters in de botsing. Bij voldoende hoge botsingsenergie 
wordenn er allerlei nieuwe deeltjes geproduceerd, die in de 'normale' wereld niet voorkomen. 
Dezee deeltjes zijn niet stabiel: ze leven slechts een korte tijd en veranderen, of vervatten, uitein
delijkk vrijwel allemaal weer in protonen, neutronen en elektronen. 

Hett  standaardmodel: deeltjes, krachtdeeltjes én symmetrieën 

Fysicii meten allerlei eigenschappen van de nieuwe deeltjes, zoals de mate waarin ze gevormd 
worden,, hun massa en levensduur en de wijze waarop ze uiteen vallen in andere deeltjes. Op 
dezee manier hebben we geleerd dat protonen en neutronen opgebouwd zijn uit quarks en dat het 
elektronn slechts één variant is van een algemener deeltjestype lepton. 

Hett gedrag van quarks en leptonen wordt beschreven in een natuurkundige theorie die het 
standaardmodelstandaardmodel van de elementaire deeltjes wordt genoemd. In deze theorie vindt de interactie 
tussenn de materiedeeltjes plaats door het uitwisselen van krachtdeeltjes. Er zijn krachtdeeltjes 
voorr de elektromagnetische kracht, die onder andere verantwoordelijk is voor alle scheikundige 
processen,, de zwakke kemkracht, die radioactief verval veroorzaakt, en de sterke kemkracht die 
dee protonen en neutronen in een atoomkern bijeenbindt. Deze krachtdeeltjes hebben net zo veel 
(off net zo weinig) fysische realiteit als de materiedeeltjes zelf. Zo is 'waarneembaar' licht niet 
meerr dan een speeiale verschijningsvorm van het elektromagnetische krachtdeeltje. 

Behalvee de deeltjes en de krachtdeeltjes heeft het standaardmodel nog een belangrijke in
grediënt,, namelijk symmetrie. Voorbeelden van symmetrieën die in de natuur veel voorkomen* 
zijnn spiegelsymmeüïe en rotatiesymmetrie. In natuurkundige theorieën spelen symmetrieën een 
fundamentelee rol en zij hangen nauw samen met behoudswetten. 

Inn het standaardmodel heeft elk elementair deeltje een partner, een ander elementair deeltje, 
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mett dezelfde massa, maar met een aantal 'gespiegelde* eigenschappen. De materie om ons heen 
bestaatt niet uit deze anti-deeltjes, maar anti-deeltjes kunnen wel worden waargenomen in bot
singsexperimentenn en kosmische straling. De overeenkomst tussen deeltjes en anti-deeltjes is 
zoo groot dat er sprake is van een symmetrie, de deeltje-anti-deeltje symmetrie. Bij de processen 
beschrevenn in het standaardmodel ontstaan en verdwijnen deeltjes en anti-deeltjes altijd in paren: 
voorr elk gevormd anti-deeltje ontstaat ook een deeltje, en omgekeerd. De netto hoeveelheid 
materiee (materie minus anti-materie) is dus constant. 

Eenn kosmologisch probleem 

Preciess daar bevindt zich één van de belangrijkste onopgeloste vraagstukken in onze beschrijving 
vann het ontstaan van het heelal. Deze beschrijving gaat uit van een begintoestand zonder materie 
enn anti-materie. Echter, de deeltje-anti-deeltje symmetrie op de schaal van de fundamentele 
processenn laat zich dan moeilijk rijmen met het volledig ontbreken van anti-materie in het huidige 
heelal.. Het is daarom aannemelijk dat er in de ontwikkeling van het heelal een periode is geweest 
waarinn er netto meer deeltjes dan anti-deeltjes werden gevormd via processen die we nog niet 
kennen. . 

Omm de asymmetrie op kosmologische schaal te kunnen begrijpen worden er botsingsexperi
mentenn uitgevoerd waarin de deeltje-anti-deeltje symmetrie nauwkeurig tegen het licht gehouden 
wordt.. Daarbij kijkt men in het bijzonder naar mesonen, samengestelde toestanden van een quark 
enn een anti-quark. Uit metingen is gebleken dat bepaalde mesonen net iets anders vervallen 
dann hun anti-meson partners. De deeltje-anti-deeltje symmetrie is hier niet geheel geldig en we 
sprekenn van een symmetiiescnending. 

Dezee metingen kunnen worden beschreven in het standaardmodel, maar daarbij voorspelt 
dee theorie nog een weelde aan andere symmetrieschendende processen. Om die voorspellingen 
tee toetsen worden nieuwe botsingsexperimenten uitgevoerd. Natuurkundigen hopen zo aankno
pingspuntenn te vinden voor een uitbreiding van het standaardmodel. 

Hett  Hera-fl experiment 

Eénn van die nieuwe experimenten is het Hera-5 experiment in Hamburg. Hera-5 is opgebouwd in 
dee jaren 1995-20Ö0 en heeft reeds enkele tientallen miljoenen botsingen geregistreerd. Het expe
rimentriment is ingewikkeld, omdat de botsingen waarin de interessante deeltjes worden gevormd zeer 
zeldzaamm zijn, namelijk ongeveer één op de honderd miljard. Dat betekent dat veel botsingen 
geproduceerdd moeten worden en dat een zeer nauwkeurige selectieprocedure vereist is om de 
beoogdee processen van de overige te onderscheiden. Dit laatste is een stuk moeilijker gebleken 
dann werd aangenomen tijdens het ontwerpen van het experiment. Hera-B is nóg niet aan de 
symmetrieschendingsmetingenn toegekomen en het is twijfelachtig of dat nog gaat gebeuren. 

Hett experiment richt zich nu voornamelijk op andere onderwerpen, in hel bijzonder op de 
studiee van quarkonia. Dit zijn samengestelde toestanden van een zwaar quark en een anti-quark 
vann hetzelfde type, bijeengehouden door de sterke kemkracht. Het bestuderen van de productie 
enn het verval van quarkonia is interessant, omdat we eigenlijk nog maar weinig begrijpen van de 
manierr waarop de sterke kernkracht de quarks in atoomkernen aan elkaar bindt. Zijdelings zijn 
dee metingen ook relevant voor de interpretatie van de symmetrieschendingsmetingen, omdat die 
afhankelijkk is van een correcte beschrijving van bindingseffecten in mesonen met zware quarks. 
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Ditt proefschrift 

Inn dit proefschrift wordt onderzoek beschreven dat is gedaan tijdens het opbouwen van het ex
perimentt en na het registreren van de eerste data in de zomer van het jaar 2000. Hoofdstuk 1 
bevatt een samenvatting van de theoretische beschrijving van quarkorriumproductie. Voor deze 
beschrijvingg bestaan verschillende modellen, die kwantitatief getoetst kunnen worden met be
hulpp van metingen in het Hera-5 experiment. 

Hoofdstukk 2 omvat een beschrijving van het Hera-5 experiment en de eerste metingen. 
Hera-BB bestaat uit verschillende detectoren met een totale lengte van ongeveer 20 m en een 
hoogtee én breedte tot maximaal 8 m. Sommige detectoren zijn specifiek bedoeld voor het meten 
vann de energie van deeltjes, terwijl anderen voor deeltjesidentificatie zijn. Door onvoorziene 
problemenn hebben deze detectoren niet allemaal naar verwachting gefunctioneerd. 

Inn de hoofdstukken 3,4 en 5 wórden het ontwerp, de calibratie en de detectie-efficiëntie van 
éénn van de detectoren besproken waar het NIKHEF bijzonder bij betrokken was, namelijk de 
OuterOuter Tracker. Er wordt aangetoond dat in de data van 2000 de detectieresolutie en -efficiëntie 
slechterr zijn dan vereist volgens het ontwerp. Echter, er wordt ook aannemelijk gemaakt dat de 
Outerr Tracker in de toekomst beter zal functioneren. 

Hoofstukk 6 geeft een overzicht van de status van de spoorreconstructie van deeltjes in de 
Hera-SS detector. De data worden vergeleken met de computersimulaties van het experiment. 
Hoewell er nog vele details slecht begrepen zijn, stemmen de data redelijk overeen met deze 
simulaties.. Dit geldt onder andere voor het gemiddeld aantal deeltjes dat per botsing wordt 
geproduceerd. . 

Inn hoofdstuk 7 wordt specifiek gekeken naar de productie van K°, A en A deeltjes. Dit zijn 
deeltjess die een zogenaamd vreemd quark bevatten. Ze hebben een relatief lange levensduur en 
zijnn daardoor gemakkelijk te identificeren. De waargenomen signalen komen goed overeen met 
modelberekeningenn en met metingen van andere experimenten. 

Hett proefschrift Wordt in hoofdstuk 8 afgesloten met een verkennende meting van de produc
tietie van quarkonia, in het bijzonder van het T deeltje. Er wórdt aangetoond dat de beschikbare 
dataa niet voldoende botsingen bevatten om het T deeltje te kunnen waarnemen. Echter, wanneer 
inn de toekomst meer data zijn verzameld, kan de meting alsnog worden uitgevoerd. 
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